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𝑃(𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑜) =  
𝑁(𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒)
𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑎
𝑃(𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑜) =  
(0.40 · 10) + 5
15
= 0.6
𝑃(𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑜) =  
(𝐹𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 · 𝑁(𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒)) + 1
(𝐹𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 · 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒) + 1)
=

















𝑝𝑖 =  𝑃(𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜 |𝑥𝑖  𝑠ó𝑙𝑜) = 𝑃(𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜 |𝑥1̅̅ ̅, 𝑥2̅̅ ̅, … , 𝑥𝑖 , … , 𝑥𝑛̅̅ ̅)
𝑃(𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜 |𝑥𝑖, 𝑥2, … , 𝑥𝑛) = 1 − (1 − 𝑝1) · (1 − 𝑝2) · … · (1 − 𝑝𝑛)
𝑃(𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜 |𝑋) = 1 − ∏(1 −  𝑝𝑖) 𝑑𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑒 𝑋 = 𝑇𝑜𝑑𝑎𝑠 𝑙𝑎𝑠 𝑐𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑎𝑠 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑠 𝑥𝑖
pi 
𝑝𝑖 =  𝑃(𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜 | 𝑇𝑜𝑑𝑎𝑠 𝑒𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑜 𝑥𝑖) = 𝑃(𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜 |𝑥1, 𝑥2, … , 𝑥?̅?, … , 𝑥𝑛)
𝑃(𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜 |𝑥𝑖, 𝑥2, … , 𝑥𝑛) = 𝑝1 · 𝑝2 · … · 𝑝𝑛




















































































𝑓2 = min ((max𝑖 ∑ 𝑡𝑗𝑣𝑖
𝑗=𝑚
𝑗=1
















































     
 
Simulation of predictive maintenance strategies for cost-effectiveness 
analysis 




This paper presents a methodology that provides a continuous assessment of predictive maintenance (PdM) technologies with respect to 
specific business scenarios. The methodology integrates existing reliability and maintenance business analysis techniques and standards. The 
positive impacts that may have the implementation of these technologies have always been in mind. A critical simulation step is also added 
where different PdM strategies are simulated in order to obtain the optimal maintenance strategy. This Monte Carlo simulation relies on the 
reliability information based on the probability density distribution of failure for the system or component, providing as a results de optimal 
strategy among proposed options. The paper finally explains how this methodology has a positive impact not only on the cost-effectiveness of 
maintenance processes, but also on the maintenance information available. 
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Performance improvements in the maintenance and 
conservation activities of physical assets are measured by 
availability and operational reliability. They should be 
obtained preserving maximum quality and safety levels and 
minimizing the costs. In the current scenario of 
competitiveness, improvement efforts are essential to reach 
high levels of effectiveness and efficiency in every company’s 
production or operational department. The purpose is to 
achieve competitive advantage (in products or offered 
services) based on different hard-to-copy aspects, i.e. know-
how. 
To obtain maximum performance, the organizations must 
be prepared for changes and there are three interconnected 
areas in the change concept [1]: 
• Processes, work fluxes to achieve the improvements (e.g. 
doing more preventive work instead of corrective work, 
etc.). 
• Technologies to facilitate or enable some processes. 
• Organization and people within the organization must 
validate any change, so there is a need of tools to ease 
changes. 
One of the approaches for improvement is to identify and 
to apply predictive maintenance (PdM) techniques and tactics 
which would help to identify anomalies with high reliability. 
In this context, PdM is still an important area of improvement 
for Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs), maximizing 
the value of their products through extended lifetime services, 
not just within warranty periods, as well as for end users –
maximizing the availability and performance of their assets 
with optimum maintenance costs. 
Usual PdM systems are mostly centred in just condition 
monitoring. That is, the identification of anomalies in order to 
mitigate critical system failures before time-based 
replacement (or repair) is completed. A typical feature is 
modelling the degradation process, using the condition 
monitoring data to estimate de remaining useful life and the 
making maintenance decisions [1]. This is the usual approach 
at systems that require extra safety approaches (e.g. nuclear, 
aerospace). However, PdM true potential is related to the 
extension (or cancellation) of repair and replacement periods, 
helping companies in their shift from ‘fail and fix’ policies to 
‘predict and prevent’ [3]. 
There are different ways to achieve cost-effective PdM for 
physical assets. One vector of improvement is the use of high-
tech elements can serve to help maintenance specialists in 
rapid on-site inspections, or even to perform an on-line 
remote assessment of the asset conditions. Another vector is 
to rely on third party services that can perform specialized 
analysis, diagnostics and audits over specific areas (e.g. the 
lubrication process). 
1.1. The maintenance information gap 
The positive effect of PdM approaches in the improvement of 
operation and maintenance processes may be mitigated by 
different reasons. The lack of adequate information 
concerning the maintenance process is one of them. Lack of 
information can be due to different causes. Several examples 
follow: 
• The signal is acquired (e.g. vibrations) but stored just 
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• Usually the failures and work order handled by 
maintenance personnel does not feed the OEM in order to 
understand the machinery reliability – Different 
departments and even different companies. 
• Lack of information transmission between operation and 
maintenance processes, apart from scheduled plans for 
preventive maintenance and inspection. No information on 
machinery performance, nor on short/medium term 
operational schedule. 
• Condition signal acquired by third party services (e.g. 
vibration, lubrication, thermography) and handled in 
isolation, with a single ‘condition monitoring’ purpose.  
 
At the end there is a lack of proper acquisition, 
transmission and storage of vital data that needs to be shared 
and communicated with the appropriate areas of the company 
(management, operation, maintenance, OEM). It may be 
argued that this lack of the information systems is because of 
the organizational culture and of the business processes. 
However, in many cases it may be happening the opposite: 
The lack of adequate information channels is motivating a 
certain culture of isolation. 
This is critical and has at minimum two different effects on 
the development of any strategy for continuous improvement: 
• At the starting point for any improvement, the quantity and 
quality of information that optimization of maintenance 
strategies may need can be discouraging. Simulation tools 
can help identifying how a new PdM approach may help -
or hinder- in the cost-benefit of the life cycle of the product 
or global productivity of the plant. But most of them rely 
on several types of data not available at the beginning.  
• During the whole process, there is a need for metrics. The 
identification of true improvements is also difficult if only 
partial information is available. The Key performance 
Indicators (KPIs) initially planned can become 
unreachable. 
 
1.2. Existing approaches to Cost-effectiveness analysis  
In maintenance, various methodological frameworks and 
models deal with the identification, comparison and 
improvement in maintenance policies. For example,  [4] 
studies the criteria for comparing maintenance approach and it 
proposes an evaluation methodology for identifying the most 
informative by means of fuzzy multiple criteria decision 
making. Marquez et al [5] defined a process for maintenance 
management classifying maintenance engineering techniques, 
introducing a methodological framework in eight steps. 
The importance of a cost-effectiveness analysis is key 
because it is the way to indicate if any profit or competitive 
advantage can be achieved by using more automatic 
maintenance tasks, especially predictive maintenance. 
This analysis is usually done with a maintenance strategies 
simulator [6,7], which introduces the details related to 
predictive systems (sensor costs, inspection costs, 
estimations/probability of errors –false positives) with other 
data or information related to corrective and preventive 
maintenance costs and reliability information [8]. 
For instance, Berdinyazov et al. [9] presented a model for 
simulating improvements in maintenance. Their model begins 
with assigning each possible failure mode to one of three 
maintenance policies (i.e. corrective maintenance, periodic 
maintenance, condition-based maintenance). Then it simulates 
the cost associated with each failure mode and policy by 
means of Monte Carlo analysis. And finally, the contribution 
of all failure modes are added for obtaining the total 
maintenance cost. 
Exakt is a software package by Optimal Maintenance 
Decisions Inc. for predicting and optimizing condition-based 
maintenance in order to improve reliability, reduce failures 
and save maintenance costs. It works by correlating 
measurable condition variables with failure modes and, as 
such, requires inputs such as event and condition data. 
In [10], Feldman et al. focuses on an analysis of the costs 
associated with predictive, prognostic maintenance as 
compared to unscheduled maintenance. Discrete event 
simulation, implemented as a Monte Carlo analysis, is used 
for comparing various use cases with respect to the baseline 
unscheduled maintenance. In [13], Asadzadeh and Azadeh 
have dealt with the importance of human and organizational 
aspects in optimization of condition-based maintenance. 
In [11] Wang uses bearing vibration to estimate the 
component condition and residual life. On top of the 
estimation of the component’s life, costs are added in order to 
support decision process on the optimal replacement time. In 
[12] Xiang et al. modelled equipment deterioration with time 
to failure distributions. Weibull distribution is fitted to the 
time of first failure data. For estimating the Weibull 
distribution, instead of actual data, a simulation of an 
environment is performed with a Markov chain in order to 
generate the data. Cost-benefit of condition-based 
maintenance policy is assessed via simulation including 
corrective, preventive and periodic inspection actions, or in 
other words, including both age-based and condition-based 
maintenance policies. 
1.3. Scope and contents of the paper 
This paper illustrates a methodology to overcome this 
information gap, which helps in starting to take decisions with 
little information, and allows a progressive increase in 
confidence (from a statistical point of view as well concerning 
communication with management) which depends on the 
level of information collected. 
Section 2 explain the overall methodology for constantly 
improving maintenance activity focusing on reducing 
maintenance costs, in order to achieve a optimal maintenance 
strategy, mainly based on predictive technologies. 
Finally, section 3 concentrates on the core of improvement 
model, presenting an implementation of a maintenance 
strategy simulation based on the probability density 
distribution of failure for the selected system or component. 
2. Improvement model 
Maintenance should be a constantly improving activity, which 
enhances the quality of service and optimizes operating costs. 
 
Condition-based maintenance and predictive strategies based 
on cutting-edge technologies are arriving on the market and 
their continuous cost reduction opens wide opportunities, 
helping the operation and maintenance personnel to perform 
tasks more effectively. 
There are cost-effectiveness studies of the different types 
of strategies but it is normally difficult to measure with these 
tools the impact of predictive strategies [9,10,11,12,14,15,16]. 
To overcome this gap, a simple model was developed to solve 
the difficulty of showing how predictive maintenance could 
help in a cost-effective way. This model is based on the 
application of different existing tools (Balance Scorecard, 
Failure Modes Effects and Cause Analysis - FMECA, 
Preliminary Hazard Analysis - PHA,…), and it follows a six-
step structure based on a Deming cycle to gradually improve 
each process or service adapted to maintenance needs. 
The innovation of this improvement model compared to 
previous approaches is the generalized concept of predictive 
maintenance to include, besides on-line sensors, inspections 
and off-line laboratory analysis. Besides this, we have 
additionally developed the possible combination of strategies 
for the simulator. Furthermore this simulator considers the 
possibility of having different probability for false positives 
and negatives as it works with accuracy. 
The cycle is continuously fed with new information to 
achieve an optimal maintenance working way in a cost-
effective manner and keeping in mind strategies that are based 
on predictive technologies. The steps are carried out in a 
cyclical manner as shown in next figure.  
 
 
Figure 1.  . 
 
2.1. Selection of the objectives (step 1) 
The first step is to establish the main objective. It is essential 
to know exactly the situation of the company in order to know 
what should be improved and to align the vision-mission-
strategies-objectives-indicators. These objectives should be 
identified with KPIs with different approaches: financial, 
learning or technical. There are many different techniques that 
can serve to achieve the correct alignment between the 
company and indicators, such as Balanced Scorecard. 
2.2. Identification of the most important products/processes 
(step 2) 
The next step is the identification of the main objects or 
processes where the improvements are going to be critical 
with respect to their impact on the selected KPIs. Results 
include machinery parts (e.g. planetary systems), product 
types (e.g. specific wind turbine gearboxes) or target sectors 
(e.g. wind-farms with less than 50 MW) among others.  
Criticality tables are used in order to rank the results and 
select an appropriate subset for further analysis and 
simulation in the next steps. 
2.3. Analysis of selected product/processes (step 3) 
An exhaustive analysis of selected products/processes is 
carried out to have a clear idea of their main important 
aspects. Analyzing the most critical assets is very useful in 
order to obtain the selected objectives. 
The information of different tools: from Failure Mode and 
Effect Analysis (FMEA) to Risk Analysis (PHA) among 
others. A complete understanding of the assets identified in 
the previous step gives a better way to make improvements. 
2.4. Identification of optimized asset management strategies 
for each critical product/ processes (step 4) 
This step consists of an analysis and an assessment of various 
maintenance strategies for the selected critical products/ 
processes. There are a number of different techniques for 
implementing and analyzing these aspects. 
The cost assessment simulation is done in this step and is 
the most critical part of the whole model. An ad-hoc 
optimization tool has been developed to better simulate the 
cost-effectiveness, and therefore this step will be further 
explained in this article.  
The key issues in the simulation process are to use a valid 
source of information, to employ a relevant selection of key 
characteristics and behaviours, make approximations and 
assumptions when necessary and understand the fidelity and 
validity of the simulation outcomes. The simulation is 
developed by means of a Monte Carlo approach where 
probability density distribution of failure for the equipment or 
component is estimated, firstly from bibliographical data and 
later from real failure information, increasing progressively 
the confidence value. 
2.5. Implementation and assessment (Steps 5 & 6) 
These steps are run iteratively, in a separate cycle, in order to 
compare the simulation results in step 4 with the real results 
obtained after the deployment of the new strategies. This 
deployment is normally progressive (concept complete 




Figure 2.  Deming cycle adapted for PdM strategies improvement  
 
The selected strategy is implemented at least in one control 
group in order to evaluate the results. New procedures, 
hardware and software technologies will be deployed and 
tested. Using the initially defined KPIs, the assessment will 
evaluate whether the initial objectives have been fulfilled or 
not. 
If the objectives are not fulfilled, i.e. there are large 
deviations from the simulated cost assessment, it is necessary 
to return back to the previous step and identify the deviations 
sources. If the objectives are being fulfilled, new objectives 
can be defined to follow with the continuous improvement 
programme, starting in this case a new cycle. The frequency 
of cycles is not predefined and it depends of the information 
collected about objective fulfilment. 
3. Asset management simulation  
The reliability information on which the maintenance 
strategies simulator relies on is the probability density 
distribution of failure for the system or component. Such a 
function determines the possibility of a failure occurring at a 
given time. It is typically established from test or run-time 
data noticing the time at which failure occurs, also from 
calculated and/or existing reliability data. 
 
 
Figure 3. Example of  Weibull probability density function  
 
The Weibull distribution is frequently employed because 
it is applicable to different phases in the life of a component 
or system. Weibull distribution is described by three 
parameters: scale (α), shape (β) and location (γ). The higher 
the scale value the longer the life expectancy of a component. 
The shape factor distinguishes among early-type failures (β < 
1), random-type failures as during useful life (β = 1), and 
wear-type failures (β > 1). In the first case (β < 1) failure rate 
decreases with time. It is constant for β = 1, and for β > 1 it 
increases with time.  Finally, the location parameter affects 
the origin of the time axis and it usually is set to zero. Weibull 
distribution is flexible enough to model a variety of failure 
occurrence that are decreasing, increasing or constant, 
allowing it to describe any phase of a component’s lifetime. 
 Given this function it is possible to apply Monte Carlo 
method for performing a random sampling and as a 
consequence for obtaining possible times at which failure 
occurs. A known way to do so is with the inverse of the 
cumulative Weibull distribution function, by means of 
performing a random sampling for it in order to obtain times 
of failure. As the process is repeated the series of values 
obtained produce a more faithful description of the Weibull 
distribution. 
With this methodology it is possible to obtain a time of 
occurrence of a failure and, therefore to anticipate the type 
and number of maintenance actions performed following a 
particular maintenance strategy and their result in terms of 
cost. This process is repeated for the Monte Carlo analysis to 
offer a faithful description, and time and costs accumulated. 
The cost per unit time is used in order to compare the results 
obtained with different maintenance strategies. In our 
approach we have only considered Weibull distribution due to 
its flexibility, but any other failure distribution could be used 
in the simulation process if the degradation component model 
is known. 
The following maintenance strategies have been 
considered for simulation: 
• Corrective: maintenance actions are performed only 
when a failure occurs. 
• Preventive: besides corrective maintenance actions, 
additional systematic maintenance actions are performed 
every pre-defined time interval. 
It is assumed that after corrective actions are performed 
the time interval should be reset (as good as new), as it is 
often the case with, for example, oil replacement. 
• Inspection: additional maintenance actions are 
performed based on the results of a failure detection 
analysis every pre-defined time interval done by 
maintenance personnel. 
• Predictive:  maintenance actions performed based on the 
results of a failure detection analysis every pre-defined 
time interval. In this case the action is done by a 
laboratory (off-line), or technology integrated in the 
system/component (on-line). 
Moreover in a combined strategy, maintenance actions are 
performed according to the four aforementioned strategies. 
This is to say, besides corrective maintenance actions, 
systematic preventive maintenance is performed along with 
inspections, and more frequent, failure detection analyses. 




















Weibull probability density distribution of failure
( = 5650,  = 2)
 
3.1. Simulating a predictive maintenance strategy 
The approach for simulating the application of a predictive 
strategy in maintenance involves establishing beforehand the 
error rate for the failure detection analysis. Typically this 
error rate consists of a probability of false positives and a 
probability of false negatives. The former corresponds to the 
situation in which the analysis generates a false alarm, this is 
to say, the analysis detects a failure when it is actually not the 
case. The later corresponds to the opposite situation, in which 
the analysis does not detect a failure when it actually exists. 
The occurrence of false positives/negatives is simulated with 
a Monte Carlo analysis by means of a random sampling from 
a uniform distribution. If the value resulting from this random 
sampling is lower than the probability of false 
positives/negatives, the occurrence of a false positive/negative 
is indicated. 
The approach for the predictive maintenance strategy 
simulation is a loop devised as follows. First, Monte Carlo 
analysis on Weibull function provides the time at which the 
next failure is assumed to occur. 
 Next, the detection analyses until the last before failure or 
the end of useful life are checked. It any produces a false 
alarm then the process is stopped, the time of occurrence 
registered and the cost of the analyses performed is allocated 
to maintenance costs. Note that the last detection analysis 
before failure is not considered in this process because it is 
not affected by false alarms. 
The time registered (failure, false alarm, or end of useful 
life) is accumulated as usage time of the system. 
If the accumulated time is equal to the end of useful life of 
the system, a replacement/refurbishment maintenance action 
is performed, with assumption that the system will be as good 
as new afterwards. The cost of the action is allocated to 
maintenance costs. 
If a false alarm has occurred, a repair maintenance action is 
performed and the cost allocated to maintenance costs. Note 
that maintenance costs will include the cost of the detection 
analyses as well, as explained above. 
If, otherwise, the last detection analysis before has been 
reached: 
It is checked whether it is a false negative and, if it is, a 
corrective maintenance action is performed, assuming the 
system will be as good as new afterwards. The cost of the 
action is allocated to maintenance costs, which include as well 
the cost of the detection analyses as explained above. 
Otherwise, this is to say it is not a false negative, the 
detection analysis has succeed in detecting a failure. A repair 
maintenance action is performed (assuming just before the 
instant of failure, thus making the most of the productive 
time, although in a real case the prediction horizon may not be 
as exact or ample). The cost of the action is allocated to 
maintenance costs which include, as explained before, the 
cost of the detection analyses performed. 
This procedure is repeated from the beginning until a 
production time and number of repetitions stipulated have 
been reached. 
Finally, as a result, the cost per time unit for the simulated 
maintenance strategy is calculated. 
To sum up, Table 1 shows the data necessary for 
simulating the process. 
 
Table 1. Data for the simulation of the predictive strategy 
Type Data Description 
General Production 
hours  
Total simulated time (e.g. a number of 
times the useful life of the 
system/component)  
 Useful life Useful life of the system/component 
 Replacement 
cost 
Cost of replacement/refurbishment of the 
system/component at the end of useful life 
Reliability Scale, shape, 
location  
Parameters describing the Weibull function 
Corrective Failure cost Cost of unexpected failures requiring 
unscheduled maintenance 
Predictive Action cost Cost of performing a failure detection 
analysis 
 Action interval Predefined time interval for performing 
failure detection analysis 
 Repair cost Cost of dealing with a failure detected by 
the failure detection analysis 
 False positive 
probability 
Probability of the failure detection analysis 
generating a false alarm 
 False negative 
probability 
Probability of the failure detection analysis 
missing an actual failure 
 
Given this process simulation for predictive strategy, the 
next step is to provide a decision support system to establish 
the optimal maintenance policy to be performed on the asset. 
This optimal policy is determined through the calculation of 
the following strategies, selecting the one which provides a 
minimum cost:  
a. Corrective strategy 
b. Preventive strategy with optimal frequency of 
replacement task 
c. Predictive strategy with optimal frequency of 
inspections, sampling or measurement. In this case 
different approaches could be considered. 
As a result, the optimal strategy for selected asset is provided 
according to cost and reliability information provided. 
4. Results and Impact 
4.1. Results with respect to existing models  
The developed simulator has been compared with an existing 
previous model [9]. This model is devised as a set of 
equations for calculating maintenance costs using similar data 
and reliability function with Monte Carlo analysis. However, 
the model works on the aggregated number of failures per 
period (e.g. preventive maintenance interval), whereas the 
simulator develops the appearance of failures in the 
maintenance process as time unfolds. With this simulation 
mechanism we can introduce conditions, events, decisions or 
actions associated with a failure or between failures. For 
example, in the case of preventive maintenance strategy, it is 
assumed by the simulator that after corrective actions are 
performed the systematic preventive time interval should be 
reset, as it is often the case with, for example, oil replacement. 
 
As shown in Table 2, this situation can be included in the 
simulator and it results in economic savings in our case. In 
addition to this, table 2 shows very similar results between the 
simulator en the model in corrective, inspection and predictive 
strategies, when using the same data. Notice that [9] does not 
consider the possibility of having different probability for 
false positives and negatives as it works with accuracy. We 
have also generalized the concept of predictive maintenance 
to include, besides on-line sensors, inspections and off-line 
laboratory analysis. Besides this, we have additionally 
developed the combined strategy for the simulator. 
Furthermore, Exakt tools make focus on calculating the 
optimal frequency for preventive maintenance task through an 
accurate failure prediction as well as to support decision on 
perform maintenance replacement or not, always taking into 
account operating and condition variables. In this sense, the 
proposed simulation is complementary and proposes the 
optimal strategy to perform on the asset.  
The improvement is being used to monitor several 
improvement cycles at this moment in many different 
systems, such as machine-tools, wind-mill gearboxes or 
elevators.  Having in mind the initial reliability KPIs and once 
identified the main contributors to this KPI inefficiencies at 
step 1 (Identification of objectives). The step 2 (Identification 
of the most important product/processes) focuses on different 
aspects of these systems, such as spindle, gear-box and door-
mechanism among others, as main contributors to such 
inefficiencies (In this case, there is a directly link to 
unreliability or failures no.). 
 
Table 2. Results for the simulator compared with Berdinyazov [9]. 
Weibull α = 52048  and β=1.  
Berdinyazov [9]  
Cost  per 
unit time 
Cost per 
unit time  Simulator  
Corrective  1.5  1.5  Corrective  
Preventive  4.7  4.4  Preventive  
Inspection  15.2  15.1  Inspection  
Predictive  1.5  1.5  Predictive  
4.2. Impact on improved OEM quality of services  
Selecting these critical elements allows a detailed study of the 
principal failures and causes at step 3 (Analysis of selected 
product/processes), using information of FMEA combined 
with information analysis of the machinery population. 
The analysis at these products has been focused on 
technologies and processes with potential to identify the 
failure before it happened and with the help of the work team 
knowledge different systems were found to solve failures with 
different degrees of confidence and coverage of the different 
failure modes (e.g. a costly particle sensor can be much more 
accurate than a periodic inspection of the lubricant, but the 
degree of cost-effectiveness varies depending the Mean Time 
Between failures - MTBF, the cost of the inspection and of 
the sensor, etc.). 
 
 
Figure 4. Impact of different strategies of maintenance of a 
mechatronic component within a system, taking into account a global 
KPI (cost) segmented at three different cost categories (Cost of 
repair and loss of revenues when the component fail; cost of the 
preventive activities; and cost of the monitoring activities -whether 
remote or on-site)  
 
The improvement analysis finishes with the estimation of 
the potential impact of the different strategies (corrective, 
time based, inspections) measured in Euro’s, comparing the 
maximum cost of the selected technologies and alternative 
strategies, considering several known or estimated variables 
such as frequency of the inspections, reliability, cost of 
failures, inspections and preventive actions. A typical 
representation can be in figure Figure 4.  
These estimations allow different questions to be asked, 
such as,  
• What is the cost target for a sensor if we want to 
implement a remote monitoring system?  
• Which accuracy should have the sensor?  
• Which is the best inspection frequency if we prefer this 
option? 
• What is more cost effective – corrective or preventive 
strategies?  
In summary, this approach provides a framework to 
compare different strategies in a structured methodology and 
simulation will be realistic depending on the supported 
reliability and cost information. For instance, reliability data 
could take into account potential hazards in the operational 
environment such as the use of equipment. 
4.3. Impact on improved quality of information 
Improvement cycle is not only focused on optimizing the 
maintenance processes, it is also related to the process of 
information acquisition and storage as well as in the 
identification of best indicators for finding deficiencies, which 
in other ways could be difficult to analyse. 
Firstly, the improvement of the information is very much 
related to the analysis of the first steps in the cycle. For 
instance, it is normal to notice a single indicator (usually 
related somehow to machinery reliability or availability) as 
initial KPI. During the project development of new indicators 
are discovered and these always carry specific actions to 
access to new sources of information necessary to evaluate the 
indicators. This targeted search of specific information within 
the company, while running the improvement cycle, is much 
more rewarding than an initial global search of all the 
available information.  
 
 
A typical increase in the number of indicators and associated 
KPIs is as follow 
 
Table 3. KPI evolution 
KPI Description Source of information 
Reliability Number of failures –  This is typically available from 
the first moment in maintenance 
as well as in OEM, but in many 
cases is incomplete (only part of 
the failures is known)  
Availability Time machine is up and 
running in perfect 
conditions 
Normally requires productivity 
information not easily reachable 




 Costs (materials, personnel, …) 
Wrench time Time needed to 
perform one action 
(corrective, preventive) 
excluding non-
productive activities  
Detailed maintenance 
information, need of portable 





Different sources – somehow 
linked to ‘perceptions’ rather 
than real facts. 
 
On the other hand, the initial assessment with a reduced 
feedback express clearly the information lacks that the 
organization may have. For instance, an example may be to 
improve the way the failures are managed (e.g. to reduce the 
amount of incidences not yet linked with a clear type of 
failure). Vaguely defined fields of the work order may be 
erased (“Other” type of failures) when a clear and 
consolidated FMECA analysis is shared between engineering 
and maintenance areas. Clearer codes concerning failure-
cause-action can be addressed through the initial improvement 
cycles.  
5. Conclusions and further work 
This paper has presented how simulation tools can help 
identifying a new PdM approach in the cost-benefit of the 
product life cycle or plant productivity. This approach 
depends on several types of data probably not available at the 
beginning, and it has to be supported by a continuous 
improvement model also described in this paper. The process 
of information acquisition and storage as well as in the 
identification of best indicators are key for finding 
deficiencies, which in other ways could be difficult to analyse. 
 
Furthermore, in the process of automation the continuous 
improvement cycle, a previous step can be added where the 
simulation is performed from different ontologies containing 
information of the selected asset:  
 
• Structural information 
• Failure Modes and effects 
• Costs during life cycle 
• Detectability by sensing or inspections  
In this work the Weibull distribution is calculated from a 
database that contains information on faults, at the component 
level, and the target would be to go achieve the optimal 
strategy at failure model level, since adding sensors in 
predictive strategies would avoid some specific failure modes. 
Also providing asset tree structure enables the simulation at 
different levels, having a new set combination to perform the 
selection of the most cost-effective maintenance strategy. 
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Abstract. This paper presents a multi-objective hybrid EDA-based algorithm 
(MOHEDA) to solve the combinatorial optimization problem in the optimization 
of preventive maintenance plans in terms of inspections costs, which also com-
plies with different legal restrictions imposed by international standards and local 
government regulations, such as safety requirements. The objective is a more ac-
curate definition of plans to reduce maintenance costs, using a hybrid approach 
of optimization methods feeding an evolutionary algorithm like EDA. This algo-
rithm solves this problem given the huge search space. The ability of the proposed 
algorithm in providing an efficient solution is evaluated by means of a set of use 
cases related to the optimization of maintenance complex fleets. The obtained 
results indicate that MOHEDA approach significantly reduces the search time in 
space and provides a valuable method to define the maintenance plans for a fleet 
of assets.  
 
Keywords: Preventive maintenance, multi-objective optimization, estimation 
of distribution algorithm, prescriptive analytics 
1 Introduction 
Advances being experienced in last decades in different industrial and service fields 
are based in part on the correct performance of the associated assets, without unsched-
uled interruptions or unexpected failures. In this context, the growing interest in safety, 
higher quality, better sustainability and preservation of goods, together with pressure 
to increase efficiency, make an effect on the importance of maintaining systems to guar-
antee optimal performance during its operational lifetime. This situation pushes mainte-
nance managers towards preventive maintenance strategies (such as replacement, peri-
odic readjustment, etc.) where automatic assessment of the condition of assets stands 
out thanks to the technological support. 
 
As the pressure for more efficient asset management increases, also is increasing the 
search for reliable and cost-effective ways to monitor condition. In this pursuit, digital-
ization is key, to limit as much as possible the manual inspection, replacement or repair 
processes of assets that are in good condition, to minimize costs and ensure the mainte-
nance and efficient operation of assets. However, there are still many aspects that must 
be worked on to achieve automated systems. For example, the need to provide robust 




Fig. 1.  Prescriptive analytics techniques and their support on Descriptive and Predictive analyt-
ics. 
This digitalization opens the door to different levels of data analysis in  support of 
business improvement: Whereas the application of descriptive analytics allows a first 
understanding of the current state of an asset, and with predictive analytics we can make 
estimations of its potential degradation, there is a third level of analytics -prescriptive- 
as a natural extension to these processes, which leads to complete integration of the 
predictive information with the business aspects of the maintenance processes [1]. The 
emerging technology of prescriptive analytics goes beyond descriptive and predictive 
models by recommending one or more courses of action –and showing the likely out-
come of each decision [2]. Through prescriptions, recommendations are made about 
actions to be taken to reduce costs or improve benefits. For example, in case of predic-
tive maintenance of a fleet of vehicles or wind turbines, replacing periodic reviews or 
repairs on failure events with a system that recommends the best time to perform the 
review of each component, thus reducing costs for breakdowns and repairs. The Pre-
scriptive analytics considers how decisions affect costs and benefits accounts, and what 
restrictions and considerations should be considered in the actions that are going to be 
carried out. This automatically generates realistic action policies that have a direct im-
pact on benefits. 
 
The discipline of prescriptive analytics is based on all the knowledge and techniques 
of descriptive and predictive analytics (classification, prediction and clustering), also 
drawing from fields such as operational research and numerical optimization (see Fig. 
1).  
 
1) Descriptive Analytics: Use the data to explain the past. It involves preparing and 
analyzing historical data to identify patterns and trends. Techniques such as regres-
sion models, data modeling, and visualization are often used in Descriptive Ana-
lytics. 
2) Predictive Analytics: Use the data to determine what may happen in the future. 
Predictive Analytics allows the probability associated with future events to be de-
termined from the analysis of the available information (present and past), in addi-
tion to discovering relationships between the data that is not normally detected with 
a less sophisticated analysis. Techniques such as data mining and predictive mod-
els are used. 
3) Prescriptive Analytics: Use the data to prescribe those actions that increase our 
chances of obtaining the best results. Prescriptive Analytics determines new ways 
of operating that allow us to achieve our business objectives. Techniques such as 
optimization or simulation are used, although the creation of a prior predictive 
model is normally required. 
 
On the other hand, maintenance research and development are gaining importance 
worldwide because of the irruption of technologies that enable advanced maintenance 
solutions, including prescriptive analytics techniques. Maintenance management in-
volves different concepts and activities [3]: Part of the literature deals with (a) devel-
opment and selection of optimum maintenance strategies [3][4][6]; other major areas 
of research describe (b) the modelling and programming of the machine maintenance 
[6] and (c) the theory of reliability, replacement and the determination of frequency of 
inspection [7]; finally, other researchers concentrate on (d) simulations to measure a 
maintenance system [8].  
 
In this paper our objective is to focus on a problem related to maintenance strategies 
that is scarcely tackled so far in literature: It is related to the development of standard-
ized maintenance plans related to Preventive Maintenance (PM) tasks, in complex 
maintenance scenarios with different fleet characteristics as well as maintenance re-
sources. These scenarios appear in areas such as fleet transport systems (buses, trains), 
infrastructures, or lifts. Here, PM tasks should be identified and developed to manage 
the failure. PM tasks are value-added tasks conducted using the least labor, downtime, 
and materials to complete the tasks. Therefore, fleet maintenance requires standardized 
job plans. And the definition of plans concerning the PM tasks to be done by mainte-
nance personnel is a crucial problem prior to resource planning.  
 
The development of these plans is not trivial. Product maintenance specifications 
can include up to hundreds of different actions, to be executed with different frequen-
cies, and with some differences depending on product versions. On the other hand, not 
all maintenance personnel is able to execute all actions (e.g. some specific repair and 
inspection tasks can only be performed by senior specialists) and there may be even 
different contracts regarding the frequency of inspections depending on the SLA (ser-
vice level of agreement contracted) or the country legislation, to name only some ex-
amples. 
 
There are several prescriptive analytic approaches that deal with this problem For 
instance, Bevilacqua & Braglia [9] describe an application of the Analytic Hierarchy 
Process (AHP) for selecting the best maintenance strategy for an important Italian oil 
refinery. Gilabert et al [10] present a methodology based on Monte Carlo simulation 
for selecting the most cost-effective maintenance strategy. Das Chagas et al propose a 
multi-objective genetic algorithm for determining Risk-based inspection programs 
[11]. Then, in this work, a novel method to address the optimization challenge by means 
of a new algorithm (MOHEDA) which define standardized maintenance plans adjust-
ing maintenance inspection time and balancing the different visits. This work im-
proves/overcomes some of the previous work [13]. 
 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces multi-criteria 
optimization methods. Section 3 details the problem statement and formulation of a 
multi-objective optimization of maintenance plans. Section 4 shows the proposed hy-
brid EDA-based architecture and the specific algorithms inside. Then, in Section 5 
MOHEDA is applied to optimize lift fleet maintenance plans. Finally, Section 6 pro-
vides some concluding remarks. 
2 Multi-criteria optimization  
In many cases, the decision process is not systematic, but framed in a context defined 
by a series of restrictions. These restrictions set the conditions for a decision to be valid, 
but there are many valid decisions in the same context. Usually when making these 
decisions, there is implicit a way of assessing the quality of one decision over another, 
using an objective function that allows to distinguish the best solution from a set of 
other valid solutions. 
 
These characteristics fits as a challenge for automated decision-making trough ex-
pert optimization models. Decision making tools help users to improve the ability of 
solving problems and the capabilities of production systems [13][14]. Optimization is 
also linked to decision-making, minimizing the maintenance costs or the ecological im-
pact [16]. Usually, the optimization of maintenance plans cannot be solved by accurate 
optimization algorithms, which are those that guarantee finding an optimal solution as 
computational time can disable this option.  
 
This fact has a consequence in the scientific community: it is the born of meta-heu-
ristics techniques, which are approximate algorithms of optimization and general-pur-
pose searches. Despite not finding the optimal solution, meta-heuristic techniques en-
sure that there is a good solution identified within a reasonable execution time. There-
fore, there can be multiple optimization criteria simultaneously depending on the needs. 
It is possible to have different optimization systems or include commitments for calcu-
lations with partially connected criteria. 
 
Focus so far on maintenance optimization has been mainly based on single criterion 
techniques (SCO), however authors have remarked the need to consider two or more 
criteria at same time, creating a need for multi-criteria optimization (MCO) techniques. 
Initial investigations have shown that there are many explorations into MCO algorithms 
for maintenance. Almeida et al [16] performed a review on multi-criteria and multi-
objective models for maintenance and reliability applications, presenting a classifica-
tion of models, tools and techniques. Syan & Ramsoobag [18] also  presented an out-
look of MCO techniques used for solving maintenance problems, indicating limitations 
and strengths of a particular MCO technique in relation to its application for solving 
maintenance issues.   
 
In recent years, metaheuristics techniques like Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) are 
common applied as solvers of MCO problems, including genetic algorithms (GAs), 
simulated annealing, and taboo search which have been widely used in conjunction with 
simulation to improve the effectiveness of the search procedure. Among these guided 
search methods, simulation optimization through GA is an active area of research. 
There are successful applications of this type in processes such as facility layouts; plan-
ning an assembly line; managing a supply chain; Kanban systems; the selection of 
maintenance policies; and spare parts inventory management [19]. 
 
Estimation of Distribution Algorithms (EDAs)[20] refer to a kind of novel EAs 
mainly based on probabilistic modeling instead of genetic operators such as crossover 
or mutation. The main mechanism is to conduct searching by sampling new generations 
from a probability distribution, which is estimated based on some selected promising 
individuals in the current population. The major advantage of EDAs is that they can 
explicitly learn the dependences among variables of the problem to be solved and use 
this structural information to efficiently generate new individuals. Moreover, it is not 
necessary to adjust a high number of parameters like in GAs. It has been shown in 
previous work that EDAs can outperform traditional EAs on a number of difficult 
benchmark problems [21]. 
 
The optimization methods addressed to tackle maintenance  planning that appears in 
literature are varied: Some of the optimization criteria are related to smoothing the pre-
ventive maintenance work load of the maintenance personnel [21], other related to 
short-term and long term [3] scheduling of planned maintenance work. Hybrid optimi-
zation has been also used in maintenance for determining periodic inspections [22]. 
Instead, this paper is centered in optimizing the group of tasks to be done by the mainte-
nance personnel in a fleet, considering that having too much different task plans could 
be difficult to be managed by the staff. 
3 Problem statement and formulation 
A maintenance plan is defined as a set of multiple tasks performed on an asset. For 
instance, in case of a car could be (a) check tire pressure, (b) change oil and filters, and 
many other tasks with a defined duration and frequency. The definition and realization 
of these tasks (i.e. frequency) depend on the configuration of the assets, complying also 
with the corresponding legislations. Theoretically the optimal solution would consist of 
defining a specific maintenance plan for each different asset type. In any case, that 
solution is not feasible, since the technician in charge of performing maintenance tasks 
cannot have a specific plan for each asset, which can complicate the understanding and 
execution of each plan, leading to inefficiencies (e.g. wrench time) and could even pro-
voke errors related to the maintenance process execution. Moreover, the assignment of 
technicians to maintenance plans is not evident, as there is a minimum profile requested 
to be able to carry out a plan. Finally, the frequency requested in the performance on 
some tasks (e.g. monthly, quarterly, yearly based)  implies that the grouping of activi-
ties (e.g. into what it is called ‘Visits’ or ‘Inspections’) is an important factor to take 
into account when dealing with efficient planning.  
 
In the end, a better solution is to define a single plan (or a reduced set of plans) 
because the maintenance personnel can perform the tasks efficiently. For this reason, 
maintenance plans must be standardized for all assets with similar configuration, loca-
tion or owner, even if this implies the execution of tasks that are not strictly necessary 
on certain assets [10]. Likewise, the equalization  of the maintenance plans over a cer-
tain asset group is important as this enables efficient plan scheduling, and in particular 
the assignment of resources –i.e. human labor- at system level (e.g. a fleet, park, neigh-
borhood, city, etc. serviced by a maintenance center). In conclusion, several mainte-
nance factors or policies have an influence and must be considered when making the 
definition of the plans. These considerations suppose a problem of combinatorial opti-
mization. The optimization problem must take into account the following factors, con-
sidering that it applies to a set of assets of a similar configuration: 
1) Maintenance tasks (Tm): Each asset has a set of tasks to execute depending on 
its configuration. 
 𝑇𝑚 = (𝑡1, … , 𝑡𝑛) (1) 
where n is the total number of tasks and tn the duration of the task. 
2) Client contract (Tc): The asset belongs to a client, that depending on the con-
tract can have certain additional tasks. 
 𝑇𝑐 = (𝑡1, … , 𝑡𝑙) (2) 
3) The final set of preventive maintenance tasks (T) is the union of Tm and Tc. 
 𝑇 =  𝑇𝑚 ∪  𝑇𝑐   (3) 
4) Preventive maintenance frequency (F): Each task has a minimum required fre-
quency which depends on different legislations (Fl), safety criteria (Fs) or cus-
tomer requests (Fc). 
 𝐹 = (𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝐹1
𝑙 , 𝐹1
𝑠, 𝐹1




5) Maintenance personnel profiles (W): maintenance personnel performs some 
tasks depending on their skills. 
 𝑊 = (𝑤1,1, … , 𝑤1,𝑘;  𝑤𝑗,1, … , 𝑤𝑗,𝑘) (5) 
where j is the number of maintenance personnel profiles and k the total number of 
preventive maintenance tasks. Each element wj,k of W is either 0 or 1. If wj,k = 1 then 
the maintenance personnel can perform the tasks. 
6) Plans (P): The tasks to be executed on an asset in a visit, are grouped in dif-
ferent plans, due to their different frequency requirements. 
 𝑃 = (𝑝1𝑡1, … , 𝑝1𝑡1;  𝑝𝑛𝑡𝑛, … , 𝑝𝑛𝑡𝑛) (6) 
where n is the total number of maintenance tasks. Each element pn of P is either 0 
or 1. If pn = 1 then the tasks are included in the plan. 
7) Schedule (S): The plans to be performed annually are grouped in a mainte-
nance schedule. 
 𝑆 = (𝑃1, … , 𝑃𝑚) (7) 
8) Visits (Vp): The maintenance of an asset requires m plans carried out in V visits 
and by a certain maintenance personnel skill (wj). Obtaining the number of 
visits associated with each plan is another optimization problem. 
 𝑉𝑝 = (𝑣1, … , 𝑣𝑚) (8) 
 𝑉 = ∑ 𝑣𝑖
𝑚
𝑖=1  (9) 
 
9) Maximum plan duration (MP): MP is a restriction indicated by maintenance 
manager. 
10) Unbalance parameter (U):  the maximum difference of minutes between plans, 
also defined by the maintenance manager. 
 
The main reason of using a multi-objective is due to 2 different objectives are man-
aged at the same time: 
1. The minimization of the total time required to perform one plan on the asset, 
that is, the sum of all tasks in visits. This optimization affects to every plan.  




𝑖=1 𝑣𝑖} (10) 
where m is the number of plans, n the number of tasks related to plan i, tj the duration 
of task j, pj indicates if tj is included in the maintenance plan, and vi the number of visits 
of plan i. 
 
2. The minimization of differences in duration among the different plans (maxi-
mum balance) 
𝑓2 =  min {max𝑖{∑ 𝑝𝑗𝑡𝑗
𝑛
𝑗=1 } − min𝑖{∑ 𝑝𝑗𝑡𝑗
𝑛
𝑗=1 } } (11) 
4 Proposed multi-objective hybrid EDA-based algorithm 
In a multi-objective optimization, it is not easy to find a solution which optimizes all 
function objectives at same time, or that solution does not exists. Therefore, a set of 
possible solution must be obtained instead of having a unique solution covering single 
objectives. Once the set is obtained, the maintenance manager can choose any of the 
solution based on their preferences or company policies.  
 
In this work, MOHEDA is developed to minimize the total time of performing 
maintenance tasks (which implies minimizing total cost) and minimize the differences 
among plant durations (or maximizing balance). MOHEDA also tries to solve two dif-
ferent optimization problems. On the one hand, searching the best combination between 
number of plans and number of visits for each plan (Vp). The restrictions defined by the 
maintenance manager only provides the total number of plans (m) and visits related to 
the asset (V). For instance, the requirements could be 2 plans in 6 visits, and the algo-
rithm must give as a result that Plan 1 (P1) should be done in 2 visits (v1=2) and Plan 2 
(P2) in 4 visits (v2=4), or maybe other combination as 1-5(v1=1;v2=5) or (v1=3;v2=3). 
On the other hand, MOHEDA searches the best standardization of tasks in the plans/vis-
its to perform (S), according to the input requirements (T, F, W, m) and restrictions (MP, 
B), guided by the objective functions f1 and f2. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Multi-objective Hybrid EDA-based optimization algorithm architecture. 
Fig. 2 depicts the algorithm architecture used in the EDA optimization. During the 
optimization, the tasks are assigned to the maintenance plans, which have previously 
been defined with certain number of visits. This process is done in 4 different algo-
rithms, obtaining as a result the best plan provided after the execution of:  
 
1) Rules procedure minimizing time. 
2) Rules procedure balancing plans. 
3) Greedy algorithm minimizing time. 
4) Greedy algorithm balancing plans. 
 
After that, EDA is applied during 100 generations using as initial population the set 
of 50 solutions obtained in the previous step. Finally, MOHEDA returns the Pareto 
front of optimal solutions found. In this way, the search space to be explored by 
MOHEDA is reduced, finding a good enough optimal solutions in a reasonable com-
putation time (< 5 minutes). Next points describe in detail the different steps of the 
algorithm. 
4.1 Baseline data (Step 1) 
During the first step the input information must be provided by the maintenance 
manager to perform the maintenance plan optimization. In detail: 
1) Main asset configuration. The concept of a plan standardization is not to provide 
the specific configuration, but it should be defined in an upper level (e.g. in case 
of cars, they could be gas or diesel, involving different maintenance tasks). This 
returns a specific 𝑇𝑚 . 
2) Country legislation. Usually countries specify different frequency inspections re-
lated to maintenance tasks (Fl). 
3) Client contract type, the levels of SLA. For instance: Low cost, Standard and Pre-
mium. This contract type defines 𝑇𝑐 and Fc. 
4) Maintenance personnel profiles, in relation with their skills. For instance, Techni-
cian and Specialist (W). 
5) For each maintenance personnel profile, number of maintenance plans that can ex-
ecute, and total visits by year (V). 
6) Maximum duration of a maintenance plan, in minutes (MP). 
7) Maximum difference among plan durations in minutes (U), in order to provide 
balanced plans. 
According to the previous inputs, the baseline data is obtained. This data consists of 
a set of tasks and their compulsory visits for each task. The Optimal Time is defined as 
the sum of these task durations multiplied by their visits.  
𝑂𝑇 = ∑ 𝑡𝑖
𝑖=𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑣𝑖   (12) 
 
where m is the total number of tasks, ti is the duration of the task and vi the minimum 
number of visits of ti. This Optimal Time will be used for validation purposes. The 
evaluation criterion is defined as the difference between the Total Time of an annual 
maintenance plan and their Optimal Time. 
 




𝑖=1    (13) 
𝐷 = 𝑇𝑇 − 𝑂𝑇   (14) 
4.2 Plans Vs Visits (Step 2) 
As introduced before, obtaining the number of visits associated with each plan is 
another optimization problem. The maintenance of an asset requires m plans carried out 
by a skill-enabled maintenance personnel in V visits. This is calculated in Step 4 by 
other execution of the set of Rules & Greedy algorithms used to generate the initial 
population. However, this execution is performed in a small number of iterations in 
case of the Greedy algorithm (< 10). 
 
The target of Plans & Visits process consists in selecting the most appropriate plans 
vs. visits relation so that the search is more limited, and the search algorithm starts from 
a pre-selected configuration. This step starts with the calculation of all possible combi-
nations of visits and plans by maintenance personnel profiles. For example, for a Spe-
cialist profile, 3 plans and 6 visits (Specialist-3-6), the number of visits of each plan 
could be: 1-1-4; 1-2-3; 2-2-2. For each possible combination, the Step 4 is executed 
with 10 iterations. The best result obtained (E.g. 1-2-3), is the configuration used in the 
next step.  
4.3 Rules Procedures (Step 3.1) 
The rules procedures are 2 simple heuristic algorithms used to search intuitively a 
good set of solutions. These algorithms can also find the optimal solution for simple 
use cases. This first procedure follows the sequence of Fig. 3. The Rule procedure is 
executed 25 times win different Unbalance criterion (U = 0, 2, 4, ...,50) 
1) Tasks are ordered from largest to smallest duration. 
2) Sequentially, each task is assigned to a plan, using this algorithm: 
a) Selection of possible candidate plans: do not include the task previously and 
meet the maintenance personnel profile requirement. 
b) Select the plan where the number of times matches the number of visits of the 
task, or in its absence the smallest absolute difference. 




RuleProcedure (T, F, W, 𝑉𝑝, P, U) 
Ts(x) = Sort(T) 
For x = 0, 1, …x ≤ n 
  P’(y) = Candidates (P, W, 𝑉𝑝, 𝑈 )  
  For y = 0, 1, …y ≤ max(y) 
 If (𝑉𝑝(𝑦) = F(x)) 
  P(x, P’(y)) = 1 
    Exit for  
  If not any P(x) = 1 
   y = SortByVisitsDifferenceFirst (𝑉𝑝, 𝑇𝑠(𝑥))  
P(x,y) = 1 
Return P 
Fig. 3. Pseudocode of Rules Procedures 
The second procedure follows a similar sequence, except in case of tie in last step:  
the plan with the minor duration is selected in this case. This change produces a more 
balanced result. 
4.4 Greedy algorithms (Step 3.2) 
The greedy algorithm is an intuitive algorithm used in optimization problems. The 
algorithm makes the optimal choice at each step as it attempts to find the overall optimal 
way to solve the entire problem. For its implementation, we have selected a backtrack-
ing algorithm as the search mechanism. This technique is the direct application of the 
search method known as first in depth, although using a heuristic criterion in every 
step. The algorithm consists of:  
1) Select an option among the possible ones.  
2) For each selection, order them using a heuristic criterion and consider the pos-
sible options recursively, in a loop (search first in depth).  
3) When the stop condition is reached, return the best solution found of all eval-
uated solutions. 
In our case, the first greedy algorithm performs this sequence (see Fig. 4):  
1) If a task can be carried out by several profiles, all the possibilities are consid-
ered.  
2) Combinatorial search of assignment of all possible tasks to each visit is done. 
That is, a visit could be considered as an empty box where the different combination 
of tasks is inserted.  
The second greedy algorithm is similar except it works with sorted visits: in each 
search iteration, the visits are sorted by their absolute difference between the number 
of visits of the task and the number of visits of plan, prioritizing a maximum balance 
among the plans. 
GreedyAlgorithm (T, F, W, 𝑉𝑝, P, cont) 
 If (cont > max_cont or isOptimum(P)) 
  AddBestSolution (P)  Keep maximum 25 best solutions in global variable 
 else if isEmpty(T) 
  AddBestSolution (P) 
 else 
Ts(x) = Sort(T) 
For x = 0, 1, …x ≤ n 
  P’(y) = Candidates (P, W, 𝑉𝑝 )  
  For y = 0, 1, …y ≤ max(y) 
   P (x, P’(y)) = 1 
   T’ = Remove T from Ts 
   GreedyAlgorithm (T’, F, W, 𝑉𝑝, P, cont+1) 
Return P 
Fig. 4. Pseudocode of Greedy Algorithm 
4.5 Generate random individuals (Step 3.3) 
The Rules procedures returns 50 solutions, but the Greedy algorithms could provide 
less than 50 individuals. The initial population is defined as 100 individuals, therefore 
in some cases is necessary to generate new individuals. The procedure to generate new 
solutions selects randomly an individual, make a copy, and perform r mutations on it. 
The used number of mutations (r) is 5. After that, the news solutions generated are 
modified to keep the feasibility and consistency with frequency tasks required (F) and 
maintenance personnel profiles (W). 
4.6 Final Balance (Step 3.4) 
The Final Balance consists of 2 procedures which works with the found solution, 
trying to improve it. The final balance follows this sequence:  
1) A greedy algorithm that tries to remove the tasks of the plans that exceed the 
maximum allowed according flattening criterion (U) or the longest in case of not 
having it. It moves them to the plans of shorter duration.  
2) If the flattening criterion (U) is not yet met, another greedy algorithm adds 
unrealized tasks to the plans of shorted duration. This Final Balance is applied in 
the execution of the 4 algorithms implemented in Step 4.1 and 4.2. 
4.7 EDA procedure (Step 4) 
The probabilistic model used for EDA is the algorithm UMDA (Univariate Marginal 
Distribution Algorithm), specifically, in each generation the joint probability distribu-
tion that serves to estimate the behavior of the selected individuals, is factorized as a 
product of univariate and independent distributions (see Fig. 5). 
𝑝𝑙(𝑥) = 𝑝(𝑥 | 𝐷𝑙−1







𝑖=1  (15) 
 
EDA (UMDA) 
D0 ← 100 solutions from Rules & Greedy algorithms 
 
Repeat for l=1, 2, … until 1000th generation 
𝐷𝑙−1
𝑆𝑒  ← Select best 50 solutions from  𝐷𝑙−1 
𝑝𝑙(𝑥) = 𝑝(𝑥|𝐷𝑙−1
𝑆𝑒 ) ← To estimate the distribution probability of selected solu-
tions 
𝐷𝑙  ← To sample 50 solutions (new generation) from p(x) 
End repeat 
Fig. 5. Pseudocode of UMDA  
The selection of best 50 solutions are based con Pareto property. First, for each so-
lution is calculated the number of individuals which dominate the solution. Next, the 
set of 100 solutions is sorted by this dominance parameter, removing the 50 last solu-
tions. A solution is an array of 2 values, TT and U (16). A solution s1 dominates another 
solution s2 if TT1 < TT1 and U1 < U2. 
 𝑠𝑖 = {𝑇𝑇𝑖 , 𝑈𝑖} (16) 
5 Application example: lift fleet maintenance optimization 
Lifts systems are extensively used in a variety of buildings and other infrastructures. 
They are regularly serviced by the maintenance personnel to guarantee a smooth, safe, 
and uninterrupted operation. To maintain the quality of service as well as the mainte-
nance efficiency optimization tools are very important. The main objective is always to 
maximize service level reducing the maintenance cost. Optimizing the number of lifts 
that each technician can maintain involves prior steps related to variability of lifts mod-
els, standardization of tasks and maintenance personnel skills. 
 
To standardize jobs of the maintenance personnel is key, since having too personal-
ized maintenance for each lift model could be counterproductive. Even tough personal 
digital assistants can ease task scheduling, the optimization of task execution – the 
maintenance plan involving e.g. a predefined sequence of operation – is critical to reach 
efficient maintenance rates as well as minimizing risks. There are however some dis-
tinctions that are needed to take into account. For instance, lift models are grouped into 
electrical and hydraulic lifts to simplify tasks. However, standardization of maintenance 
visits is one of the objectives of the optimization. Other factors that have been consid-
ered are categorization of maintenance personnel and the balancing of different visits 
duration. This issue can be very important to facilitate the tasks of other optimization 
tools related to maintenance routes and global strategies. 
 
MOHEDA has been validated using lift fleet job standardization. In this use case, 
two types of lifts are considered: electrical and hydraulic. Moreover, the maintenance 
personnel are categorized into Specialists and Technicians. Due to a user requirement, 
a short execution time is needed, and the execution of greedy instances has been limited 
to 1000 iterations, enabling an execution time minor than 5 minutes. Table 1 details the 
set of 10 different use cases executed to test MOHEDA. The different columns specify 
the identification number, the lift type, the country or region, the skills involved to op-
timize, the number of desired plans and the number of compulsory visits due to legal 
or contractual considerations. 
Table 1. Set of use cases that compose the lift fleet job standardization 
Nº Type Country/ 
Region 
Skills Plans Visits 
#1 Electric 1 Sp 3 6 
#2 Electric 1 Sp 2 6 
#3 Electric 1 Sp 4 12 
#4 Electric 2 Sp 3 9 
#5 Hydraulic 2 Sp 3 12 
#6 Electric 2 Sp/Tc 2/1 9 
#7 Electric 3 Sp 2 6 
#8 Electric 3 Sp 3 6 
#9 Electric 4 Sp 4 12 
#10 Hydraulic 5 Sp 3 9 
#11 Electric 6 Sp 2 12 
#12 Electric 6 Sp/Tc 2/1 2/10 
Table 2. MOHEDA parameters 
Parameter Value 
Number of generations 1000 
Population Size 100 
Number of mutations 5 
Greedy iterations  10000 
 
Table 2 presents the parameters used for MOHEDA executions. In order to evaluate 
the stochastic behavior of MOHEDA, 50 executions have been performed using use 
case #1. The descriptive statistics results of numbers of solutions in Pareto front are 
shown in Table 3, with a mean of 28,72 and standard deviation of 1,0698. 
 






Std. dev. 1.0698 
  
 
Use case #1 corresponds to a country that presents a lot of diversity in their mainte-
nance plans, and the maintenance company needs to standardize the plans to solve the 
problem of diversity. The maintenance inspection are made 6 times, by one specialist 
(V = 6). The Optimal Time (OT) is 148.95 minutes (minimum yearly maintenance ‘pro-
cess’ time to be spent per asset – excluding other potential time expenditures, such as 
transport between assets). The execution of MOHEDA require 4 minutes to return the 
Pareto front using a Windows 10 PC, Intel CoreTM i5 7500 3.4 GHz and 16 Gb of RAM. 
Fig. 6 presents the Pareto front of MOHEDA with the sets of optimal solutions found.  
 
Table 4 provides the 2 optimal solutions found according to the objective functions 
F1 (minimizing Total Time) and F2 (minimizing Unbalance).  These 2 optimal solutions 
present significative differences. F1 provides 3 different plans which Total Time match-
ing the Optimal Time. This implies an Unbalance of 21.12 minutes among the different 
plans Pi. Which is due to P1 being significantly shorter in duration than P2 and P3. On 
the other hand, F2 provides a perfect balanced solution but 62.51 of extra time by asset 
per year in relation with the F1 solution. Actually, using F2 solution implies an increase 
of 41% in maintenance time comparing with F1 solution, and therefore a similar incre-
ment in maintenance cost. For this reason, the lift maintenance company should con-
sider an intermediate solution from the Pareto front which provides MOHEDA, being 
possible to translate these results to an estimation of maintenance cost. The increased 
cost of any other Fx  solution over F1 solution is evaluated by maintenance center spe-
cialists as it allows to save money in learning, to reduce human mistakes caused by 





Fig. 6. Pareto front of use case #1. 
Table 4. Pareto front ends in #1 use case with MOHEDA, where Plans (P1, P2, P3) are all 















F1 17.49 38.91 38.90 148.95 0 21.12 
F2 35.25 35.24 35.24 211.46 +62.51 0.01 
 
Those solutions have been compared with the solutions found by the 4 algorithms used 
to generate the first generation in the EDA step. Table 5 shows how MOHEDA can 
find more balanced solutions than those 4 algorithms when optimizing Total Time (F1) 
and Table 6 present the results optimizing F2, which in this case are quite similar. Even 
MOHEDA has been compared with other implementation of EDA using individuals 
randomly generated in first generation, which are remarkable improved in both objec-
tive functions. In sum, combined MOHEDA approach clearly provides improved re-
sults over the different algorithms working in isolated mode. 















MOHEDA  17.49 38.91 38.90 148.95 0 21.12 
Rules Op. 17.79 49.96 27.84 148.95 0 32.17 
Greedy Op. 49.96 27.84 17.79 148.95 0 30.17 
EDA random. 28.20 38.31 43.43 194.55 +45.60 15.23 















MOHEDA  29.13 29.13 29.14 174.81 +25.86 0.01 
Rules B. 29.13 29.13 29.14 174.81 +25.86 0.01 
Greedy B. 29.14 29.14 29.13 174.81 +25.86 0.01 
EDA random 36.81 36.56 36.81 220.60 +71.65 0.25 
 
 
Table 7 shows the results obtained by F1 and F2 functions with MOHEDA in 10 dif-
ferent use cases, compared with the best results provided by the set of 4 Rules & Greedy 
procedures used to generate the initial population for EDA. MOHEDA gets a mean 
improvement in balance of 40.12% in F1 function. Considering F2, MOHEDA has also 
provided a mean improvement in Total Time of 5.31%. 
 
 
Table 7. Comparison of results between MOHEDA and the Rules & Greedy procedures 
 MOHEDA Rules & Greedy 
Experiment F1 TT/U F2 TT/U F1 TT/U F2 TT/U 
#1 148.95/21.12 211.46/0.01 148.95/32.17  211.46/0.01 
#2 171.07/32.17 203.25/0.01 171.07/32,17 203.25/0.01 
#3 255.68/14.08 371.13/0 255.68/32.17 371.13/0 
#4 231.68/23.24 358.70/0.02 231.68/35.29 502.83/0 
#5 367.80/24.39 490.26/0.01 367.80/41.31 490.29/0.01 
#6 171.98/0.01 171.98/0.01 171.98/43.82 171.98/0.01 
#7 182.89/38.08 220.97/0 182.89/38.08 220.97/0 
#8 157.31/25.29 190.63/1.84 157.31/38.08 232.89/0.01 
#9 279.03/17.03 428.21/0.07 279.03/37.05 432.48/0.01 
#10 217.53/29.04 310.04/0.02 217.53/50.19 310.04/0.02 
 
MOHEDA also shows how using different maintenance personnel profiles allows a 
significantly improvement in maintenance times and costs. This improvement is more 
evident as the complexity increases, for instance when dealing with a higher number of 
visits (e.g. in use cases #3, #5, #9 & #11) and when dealing with multiple worker pro-
files (as in use cases #6 & #12). In particular, we may focus on the use case #11 where 
the Specialist executes the maintenance every month during a year, setting only 2 dif-
ferent plans. In an annual maintenance, the first plan is executed every 6 months and 
the second one the rest of months. OT is 380.40 minutes. The initial results are shown 
in Table 8. Considering the main objective of minimizing time, results indicates an 
overrun of 13.33 minutes at least.  
 
The use case #11 considers the situation where the Specialist executes the maintenance 
every month during a year, setting only 2 different plans. In an annual maintenance, the 
first plan is executed every 6 months and the second one the rest of months. OT is 
380.40 minutes. The initial results are shown in Table 8. Considering the main objec-
tive of minimizing time, results indicates an overrun of 13.33 minutes at least.  
Table 8.   Pareto front ends in use case #11 with MOHEDA 
Objective 
(Fx)  









F1 28.20 55.87 393.73 +13.33 27.67 
F2 41.79 42.58 530.03 +149.63 0.79 
 
In the use case #12 the main objective is to save money using two different maintenance 
personnel profiles (Specialist and Technician). The Specialist executes 2 plans every 6 
months, and the technician executes 1 plan in 10 visits. Table 4 shows how the Special-
ist skill improves the time while keeping the basic tasks duration, related to previous 
situation in Table 9. 
Table 9. Pareto front ends in use case #12 with MOHEDA 
Objective 
(Fx)  











F1 49.21 49.20 28.20 380.40 0 0.01 
F2 45.25 45.25 36.15 451.97 +71.57 0 
 
This result means a significantly improvement of 13 minutes by lift. Assuming a lift 
fleet of 100 units and considering that technician cost/hour is 40% less than using the 
specialist maintainer, the savings are close to 32% in this use case. 
6 Conclusions 
 
In this paper, an original MOHEDA algorithm is presented which can provide a de-
cision-making tool to optimize the maintenance inspections costs in terms of time and 
balance (minimizing unbalance) which also complies with different legal restrictions 
imposed by international standards and local government regulations, such as safety 
requirements. This algorithm is completely scalable in number of tasks, plans, visits 
and maintenance personnel profiles. Using a multi-objective algorithm allows to sup-
port a maintenance company in the identification of optimum preventive maintenance 
plans, reducing costs or enabling an easier later scheduling. The Hybrid approach of 
MOHEDA improves the results obtained in comparison with the execution of EDA, 
Rules and Greedy procedures isolated. This algorithm has been applied to a set of 10 
different use cases to demonstrate this significantly improvement. In this way, 
MOHEDA explores the search space in a more efficient way. The experimentation also 
presents how the use of MOHEDA helps maintenance engineer assess different bal-
anced maintenance plans and providing a reduction of maintenance costs using differ-
ent maintenance personnel profiles. MOHEDA can also be used in other planning prob-
lems within the industry, such as optimization of production (resources, energy de-
mand, minimization of waste, etc.) whenever there are business rules that can be in-
stantiated in the combinatorial model. As future work, the algorithm will be improved 
with more base optimizers, and will be applied in other maintenance applications. 
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Semantic Web services for distributed intelligence 
Eduardo Gilabert, Alexandre Voisin 
 
This chapter presents a Semantic Web services platform ready to integrate in-
telligent processing capabilities according to Open Systems Architecture for Con-
dition Based Maintenance (OSA-CBM) architecture. This platform is part of a 
flexible communication infrastructure, nicknamed DynaWeb, where a generic 
wireless device is being also developed between novel sensors, smart PDAs and 




The Semantic Web is a project that intends to create a universal medium for in-
formation exchange by giving meaning (semantics), in a manner understandable 
by machines, to the content of documents on the web. Under the direction of the 
Web's creator, Tim Berners-Lee of the World Wide Web Consortium, the Seman-
tic Web extends the World Wide Web through the use of standards, markup lan-
guages and related processing tools (Berners-Lee 2001). 
 
Currently web pages are designed to be read by humans, not machines. The 
Semantic Web aims to make web pages understandable by computers, so that they 
can search websites and perform actions in a standardized way. The potential ben-
efits are that computers can harness the enormous network of information and ser-
vices on the web.  
 
11.2 State-of-art in semantic web application to industrial automation 
 
A review of current knowledge automation status is indicated with respect to 
semantic web, including current efforts in providing common reasoning mecha-
nism and current models on web semantics applied to industrial world. 
 
11.2.1 What is an Ontology? 
 
In the context of knowledge sharing (Gruber 1992), the term ontology is used 
to mean a specification of a conceptualisation. That is, ontology is a description, 
like a formal specification of a program, of the concepts and relationships that can 
exist for an agent or a community of agents. This definition is consistent with the 
usage of ontology as set-of-concept-definitions, but more general. And it is cer-
tainly a different sense of the word than its use in philosophy.  
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What is important is what ontology is for. Ontologies have been designed for 
the purpose of enabling knowledge sharing and reuse. In that context, ontology is 
a specification used for making ontological commitments.  
 
For pragmatic reasons, people choose to write ontology as a set of definitions 
of formal vocabulary. Although this isn't the only way to specify a conceptualisa-
tion, it has some nice properties for knowledge sharing among Artificial Intelli-
gence (AI) software (e.g., semantics independent of reader and context). Practical-
ly, an ontological commitment is an agreement to use a vocabulary (i.e., ask 
queries and make assertions) in a way that is consistent (but not complete) with re-
spect to the theory specified by an ontology. We build agents that commit to on-
tologies. We design ontologies so we can share knowledge with and among these 
agents. 
 
11.2.2 Advantages of Semantic Web techniques  
 
The Semantic Web (SW) offers many advantages over previous web technolo-
gies that make web applications more useful and human independent, but also, its 
use could increase companies’ profits since SW techniques improve the efficiency 




11.2.2.1 Improved web search  
 
The first clear advantage of Semantic Web techniques is the potential of im-
proving web search since SW mechanisms allow for a better analysis of the items 
to be found. Nowadays, the keyword or word spotting searching is based on true-
false results. Ontology-based searching uses the relationships and axioms of con-
cepts, thus it can filter some seemingly appropriate but not desired results and add 
some seemingly different but actually same results. For instance, if you look for 
unleaded petrol, your search engine can expand the search to 95 or 98 octane un-
leaded petrol if both of them are derived from the concept ‘unleaded petrol’ in the 
associated ontology. Moreover, this SW-enabled search engines would not only be 
able to search the object in the language of the query, but also in other languages 
because the system understands what the user wants.  
 
In this way, Semantic Web technologies enable a search engine to better under-
stand what you are looking for and increase the precision of the returned results. 
This is especially important in companies who have to deal with a large amount of 
data. SW-enabled search engines are also especially advantageous in intranets of 
large companies, because the business of the companies is focused on certain do-
mains where it can be possible to define suitable ontologies. 
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11.2.2.2  Better integration  
 
The second main advantage of SW techniques is a higher potential to integrate 
different components. Business partners are enabled to better understand the syn-
tax and semantics of their documents, to exchange them, and to transfer them into 
the appropriate application for further automatic processing without human inter-
vention. This also includes appropriate mapping or translation mechanisms. How-
ever, even humans can take advantage of a better integration, since ontologies can 
model relationships between the participants of such a process so they can uncover 
the hidden structure. Also on the software developer side, a higher degree of inte-
gration could also promote software component reusing in addition to a higher de-
gree of automation.  
 
11.2.2.3 Lexicon flexibility and standardisation 
 
Theoretically, ontology mappings and translation allows users to flexibly 
choose the words they like. A generic ontology would facilitate the mapping and 
translations of ontologies. All ontologies would be mapped to this generic one and 
this generic one would be mapped to all of them. There will be a leak of precision 
but less ontologies translators would be necessary. It could be also used for stand-
ardizing the concepts, and improving the communications between different part-
ners.  
 
11.2.2.4 Composition of complex systems  
 
In Semantic-Web enabled systems, it is possible to compose numerous Web 
services and Web contents to produce one more complex system. Several SW 
technologies could be combined to develop a complex system with further func-
tionalities.  
 
11.2.3 Semantic web languages 
 
The Semantic Web is comprised of the standards and tools of XML, XML 
Schema, RDF, RDF Schema and OWL. The OWL Web Ontology Language 
Overview describes the function and relationship of each of these components of 
the Semantic Web: 
• XML provides a surface syntax for structured documents, but imposes 
no semantic constraints on the meaning of these documents.  
• XML Schema is a language for restricting the structure of XML docu-
ments.  
• RDF is a simple data model for referring to objects ("resources") and 
how they are related. An RDF-based model can be represented in XML 
syntax.  
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• RDF Schema is a vocabulary for describing properties and classes of 
RDF resources, with a semantics for generalization-hierarchies of such 
properties and classes.  
• DAML is a language created by DARPA (Hendler 2000) as an ontolo-
gy and inference language based upon RDF. DAML takes RDF Sche-
ma a step further, by giving us more in depth properties and classes. 
DAML allows one to be even more expressive than with RDF Schema, 
and brings us back on track with our Semantic Web discussion by 
providing some simple terms for creating inferences. 
• DAML+OIL: A successor language to DAML and OIL that combines 
features of both. 
• OWL adds more vocabulary for describing properties and classes: 
among others, relations between classes (e.g. disjointness), cardinality 
(e.g. "exactly one"), equality, richer typing of properties, characteris-
tics of properties (e.g. symmetry), and enumerated classes.  
 
11.2.4 Semantic web platforms 
 
The most popular semantic web platform are described in the following para-
graphs. 
 
11.2.4.1 Protégé 2000 
 
Protégé 2000 (Noy 2000) is probably the best-known ontology development 
and knowledge acquisition environment. It was developed by Stanford Medical 
Informatics group of Stanford University. Protege has mainly three functions: 
• construction of domain ontologies, 
• customization of knowledge acquisition forms, together with extensions 
for graphical widgets for tables, diagrams and other components and 
• a library which other applications can use to access and display 
knowledge bases. 
 
The main idea behind the functions is to make the knowledge representation 
format adaptable for various ontology languages, whereas other ontology model-
ling tools tend to choose some specific languages to concentrate on. 
 
The Protégé-OWL editor is an extension of Protégé that supports OWL. The 
Protégé-OWL editor enables users to:  
• load and save OWL and RDF ontologies, 
• edit and visualize classes, properties and SWRL rules, 
• define logical class characteristics as OWL expressions,  
• execute reasoners such as description logic classifiers and 
• edit OWL individuals for Semantic Web markup.  
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Protégé-OWL has an open-source Java API for the development of custom-
tailored user interface components or arbitrary Semantic Web services. 
 
 
11.2.4.2 Altova Semantic Works 2008 
 
Altova Semantic Works 2008 is the visual RDF/OWL editor from the creators 
of XMLSpy. Visually design Semantic Web instance documents, vocabularies, 
and ontologies then output them in either RDF/XML or N-triples formats. This 
software works with tabs for instances, properties, classes, etc., context-sensitive 
entry helpers, and automatic format checking.  
 
Semantic Works 2008 allows the user to graphically create and edit RDF in-
stance documents, RDFS vocabularies, and OWL ontologies with full syntax 
checking. Context-sensitive entry helpers  are presented with a list of permitted 
choices based on the RDF or OWL dialect (figure 11.1). 
 
Semantic Works 2008 provides functionality for:  
• visual creation and editing of RDF, RDF Schema (RDFS), OWL Lite, 
OWL DL, and OWL Full documents using an intuitive, visual interface 
and drag-and-drop functionality, 
• syntax checking to ensure conformance with the RDF/XML specifica-
tions, 
• auto-generation and editing of RDF/XML or N-triples formats based on 
visual RDF/OWL design and 
• printing the graphical RDF and OWL representations to create documen-








SMORE is designed to enable users to markup HTML documents in OWL us-
ing Web Ontologies (figure 11.2). Primary goals include: 
• to allow the user to markup web documents with limited knowledge of 
OWL terms and syntax, 
• to provide a way to use Classes, Properties, and Individuals from existing 
ontologies, do limited ontology editing, or even create a new ontology 
from scratch using terms from web documents and  
• to provide a flexible environment to create simple web page simultane-




Fig. 11.2 SMORE user interface 
 
11.2.5 Semantic web development in industrial automation 
 
In industrial environments semantic web developments have been performed, 
as explained in next paragraphs. 
11.2.5.1 OntoServ.NET 
 
OntoServ. NET (Terziyan 2003) is a framework for industrial semantics-
enabled maintenance services organized in peer-to-peer network of services plat-
form. It is based on web services and semantic web technologies and meant to 
provide solution for building large-scale industrial maintenance networks. It is au-
tomated maintenance system, which can integrate maintenance-related infor-
mation from many sources, highly desired in order to give appropriate mainte-
nance support. The goal is to improve the performance of the filed device 
management process by launching a network of distributed intelligent mainte-
nance services (figure 11.3). 
 
OntoServ.NET implements the benefits of: 
• Semantic Web (interoperability based on ontological  support and seman-
tic annotations), 
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• Intelligent Web Services (modelling, automated discovery and integra-
tion) and 









11.2.5.2 Obelix  
 
OBELIX (Ontology-Based ELectronic Integration of CompleX Products and 
Value Chains) has developed an e-business ontology tool suite and library to sup-
port smart collaborative e-business and the realization of innovative applications 
(Akkermans 2004). The Obelix tool suite consists of an ontology server providing 
facilities for editing, component brokering, ontology management, and web lan-
guage import and export, plus a number of ontology-based tools including an e-
business scenario analysis and simulation tool for DVC models and strategies, an 
automatic product classifier to speed up application of content management stand-
ards, and a multi-product configuration tool for online collaborative design scenar-
ios. In addition, Obelix has delivered a modular e-business ontology library. The 
tools has been validated through three e-business applications: e-markets for ener-
gy trading and servicing, new digital music value chains, and online design of 
events. 
 
11.2.5.3 Rewerse  
 
Rewerse is a research Network of Excellence on "Reasoning on the Web” (Bry 
2004) that is funded by the European Commission and Switzerland within the 6th 
Framework Programme. The main objective of  Rewerse is to provide tangible 
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technological bases for an industrial software development of advanced web sys-
tems and applications. 
 
Rewerse involved during 4 years (2004-2008) 27 European research and indus-
try organisations from 14 European countries and about 100 computer science re-
searchers and professionals playing key roles in applied reasoning. One goal of 
Rewerse was to spread and support the use of reasoning techniques in advanced 
web applications and systems. It focused on creating a competitive advantage for 
the European industry. 
 
11.2.5.4 Knowledge web 
 
Knowledge Web (Eisenstadt 2000) is a 4 year Network of Excellence project 
(2004-2008) funded by the European Commission 6th Framework Programme. 
Supporting the transition process of ontology technology from academia to indus-
try is the main and major goal of knowledge web. 
 
The mission of Knowledge Web was to strengthen the European industry and 
service providers in one of the most important areas of current computer technolo-
gy: semantic web enabled e-work and e-commerce. The project concentrates its 
efforts around the outreach of this technology to industry. Naturally, this includes 
education and research efforts to ensure the durability of impact and support of in-
dustry.   
 
 
Fig. 11.4 Knowledge web main areas 
 
 
In comparison with Rewerse, both networks have decided to focus on different 
application scenarios: 
 
• Knowledge Web: Semantic web services 
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• Rewerse: Reasoning on geographical / time-related data, Bioinformatics, per-
sonalized information systems 
 
However, more use cases have been collected in Knowledge Web. 
 
11.2.5.5 Other related works 
 
In (Posada 2005) an ontology was used as an improvement for building an in-
dustrial plant through a graphic design software. It associates the semantics to the 
geometric parts from CAD (Computer-Aided Design) reconstruction. It uses se-
mantic compression added to simplification techniques of the geometrical data to 
increase the efficiency. The ontology has been developed using Protégé 2000. 
 
In airspace systems,  (Valente 2005) presents an architecture for operating un-
named aerial vehicles that leverages a group of military information ontologies to 
semantically specify and compose information services. The ontologies were de-
veloped with Ontolgy Web Language (OWL) and cover a wide range of content 
including definitions of  military information, organizations and communications 
 
 
11.3 Web services for dynamic condition based maintenance 
 
Web services are a well known technology which is taken into use in industrial 
environments. They offer interoperability between independent software applica-
tions over Internet by means of Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP)  which 
enables the communication. 
 
The advantages of web services are the central issue in DynaWeb. Different 
software modules are able to communicate among them in order to perform a spe-
cific task. In this context, to provide the most convenient analysis flow, infor-
mation processing is understood as a distributed and collaborative system, where 
there are different levels of entities that can undertake intelligence tasks. Given 
this, a system architecture has been defined to identify the interactions between 
actors and the required functions, including 4 layers that correspond to the central 
information processing layers of OSA-CBM standard (Arnaiz 2009,Bengtsson 
2003,Lebold 2002): 
1. Condition monitoring: It is related to state detection. This layer receives 
measurements from sensors and their signal processing software. These 
measurements have to be compared to expected values, and alert should 
be generated in case of anomaly detection, due to values outside from 
preset limits or changes in the usual trend. 
2. Health assessment: The main function of this layer is to set the current 
health of the asset, in case of an anomaly detected by condition monitor-
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ing modules. It generates health records proposing possible faults, based 
on health history, operational status and maintenance tasks history. One 
of the existing diagnosis processes is based on previously developed sys-
tems (Gilabert 2006) using Bayesian networks to facilitate a model that 
can work with uncertainty and can also be adapted with feedback infor-
mation. 
3. Prognostics: This module takes into account data from all the prior lay-
ers. The primary focus of the prognostic module is to calculate the future 
health of an asset, with account taken to the future usage profiles. The 
module reports the failure health status of a specified time or the remain-
ing useful life. 
4. Decision support: Is in this context related to scheduling. A computer-
ised maintenance management system schedules work orders based on 
component predictions. After that it distributes work orders to different 
operators (PDAs). The PDAs need to read the smart tags in order to learn 




Fig. 11.5 Use case diagram for operation, evaluation and execution 
 
One of the challenges is to match the semantic web concept to the maintenance 
function. In this way, information used over Internet must be specified in ontolo-
gies. The ontology represents the knowledge in Internet (Fensel 2001), defining in 
a formal way the concepts of the different domains and relationships, with ability 
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to perform reasoning over this knowledge. In this case the definition of ontologies 
has been performed starting from the standard CRIS defined by MIMOSA. CRIS 
represents a static view of the data produced by a CBM system, where every 
OSA-CBM layer has been associated to ontology (Lebold 2002). 
 
OSA-CBM was developed around MIMOSA CRIS that provides coverage of 
the information (data) that will be managed within a condition based maintenance 
system. It defines a relational database schema with about 400 tables for machin-
ery maintenance information. In short, CRIS is the core of MIMOSA which aims 
to the development and publication of open conventions for information exchange 
between plant and machinery maintenance information systems, and Dynamite 
web services are built using CRIS standard for interoperability and internal infor-
mation processing.  
 
Another great challenge is to approach this concept for everyday computing re-
sources (e.g. SMEs), as well as for the forthcoming mobile services. In this sense, 
with regard to the usage of these web services, there are three main elements de-
fined which take part in the communication: 
• Human Machine Interfaces (HMI) actor, that is, a software interface for 
the operator sitting at the desk or walking with the PDA and interacting 
with local or central database systems asking web services to process 
specific information. 
• Agent for communicating with DynaWeb web services. The agent is able 
to get the needed data from other sources, translating it into the ontology 
language. In this way the agent acts as an interface between HMI and 
web service.  
• Web service, performing the requested service, supported by ontologies. 
With this configuration in mind, flexible data interaction architecture has been 
developed to provide the best access depending on agents and data repositories 
available. This means, that, once the operator has requested a specific result, the 
agent can use mainly two different communication options, as shown in figure 
11.6. 
 
• Direct communication with database can be performed if the database 
fulfils the MIMOSA specification. Then the agent only transmits XML 
commands to the web service, that in turn accesses the database for data. 
• If local database is not MIMOSA compliant, the agent may choose to 




Fig. 11.6 Communication architecture among HMI and web services, through 
the usage of an agent storing data in MIMOSA database  
 
As an example of this interaction, figure 11.7 depicts a sequence diagram to re-
quest a diagnosis service, with direct communication sending data in XML format.  
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Fig. 11.7 Sequence diagram for diagnosis web service  
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The performance of every diagnosis function follows next steps: 
• acceptance and validation of XML file, 
• extraction of data from XML file, 
• generate diagnosis alerts with associated probabilities and severities. De-
pending on component, the service can manage one or more object to is-
sue a heath assessment: 
o a  Bayesian Network, 
o a CLIPS expert system: based on rules and 
o FMECA definition, 
• parse alerts to XML file, 
• return XML file to agent and 
• it is necessary to perform a visual inspection or other test, the agent could 
request in a second step the diagnosis service with added information. 
 
In this example, it is interesting to point out how both mobile PDA and 
CMOpS actors share same access to web services. Last, this example shows that it 
is possible to frame existing process systems within CRIS formatted web services, 
to take advantage of already existing intelligence. For instance, one of the existing 
diagnosis processes is based on previous developed systems (Gilabert 2006) using 
Bayesian networks to facilitate a model that can work with uncertainty and can al-
so be adapted with feedback information. In this sense, most web services have 
been developed using .NET platform as a web application, using Microsoft Visual 
Studio .NET programming environment, and the database implemented with Mi-
crosoft SQL server 2005.  
 
11.3.3 Web service for condition monitoring 
 
One of the web services used for this e-maintenance platform will be devoted 
to perform condition monitoring tasks. The condition monitor receives data from 
the sensor modules, the signal processing modules and other condition monitors. 
Its primary focus is to compare data with expected values. The condition monitor 
should also be able to generate alerts based on preset operational limits.  
 
The CM web service can analyse scalar data in four different forms: 
• scalar values directly surpassing a direct static alert; alerts are de-
fined by fixed limits, 
• scalar values that surpass a static alert 'relative' to the original com-
ponent status; depending in deviation, an alert is issued associated to 
a specific severity, 
• scalar that surpasses dynamic alerts, based on the evolution of last 
sample values and 




The CM service will request alert values. In case of not provided, it can also 
request information concerning the specifics of the component, such as component 
type, and then look up for information concerning these specifics. In the end, the 
web service will return the type of alert surpassed and the severity. 
 
11.3.4 Web service for diagnosis based on vibration and oil data 
 
The diagnosis or health assessment receives data from different condition mon-
itors or from heath assessment modules. The primary focus of the health assess-
ment module is to prescribe if the health in the monitored component, sub-system 
or system has degraded. The health assessment layer should be able to generate 
diagnosis records and propose fault possibilities. The diagnosis should be based 
upon trends in the health history, operational status and loading and maintenance 
history. 
 
The aim of this web service is to identify the type of problem related to an elec-
tro mechanical component. It can cope with many different symptoms and faults, 
which include unbalance, misalignment, gear and bearing related problems, etc. It 
also includes processing of information specifics of multi-speed machines, such as 
in manufacturing systems. The web service can receive the following set of alarm 
types as part of the input configuration, according to measurements of vibration 
and oil. 
 
The core of this service has been modelled using a probabilistic model called 
Bayesian Network (BN). A Bayesian network is a model (Díez 2000). It reflects 
the states of some parts of a world that is being modelled and it describes how 
those states are related though conditional probabilities. All the possible states of 
the model represent all the possible worlds that can exist, that is, all the possible 
ways that the parts or states can be configured.  
 
The representation is a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) consisting of nodes, 
which correspond to random variables and arcs, which in turn correspond to prob-
abilistic dependencies between the variables. A conditional probability distribu-
tion is associated with each node and describes the dependency between the node 





Fig. 11.8 Excerpt of Bayesian network 
 
In the network prototype shown above, the qualitative relationship indicated by 
the direction of the link arrows corresponds to dependence and independence be-
tween events. That is the, nodes higher up in the diagram tend to influence those 
below rather than, or, at least, more so than the other way around. On the other 
hand, the quantitative relationships between nodes are defined by conditional 
probability tables, in case of continuous variables, conditional probability distribu-
tions. 
 
Many practical tasks can be reduced to the problem of classification, including 
Fault diagnosis. A Bayesian network helps tackle the problem of classification in a 
way that helps to overcome problems that other methods partially address: 
• able to mix a-priory knowledge together with data/experimental 
knowledge, 
• explanatory abilities, 
• uncertainty management – causality management and 
• learning both parametric and structural issues. 
 
One important characteristic of this inference model is the adaptation ability. In 
this way, introducing risk values of environmental variables and expected parcel 
risk value, the Bayesian network adapts the weights of conditional probability ta-
bles, approximating to desired solution. 
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The development of the Bayesian network has been done using Hugin Research 
tool (Andersen 2089). This software has a graphic interface on windows operating 
system so that Bayesian networks can be designed and it is possible to see proba-
bilities propagation when node instances are set. An important feature is that 
Bayesian networks can be embedded into custom applications through an API.  
 
 
11.3.5 Web service for prognosis 
 
Prognosis web service implements functionality to compute the remaining use-
ful life of the component submitted to a degradation mode. The design of the 
prognosis web service was focused on two specific cases of prognosis: reliability 
based and condition monitoring based.  
 
The development of this prognostic web service is necessary in order to com-
pute the remaining useful life of the asset or segment. Two type of prognosis has 
been implemented: 
• reliability based prognostic is performed taking into account influence var-
iables through the use of Proportional Hazard Model (Cox 1972) and 
• condition based prognosis is performed on an indicator of the health of the 
asset/segment. 
 
These 2 types of prognosis have been chosen because they correspond to the 
ones required on the TELMA platform (see chapter 14.3) that will be used for test-
ing purposes. In the end, a unique web service  was implemented and the choice 
between the approaches was performed through the choice of the model used for 
prognosis. This choice was done in the call to the web service. 
 
Since the communication architecture was performed by means of XML data, 
an agent was in charge of collecting data from the MIMOSA database and the 
specific database. The principle of operation was to deliver a client the result of 
prognosis. To reach this aim, an agent was used in order to collect data and send 
them to the prognosis web service. Hence, the prognosis web service performs on-
ly the prognosis whatever the data could be. The architecture is described in figure 
11.9. The use of TCP/IP communication allows to locate the client and the agent 
on the same PC/PDA or on different PC/PDA. In the case of a PDA client, locat-
ing the agent on a PC makes information exchange lighter between PDA and the 
network. The Internet Protocol (IP) addresses and the port used for communica-




Fig. 11.9 Principle of operation of the prognosis web service 
 
 
The principle of prognosis is to forecast the future health of the asset/segment 
using a particular model. The RUL is obtained when the computed health reach an 
upper or lower limit using data that begin from the last start after a maintenance 
action that brings back the component/function into an “as good as new” state. At 
the present time, the two available models for prognosis are the two described be-
low. 
 
11.3.5.1 Proportional hazard model 
 
The proportional hazards model  (Cox 1972) assumes that the failure rate (haz-
ard rate) of a segment/asset is the product of: 
• an arbitrary and unspecified baseline failure rate, λ0(t), which is a func-
tion of time only and 
• a positive function g(X), independent of time, which incorporates the ef-
fects of a number of covariates such as humidity, temperature, pressure, 
voltage, etc., included in the X vector. 
The failure rate of a unit is then given by: 
λ0(t)= λ0(t). g(X) 
We implement the exponential Proportional Hazard Model λ0(t) is a constant. 
g(X) is of the form: 
g(X)=exp(β.X) 
where β is a vector of parameter for the covariates. 
 
The use of PHM model for an asset/segment and a hypothetical event is done 
by defining a model whose type field equals 'PHMexp'. The parameters of the 
model that have to be defined in the specific database are: 
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• λ0: the value has to be specified and 
• β: for every βi associated to a covariate, the value have to be specified 
and the measurement location corresponding to the covariate. 
 
11.3.5.2 Exponential curve fitting 
 
The exponential curve fitting algorithm is based on the identification of the pa-
rameter of an exponential curve to the past values of a degradation/performance 
indicator. The equation of the exponential curve is: 
I=K.exp(λt-t0) 
The identification used for the parameter identification is the least square 
method. The only parameter of this model is the number of points used for the 
identification. Indeed, it could change since, when the degradation has just been 
detected only few points are representative and when it occurs “long” time ago, 
several point shall be used. 
 
 
11.3.6 Web service for scheduling 
 
The Advanced Scheduling Module was realised as a web-service, residing at the 
decision support layer as defined by the OSA-CBM. The module is expected to 
utilise data from the prognostics layer (e.g., reliability-based, empirical feature-
based, model-based information) and allow for the scheduling of maintenance 
work orders based upon predicted condition of the equipment, thus helping to 
streamline the process and reduce maintenance costs.     
 
The key implementation technology for information transport will be XML. In 
relation to this, the OSA-CBM standard requires the definition of an XML sche-
ma, which will define the acceptable structure for the OSA/CBM XML messages.    
 
Fig.11 Scheduling work orders modules 
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According to figure 11.10, the scheduling software module provides a schedul-
ing web services interface, which accepts input data organised in XML format. 
The XML handler/parser is responsible to process the XML input to provide the 
required scheduling data to the core element of the scheduling software module. In 
addition, the scheduling core subcomponent takes responsibility to invoke the re-
quired scheduling algorithm and, along with the available data (as retrieved by the 
scheduling database), provide the produced schedule back to the scheduling web 
service and its invoker. 
 
11.3.7 Testing web services 
 
Different platforms have been used to test the web services and its advanced 
functionality: 
• TESSnet: tested the web services for data acquisition, data manipulation, 
condition monitoring and diagnosis and 
• TELMA: tested  the web services for prognosis and scheduling. 
 
TESSnet software tool (Gilabert 2008) has as main target to detect mechanical 
problems in lubricated rotating machines in order to save time and money. It is 
predictive maintenance software based on mainly in oil analysis which performs 
an automated monitoring and diagnosis. TESSnet is the tool used in this frame-
work to perform different tasks by means of DynaWeb’s web services. It is predic-
tive maintenance software based on oil, vibration and temperature analysis which 
performs an automated condition monitoring, diagnosis, prognosis and decision 
support.  
 
The platform stores measurements both from on-line and off-line sensors as 
well as laboratory analysis results. They are stored using a hierarchy of compo-
nents: company, plant, machine, assembly, sensor and measurement.  
This tool has been chosen for validation purposes, that is, to validate some web 
services over this application. Apart from that, some prognosis and scheduling has 








On the other hand, the TELMA platform (Levrat 2007) and has been developed 
mainly for supporting in relation to e-maintenance: 
• the engineering and deployment of CBM and proactive maintenance strate-
gies and 
• the assessment of the impacts of these strategies on the performances of a 
manufacturing system: 
- productivity,  
- quality and 
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Fig. 11.12 TELMA platform and its physical process: unwinding metal strip 
 
The specifications of the TELMA platform have been defined to answer to a 
group of teachers and researchers wishing to have at their disposal a training plat-
form in the areas of maintenance, tele-maintenance and e-maintenance. 
In that way, the platform is designed for: 
- a local use in the frame of conventional training activities, 
- a remote use via Internet for operation on industrial e-services (i.e. 
Tele-monitoring), and (b) for accessing to production data, performance 
data and 
- a use for e-teaching and e-learning as application support of courses in 





A set of semantic web services have been designed and developed in order to 
provide advanced functionality related to maintenance tasks. The main concept is 
to use them as plug-in components in a distributed environment in a company, de-
pending on their needs. For this purpose MIMOSA database has been used as 
standard which support all communication data. In the end, the set of developed 
web services constitute a backbone depicting the OSA-CBM layers. 
 
The web services integrated are very different in purpose, as cover from data 
manipulation layer to decision support. They are also very different in nature. 
From basic data manipulation concerning vibration signals, to sophisticated diag-
nostic module for diagnosis on lubricated machinery based on the use of Bayesian 
network. It is also interesting to point out that different algorithms are present in 
each layer, so they can be used depending on the needs, or can even collaborate 
for a global solution at end user. At the end, the web services developed are just an 
example of what should be at the end in the final product: a big number of meth-
ods and web services, at the choice of the user. This will give the real strength to 
this web services framework.  
 
The end-users’ needs has been studied and according to this, the web services 
functionality has been developed. Moreover previous developed applications as 
TESSnet and TELMA have been adapted with the same purpose. Afterwards, the 
web services have been tested and their functionality has been validated, testing 
that it copes with user requirements. Next activities related to this new approach 
should be addressed to provide more advanced functionality and better integration 
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Abstract: E-Maintenance has raised increased interest in recent years. During the last 
years we have seen the development of e-Maintenance techniques. The key elements are 
the extensive use of Internet that has exploded and rapid development of sensors and pro-
cessing power. It can be claimed that the use of e-Maintenance at the moment still is at 
infant stage. This paper offers a generic view of e-Maintenance and points out both the 
benefits as well as the hurdles there still exist on the road to support the complete life 
cycle of a product with e-Maintenance, while providing a critical assessment of the cur-
rent state of things. Based on this discussion, the paper seeks to assess how e-Maintenance 
will develop within the next five to ten years. Special emphasis is given on how the end 
users can benefit from e-Maintenance i.e. how radical the change really is and what are 
the financial implications related to its adoption.  
 
Keywords: e-Maintenance, Wireless Technologies, Diagnosis, Data Management, Engi-
neering Asset Management 
 
1. Introduction 
E-Maintenance has become more and more popular during the last few years. The reason 
for this is twofold. The hardware and software that can enable e-Maintenance has devel-
oped very quickly and today Internet through wireless networks seems to be available in 
many places. At the same time the manufacturers of machinery are strategically moving 
towards developing service business for taking care of the machinery they have produced 
throughout the entire life cycle of the equipment. In order to be able to do the latter move 
the manufacturers need tools for taking care of the machinery in a profitable and reliable 
way and this is where e-Maintenance comes to the picture. E-Maintenance can in its sim-
plest definition be considered a technology where information is provided where it is 
needed and maintenance is a task that is about information when done in an effective way. 
In modern maintenance scenarios the actions are carried out at optimal timing before 
breakage and are based on need not on calendar. In recent years quite a lot of research has 
taken place covering various aspects of e-Maintenance. In particular, most of the assump-
tions summarised in these pages are related with ideas, views and results achieved as a 
consequence of Dynamite (Dynamic Decisions in Maintenance, IP017498), a large Euro-
pean research project where many aspects of the future technologies that will support e-
maintenance processes have been tested and validated. Many of this ideas and results are 
covered in the recently published book E-Maintenance (Holmberg 2010). This paper tries 
to take this issue a little further and thus in the following paragraphs the future develop-
ment of some of the key areas of e-Maintenance are discussed and such aspects as smart 
tags, sensors, signal analysis, hand held computers, use of Internet and data, diagnosis and 
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2. RFID technology 
The technological basis for RFID (Radio-Frequency Identification) technology has been 
available for several decades, yet it is only during the last ten years that it has started to 
make a significant impact on real world applications. Today RFID technology is consid-
ered as the most practical way of interlinking physical assets with the information tech-
nology infrastructure. Therefore it has been natural to be employed in ICT (Information & 
Communication Technologies) solutions for engineering asset management and is there-
fore considered a key constituent element in e-Maintenance. The initial primary use of 
RFID technology in this context has been for identification purposes. Avoiding the re-
quirement for line-of-sight, it is a more practical choice, compared to barcodes. Beyond 
identification, RFID tags can locally store limited information, a feature particularly use-
ful for asset management and maintenance. Being the natural link between the physical 
and the IT world, they have rapidly considered as a key technology that facilitates the 
computerisation of asset and maintenance management and the integration with ERP 
(Enterprise Resource Planning) systems. A key benefit for e-Maintenance can be the 
combination of wireless sensor networks with RFID technology. This enables the integra-
tion of asset tracking and identification, with sensing from specific data collection points. 
The measurements taken are then immediately contextualised, i.e. they are linked to a 
specific asset, which operates under certain conditions and work load. Coupled with the 
usage of handheld devices, this level of integration makes the shop floor machinery data 
ubiquitously available to the networked enterprise authorised users. The technology can 
also be employed for indirect localisation, thus aiding the delivery of Location Based 
Services (LBS). Identifying an asset via RFID tags also serves the purpose of linking a 
specific user to the asset location. Beyond standardisation and initial success stories, RFID 
technology considerably benefitted from the rapid drop in the costs of both tags and tag 
readers, making the investment justification more realistic. A more recent trend has seen 
the integration of RFID tags with sensing technology. This trend is particularly relevant to 
e-Maintenance, as in the future it will enable the merging of identification and sensing 
into simpler to install, operate and manage infrastructures. The wider adoption of RFID 
technologies in e-Maintenance still faces significant hurdles. Costs should be further 
pushed down. While the physical integration with the IT infrastructure has become possi-
ble, software integration remains an issue, especially when it is desirable for RFID-
solutions to be linked with existing IT infrastructures. Furthermore, RFIDs are a source of 
data themselves. The quantity of data generated by the tags can grow dramatically even 
with modest tag usage within an enterprise. Another key challenge is to ensure reliable 
operation in a wide range of operating environments. For all the above reasons, an in-
vestment in RFID technology does not only need to take into account the acquisition and 
initial installation costs, but also the costs required to upgrade the organisation’s IT infra-
structure. A further promising trend is related to the production of the RFID tags them-
selves. Increasingly, R&D efforts are pointing towards innovative technologies which will 
enable organisations to produce their own tags. Furthermore, the possibility to integrate 
also the sensors themselves in such an RFID printing procedure, makes it likely that the 
technology will become particularly relevant for maintenance and asset management. 
Although the state of-the-art is now reaching this level of technological advances, the 
technology needs to mature further and prove to be reliable and cost efficient in practice. 
Once this is achieved, one can foresee a much wider usage of RFIDs in e-Maintenance, as 
organisations will become capable of producing their own tags in response to the dynamic 
needs of a constantly evolving enterprise.  
 
 




3. Sensors going wireless 
Maintenance engineering often employ condition monitoring and data analysis solutions, 
as key enablers for implementing condition-based maintenance. The sensor technology 
itself has reached maturity level in the past but is now seeing a significant upgrade to-
wards smart wireless sensing. From simple wireless sensing nodes to advanced implemen-
tations incorporating system-on-a-chip (SOC), smart sensing has moved well beyond the 
data acquisition functionality. This actually bonds well with the usage of handheld devic-
es, as discussed in the next paragraph. Chiefly, it enables a significant level of data pro-
cessing to be performed at the lowest possible level, next to the sensing element, taking 
the burden from the portable device and reducing the data communication requirements to 
more manageable levels. The key benefit brought by wireless sensing becomes clear when 
considering that the sensor nodes are now becoming sophisticated computing components 
with data input and output capabilities which exploit wireless networking protocols, such 
as WiFi, ZigBee, WirelessHART or industry-grade Bluetooth. From the e-Maintenance 
perspective, the wireless sensing nodes are becoming smart monitoring agents, capable of 
performing automated computational and data storing operations (Monostori 2006). The e-
Maintenance vision considers that such wireless sensing components can be exploited and 
integrated in on line maintenance management systems, insofar as the CMMS(Computer 
Managed Maintenance Systems) software can encapsulate at least part of the domain 
knowledge that is related to condition monitoring, including wear modelling, failure 
modes documentation and component life prediction. Within such a framework, wireless 
sensing networks are likely to become capable of monitoring, modelling but also diagnos-
ing the machinery condition, capturing each machine’s individual behaviour, through 
learning mechanisms. .The great advantage is that such sensing infrastructures can be 
easily exploited by both back-office staff and systems, but critically also from shop floor 
staff, who can take advantage of such a powerful toolset to deliver better, more reliable 
and efficient maintenance services. Through the usage of wireless sensing, it will become 
also possible to better exploit the mobile actors and workers in the production system, 
streamlining the generation and delivery of maintenance orders, arising from the ubiqui-
tous knowledge of the actual machinery condition. Indeed, data relevant to equipment 
maintenance and condition can become transparently available to personnel, via handheld 
devices, or even via remote servers. The above can be considered as key enablers for the 
expansion of maintenance services, wherein maintenance providers can be offered in a 
much more flexible way, enabling even the execution of maintenance audits by a team of 
mobile technical staff. From a data processing point of view, an important research direc-
tion is how to upgrade the flexibility of monitoring systems to capture individual machin-
ery behaviour by incorporating learning and self-awareness elements in the sensing nodes 
to be installed at the monitored equipment (Emmanouilidis 2010). This can be served by 
embedded fault and novelty detection mechanisms and more research effort should be 
directed in making such a prospect feasible and efficient. Following such trends, wireless 
sensor networks are increasingly installed as practical alternatives to wired sensing ele-
ments. Their key advantages are: a) ease of installation & operation b) scalability c) to-
pology flexibility d) built-in redundancy and thus extremely low sensitivity to sensor 
faulty behaviour. Currently, wireless sensors have benefitted from the sharp drop in 
memory, CPU an RF components prices. Sensor boards incorporate increasingly powerful 
32 bit computing architectures. More work will still be needed towards establishing ade-
quate middleware to support the easy and flexible deployment of wireless sensing solu-
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tions. A significant hurdle for the adoption of the new generation of smart wireless sens-
ing in critical applications is related to their limited battery life. It is known that CPU and 
even more RF operations are energy-costly and need to be carefully controlled. On one 
side this can be achieved by software-controlled or network protocol-management energy 
efficient operation. Yet even more promising is the incorporation of energy harvesting 
properties into the sensor boards. Recent efforts have been directed towards converting 
the sensor nodes from passively driven components to power-management or even power 
generating components. A typical example is the EnOcean initiative, aiming initially at 
the built asset management communities. Of particular concern in wireless condition mon-
itoring is to determine when and what data to transmit. It makes no sense for a wireless 
sensor to transmit, if it is not asked to do so or if it has nothing interesting to transmit. 
Therefore, an emerging research direction is related to embedded-software-driven RF 
operation. Novelty and fault detection mechanisms, embedded in the sensing nodes, are 
natural mechanisms to trigger data transmission. Apart from battery life, wireless sensing 
deployment and applicability may suffer if the sensing nodes are not well suited for instal-
lation and usage in industrial environment. For example, they may be brittle structures 
with not sufficient immunity to mishandling and therefore damage. Other problems are 
related to wireless interference from the environment or by the presence of several other 
devices (Conant 2006). More ruggedized enclosures can help in this direction.  
 
4. Signal analysis 
In order to use the measured condition and process monitoring signals in an optimal way 
to support the diagnosis and prognosis phases of e-Maintenance sophisticated signal anal-
ysis should be used. In principle all the necessary elements would seem to be available. 
The processing power of processors has increased and some of the sensors already have 
this capability thus providing raw material for these analyses. However, it would seem 
e.g. in the light of literature and reviews (Jardine 2006) that, even though quite a lot of 
research has taken place and a great number of papers about various signal analysis tech-
niques have been published, no really important methods have gained commercial success 
since the introduction of envelope technique in the middle of eighties for monitoring bear-
ing faults (McFadden 1984). It would seem that in condition monitoring the use of spectrum 
analysis together with the envelope analysis is the standard procedure today offered by 
most of the condition monitoring solutions. It can be speculated that the reason for this is 
the effectiveness of spectrum analysis and the logic behind it which can easily be under-
stood by the technicians carrying out condition monitoring with the aid of portable data 
collectors. At the same time the fact is that automatic diagnosis has not become popular 
again even though a lot of research has taken place see e.g. Emmanouilidis and Pistofidis 
(2010). The use of spectrum data as the sole information for diagnosis means that the end 
user relies on data in frequency domain. For a human the combination of both data in 
frequency and time domains is more complicated and there does not exist a simple way of 
presenting the data in standard format as is the case with spectrum analysis. However, we 
can expect that in the future since data becomes available from the exploding number of 
sensors the signal analysis has to be made automatic so that it then supports automatic 
diagnosis and prognosis. When signal analysis is made automatic and the available pro-
cessing power increases more sophisticated methods which would not seem easily under-
standable for humans in two dimensional figure formats can be used. This can be expected 
to lead to kind of grey or black box solutions i.e. the end user relies on the automatic sig-
nal analysis tool either as in the form of hardware or software toolbox. In the future we 
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can expect quite a lot of research in this area and completion of leading roles. One big 
challenge is the simultaneous use of process signals together with condition monitoring 
signals. The process signals define the loading and running condition of the machinery 
and in order to be able to carry out reliable diagnosis based on the condition monitoring 
signals they have to be linked to certain loading conditions or simulation models that can 
support the diagnosis. The diagnosis and prognosis are discussed more in detail in one of 
the following paragraphs. However, the multi-signal analysis and management is a chal-
lenge. How to manage the data so that it is available for analysis and that the data from 
various sources can be integrated and also saved for later use again for supporting the 
diagnosis and prognosis task. In most cases the data is today saved in hardware specific 
format even though there exists standardisation attempts like Mimosa which aims for a 
common definition of data format so that various hardware solutions could support vari-
ous analysis tools etc. Unfortunately it would seem that Mimosa has not really gained a 
meaningful position in the market. This is probably since the end users have not been 
motivated to ask for the hardware providers to support a common platform and the hard-
ware vendors themselves have then considered it better to rely on their own format. This 
question of data format does not solely involve condition monitoring but is even much 
bigger issue in such areas as design data of equipment and process data in automation. In 
those fronts there are much bigger attempts for the creation of standards defining the all 
the possible components. Again it is somewhat dubious whether this kind of standards 
will be the answer. A competing solution for the definition the standards provide is the use 
of semantics and ontology which will be discussed more in detail in one of the following 
paragraphs. 
 
5. Hand held computers 
It is amazing that PDAs and Smart Phones are not used more in the industry today to 
support the maintenance technician. There are four major reasons for that: 1) The price of 
PDAs and Smart Phones has been relatively high i.e. in order to cover the whole mainte-
nance staff the investment would be relatively notable. 2) The maintenance staff is not 
used to use these kinds of devices. 3) The backend systems do not support the use mobile 
devices for work management. 4) The remarkable financial potential is not understood in 
the industry due to the lack of well-known success stories. It can be expected that within 
the near future a remarkable change will take place. Due to the competition between 
phone manufacturers the price of Smart Phones is quickly going down and is really of 
highest importance for the manufacturers. At the same time end users quickly adapt the 
new possibilities Smart Phones are offering i.e. Internet available everywhere and all the 
time. Use of email on the road together with the use social communication networks be-
comes extremely popular. People will rely on phones while searching their own and the 
location of their friends and services such restaurants etc. Basically the result will be that 
the two main obstacles on the way to rely on mobile hand held devices while taking care 
of maintenance actions will be quickly removed and actually a lot of pressure will be put 
on the third obstacle when younger generation will pinpoint e.g. how funny it is to be 
filling paper forms. As regards to the third and fourth obstacle the trend in manufacturing 
industry towards providing services for the entire life cycle of their product will pinpoint 
that the company’s CMMS system really has to support the service business and e.g. the 
view that companies can base their business on historical data which they according their 
own words have lots of when the quality of those hand filled forms is of the type “Ma-
chine is broken”, “Fixed the machine”. All the above means that there will be a really fast 
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leap in manufacturing companies towards using handheld mobile devices for tasks like: 1) 
Work order management 2) Communication with service centre 3) Finding the way to the 
machine to be maintained 4) Reporting work, availability and location. Even though it is 
easy to predict the trend it is slightly more difficult to predict the form it will take place. 
Some of the solutions already exist through Internet connection but the problem is that 
people do not want to work with mammoth system like the ERP packages that have very 
funny wording for the tasks that end user needs. Probably due to the described feature a 
great number of light solutions will pop up for various purposes and industrial sectors and 
a middle wear is needed to take care of integration and data management. Today PDAs 
are to some extent used to support condition monitoring and especially finding out the 
status of the machines through process parameters and error codes. The difficult question 
to answer is how will these tasks in e-Maintenance be emerged to the above described 
work management tasks. If the PDA is used for diagnosis and prognosis it needs a lot of 
processing power for signal analysis which is not normally available in smart phones. 
There are basically two other options here either the signal processing will be taken care 
by smart sensors which then can provide already processed data to the hand held device or 
the data can be processed through web services provided by the Internet connection. 
However this would mean a lot of very low level communication which does not sound 
very effective. Thus the most probable trend is the rapid development of smart sensors 
that can support the handheld computers and then when needed the already processed data 
from various individual sources can be further analysed and integrated through the data 
fusion capability offered by Web-Services. On the long run technologies like Virtual Re-
ality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR) can be expected to help in carrying out mainte-
nance work. Today the current manuals are in the form of figures that tell the maintenance 
technician how to carry out maintenance. With handheld computer video is an option 
although the drawback is the amount of work needed to produce that kind of material and 
thus it will probably never cover maintenance tasks widely. Assuming that there exist 3D 
models of the machinery in question VR technology could be an option to support carry-
ing out maintenance actions. As the term implies AR technology in principle provides 
additional information to the real world and in maintenance this could be very beneficial 
especially when the machinery has very complicated structure. Both VR and AR technol-
ogies have been tested in research projects. In order to become popular the challenge is 
the in the production of data i.e. when 3D design models can be automatically used to 
produce VR and AR material they might become popular since seeing components of 
machinery to fit into their place like in video is much more easier to understand than a set 
of figures and consequently a person with lesser education could be expected to manage 
the maintenance tasks. 
 
 
6. Internet and data  
Nowadays Internet is a real support for business. It is considered as a disruptive technolo-
gy because their impact in the world, enabling a distributed communication and infor-
mation storing, in synergy with other communication technologies. The use of Internet for 
maintenance purposes has been crucial for the e-maintenance concept. Moreover, web 
services are becoming a fundamental technology for performing e-maintenance. Web 
services allow the central processes in e-maintenance through the existence of these dis-
tributed services in the web to carry out information analysis, management, order execu-
tion, even data capture. Computers connected to internet are able to interchange messages 
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using web services, since the HTTP port used by web services are always open, even in 
the most restrictive firewall configurations. Furthermore, the Semantic Web is a world 
project that intends to create a universal medium for information exchange by giving 
meaning (semantics) to the content of documents on the Web, in a manner they are under-
standable by machines. The Semantic web would provide the required data in real time 
supported by web services, in a future e-maintenance scenario. Nevertheless, the adoption 
of this new architecture is a slow process for different reasons. Usually companies have a 
lot of information in paper format and it is not always easy to make changes in the com-
pany culture. Also the adoption of a standard for data format is required, that would sup-
port products through their life cycle and the integration of different technologies. The 
communication among distributed components needs to set a protocol, but the complexity 
of the data makes the management of data a key issue that should be managed in a central-
ised way. MIMOSA organisation is dedicated to developing and encouraging the adoption 
of open information standards for Operations and Maintenance in manufacturing, fleet, 
and facility environments from the beginning of this decade. MIMOSA provides the 
standard OSA-CBM (Open Systems Architecture for Condition Based Maintenance), for 
information acquisition processes, developed to support interoperability through different 
CBM components. The standard OSA-EAI (Open Systems Architecture for Enterprise 
Application Integration), also provided by MIMOSA and complementary to OSA-CBM, 
was created to solve the problem of integrating different applications. In fact, OSA-EAI is 
a big database containing hundreds of tables. Mimosa definition covers issues related to 
measurements, condition monitoring, diagnosis, prognosis and management of mainte-
nance work orders. However, the main drawback is the adaption of OSA-EAI in the com-
pany, a difficult step since most of times they are not used to work with relational data-
bases. OSA-EAI is well documented and it is easy to download and install to run it is not 
an easy step to start using a database in a logical way. Actually the installation requires a 
lot of effort in discussing how OSA-EAI should be used in order it to be an effective tool. 
But the question is if this is a hopeless route, since it is necessary to understand 100,000 
items in a standard simply for definition of concepts. Other added problem is to keep up to 
date the database. The semantic data has in the end a low level definition which offers 
many degrees of freedom when users try to understand the database definition. In the end, 
in order provide interoperability among components and software, more effort has to be 




7. Diagnosis and prognosis 
As explained earlier in this paper the change in maintenance strategy and the increase in 
the number of sensors and consequently condition monitoring will lead to great need of 
automatic diagnosis which also means that a huge leap forward has to be taken. It is amaz-
ing how poor the status of automatic diagnosis still is in industry e.g. very few reliable 
solutions are used to support condition monitoring of rotating machinery even though a lot 
of research has taken place in this field. If studied critically it would seem that in many 
cases the researchers have not had a wide enough view of the problem they have tried to 
solve. There are numerous studies about classification using e.g. neural networks and 
consequently a great number of solutions have been developed which work in the labora-
tory with the type of date they have been trained with but not in the field see e.g. (Dimla 
1997). Even though the article has some age it would seem that the situation is still the 
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same and that the biggest challenge is really to have wide enough view in order to be able 
to handle sensors, signals analysis, classification and especially wear development in 
order to be able to produce something that is really beneficial. It would really seem that 
many researchers are very naive when they assume that a clever classifier can solve the 
problem. In fact we can claim that if the use of right kind of sensors with proper signal 
analysis techniques are overlooked there is no change of success since if the basic infor-
mation the classification relies on is of poor quality and meaningless there is no way a 
good classifier could solve this problem and really be of help. Since a number of compa-
nies are moving towards providing services for the machinery they manufacture much 
data will become available to support the condition monitoring task. Through this devel-
opment especially the improved understanding of wear models of the machinery compo-
nents will help in the automation of diagnosis. Also it can be expected that more process 
data will be available and in connection to that simulation models will be available and 
thus provide additional information to support diagnosis and prognosis. When the devel-
opment of signal analysis techniques as described earlier in this paper is taken into ac-
count the automatic diagnosis of the condition of machinery components can be expected 
to take a big step forward and really become available for many kinds of components. 
Furthermore the prognosis failure development of many kind of components suffering 
from wear as a function of loading will become possible on a level that helps the introduc-
tion of CBM. Due to the complexity of diagnosis and prognosis of rotating machinery the 
data mining and classification techniques as such do not really give a lot of support but 
they will be very beneficial in handling spare parts and reserving resources based on more 
statistical than physical modelling. It can be expected that the ordering of spare parts and 
their management will actually become semiautomatic. It is natural to start from the less 
expensive parts that are used in numbers and then eventually go to the more expensive 
and rare parts in case of which a human checking process will probably be used for quite a 
long time in the future. As such modern e-Maintenance solutions could already today 
carry out all the ordering and work force management automatically but scenario of things 
going wrong i.e. sending out wrong orders for parts and works in great numbers is prohib-
iting this development. However, this process will naturally go further as more experience 
is gained from the semiautomatic solutions. 
 
8. Economics 
Today maintenance is still considered in most cases as a cost centre than as a business 
opportunity, as it is not straightforward to quantify the value that advanced maintenance 
strategies may add to existing operation processes, nor to the overall business model of a 
company. However, maintenance business is moving forward when companies understand 
that maintenance processes have more margins for optimization than operation. There are 
many indicators that adopt multiple variants in order to satisfy specific requirements (EN-
15341 Maintenance – Maintenance Key Performance Indicators, 2007) and financial indicators 
considering the return of investments (e.g. ROI: Return on Inversion, RONA: Return on 
Net Assets, OEE. Overall Equipment Effectiveness) can also be a good starting point to 
understand the three main areas of plant productivity: Availability, Quality and Craft 
effectiveness. Even though reliability and availability have improved substantially in most 
companies, the cost efficiency in performing the maintenance operations is still high. An 
indicator related to this efficiency is ‘Wrench Time’. This indicator appears as part of 
overall craft effectiveness (Peters 2003) and represents the percentage of time an employee 
spends applying physical effort or attention to a tool, equipment, or materials in the ac-
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complishment of assigned work. It is used to determine how efficient the plant is at plan-
ning, scheduling and executing work. According to (Wireman 2003) a typical wrench time 
in many organizations in EEUU is of 35%. Another market demand is related to an in-
creasing number of companies which acknowledges maintenance as a natural way to ex-
tend operation and productive processes, and are thus looking for the opportunity of mov-
ing towards service business. This may generate important benefits to the first companies 
reaching a competitive service, and make them less vulnerable of the market changes. At 
the end, there is a shift towards maintenance activities where the main business objective 
is more related towards keeping the needs of the customers satisfied (by guaranteeing the 
productive assets on the right time and right status) than just increasing the number and 
quality of assets being produced. This trend towards ‘services’ is also part of another trend 
towards more sustainable business models, with environmental aspects in particular be-
coming economically significant. This new model implies also less costs concerning raw 
materials, energy expenditures and recycling needs as indicated in (Takata 2004). Current 
worldwide technological progress can be traced back to a few concepts that have resulted 
disruptive, due to their impact, two of these technologies can be tagged as ‘internet’ and 
‘micro-technologies’. First, the use of miniaturized devices is expanding and reducing 
costs with respect to data capture and acquisition, as in new sensor devices (Aranzabe 
2004). Moreover, the impact of miniaturized devices in data communication and storage is 
even higher, starting from mobile devices and their versatility today, to wireless commu-
nication options. Second, Internet is the standard vehicle for communication, as well as 
for distributed storage of data and information. The synergy with communication devices 
is really crucial for the raising of e-business and the main driver for e-maintenance (Muller 
2008). These two technologies are revolutionizing the world, from business and politics to 
leisure and social attitudes, but they have not yet impacted as much in the maintenance 
scenario. The coming of these technologies is not far has the market drivers are seeking 
for their incorporation, and e-maintenance provides the framework for transforming tech-
nologies into concrete utilities for advanced services business models. This new model 
implies also less cost concerning raw materials, energy expenditures and recycling needs. 
The trend in cost reduction for ICT technologies shows a steady decrease that enables 
today their use in an increasing number of scenarios. This is also in line with reduction 
detected in price of commodities (Cashin 2002). This has, as a consequence, the appearance 
of multiple products that facilitate capture, transmission and analysis of data and infor-
mation in fast, distributed and economic ways. This is also true with respect to e-
maintenance, many ICTs, specially related with predictive and condition based strategies 
as well with maintenance execution (e.g. virtual and augmented reality). Moreover, new 
standards have appeared that facilitates a way to understand how different technologies 
may interoperate (Thurston 2001). All this new technology surrounding everyday mainte-
nance & operations activities is having severe implications in the way operators may do 
their work, not fully grasped yet. For instance, due to the rapid development of smart 
phones it is likely that average operation & maintenance staff will be easily equipped with 
a device capable of many different tasks – not just maintenance. Also, a certain amount of 
e-Maintenance will be introduced by force (i.e. when people use smart phones at home 
and spare time and have all information available whenever they want it). Many studies 
(Aranzabe et al (2004)) show that it is beneficial to move to e-Maintenance and CBM 
where even small steps can be economically justified. It is also possible to list a number of 
positive impacts that can be clearly addressed. First of all, it is known that change from 
corrective to predictive maintenance strategies allows the reduction of breakdown sudden-
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ly causing production stoppages and an increase in availability. Whereas condition moni-
toring systems have traditionally focused their benefit on increased safety corresponding 
to detecting failures before the planned time-based schedule and thus minimizing the risk 
for sudden breakdowns, condition based strategies can also increase availability by ex-
tending the maintenance intervals, sometimes far beyond actual maintenance schedules. 
With respect to efficiency and craft effectiveness, the use of RFID systems together with 
advanced CMMS systems will allow that right maintenance technicians with right tools 
and skills to address work orders. Also, automatic diagnosis and prognosis of the condi-
tion of machinery allows that Maintenance actions are optimized in view of equalized 
maintenance. This is not just the lifetime extension due to the control of the condition of 
the asset, but also to decide optimum maintenance period to resources and expected opera-
tion (equalized maintenance, operational reliability). Concerning current condition based 
maintenance activities, the use of novel and cheap sensors and communication systems 
allows the substitution of off-line manual systems by on-line automated inspection mech-
anisms, where there may be a reduction in organizational costs (e.g. third party subcon-
tracting, training own personnel) related to the extraction, conditioning and analysis of 
information related to manual inspections. This is important in many cases, as the cost of 
manual inspections, together with certain failures and delays in data transmission (bad 
labelling, improper data extraction, etc.) make it difficult to maintain high sampling fre-
quencies, which in some cases make PdM (Predictive Maintenance) barely efficient. As 
the main potential of predictive maintenance is the ability to react on time, on-line inspec-
tions generate less risk (in terms of evolution of the fault indicators, in anticipation, etc.) 
and enable more time to schedule maintenance execution. At the end, one of the most 
important challenges is to observe how these e-maintenance technologies can help best 
organizations to exceed 50% of wrench time, by reducing human-centred activities (un-
scheduled corrective, time-based preventive, manual inspections…). Important Quality 
and safety improvements may also be expected. Reduction of sudden breakdowns of ma-
chines, especially having high power and speed have a high risk of causing accidents and 
this can be avoided. This reduction also affects to unplanned quick repair activities, where 
improvised equipment carried out without proper knowledge increases the risk of acci-
dents. RFID again may play an important role in safety. These systems together with ap-
propriate smart devices facilitate that right machine and machine component is addressed 
with maintenance actions, together with spare parts and adequate craft instruments neces-
sary to execute the maintenance action. Virtual reality and augmented reality tools also 
provide guidance on maintenance execution, reducing both time to execution and risk of 
improper maintenance execution, increasing maintenance quality, and hence, reliability 
and safety of the asset and maintenance process. Even though the future for e-maintenance 
is clear, new investment in maintenance or service businesses should normally be sup-
ported in something more than assumptions, especially if they have an evident initial cost. 
However, it is really challenging to assess the benefit of e-maintenance systems today. In 
cases where the business model changes (from product to service) there are no reference 
points to understand the benefits e-maintenance may bring. In most of the cases a direct 
benchmarking with competitors or third companies that implementing similar solutions 
are partial and/or biased. In many companies, especially SMEs, the main idea is to ‘start 
from scratch’. However, this is also difficult if there is not a quantitative idea of the initial 
status nor of the future advances, In these cases, a necessary step is to tailor the necessary 
Key performance indicators (KPIs) to company characteristics and to follow their evolu-
tion. In fact, most companies need also to include KPIs (existing anyway as part of stand-
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ardization efforts in both Europe and America) in order to understand the gains related to 
availability, quality and craft effectiveness that may be worthwhile. Main KPI in existing 
companies appear to be related to product reliability or availability, which is short sighted 
with respect to direct maintenance costs, the true battle horse where e-Maintenance may 
show their benefits. Once KPIs are clear, it is necessary to determine a coherent method to 
analyse what are the most important aspects to improve concerning the e-maintenance 
economics. These analyses (cost-benefit, cost–effectiveness approaches) are starting to 
appear as strategic tools that allow incorporating predictive strategies. Even though e-
Business processes are mostly indicated as ‘revolutionary’ tools, it is also possible to 
‘evolve’ from existing scenarios. In these cases, it is important to detect the most critical 
or negative processes assets or performance indicators that are really affecting cost-
effectiveness (e.g. with the aid of design reliability tools). Once performed, it is possible 
to examine and evaluate technologies that can improve existing strategies with a clear 
cost-benefit analysis. With an introspective analysis of the company economics, it is pos-
sible to achieve high benefits from the incorporation of e-maintenance technologies, start-
ing from those oriented to predictive strategies. 
 
9. Conclusion 
During the last years we have seen the development of e-Maintenance techniques. The 
key elements are the extensive use of Internet that has exploded and rapid development of 
sensors and processing power. It can be claimed that the use of e-Maintenance at the mo-
ment still is at infant stage but especially motivated by the changes of strategy of manu-
facturing industries towards the capability of proving services throughout the life time of 
the equipment they have manufactured will introduce a great leap in this technology. This 
step forward will be supported and strengthened by the hardware development but the 
most important factor is the availability and usability of new data that can support diagno-
sis and prognosis and help to raise them to a level that is of real benefit for the mainte-
nance technicians. The development of new signal analysis techniques combined with 
simulation models can be the factor that really means a breakthrough in prognosis of the 
life time of components of machinery and consequently real proactive condition based 
maintenance will be enabled. Many of the technologies are available already now and 
their introduction could be easily justified economically but naturally there is some sand 
in the wheels i.e. it will take some time prior all the available options will be taken into 
use but naturally the success stories of those in the forefront will encourage the adaption 
of new technologies in greater numbers.  
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1 Introduction 
E-maintenance is emerging from the major changes in maintenance goal needed for 
supporting the new sustainable and eco-efficiency paradigms. Indeed traditionally the scope 
of maintenance activities has been limited to the production vs. operation phase. But as the 
paradigm of manufacturing shift towards realizing a sustainable society, the role of 
maintenance has to change to take into account a life-cycle management oriented approach 
(Takata, et al., 2004) for enhancing the eco-efficiency of the product life. In that way, 
maintenance has to be considered not only in production vs. operation phase but also in 
product design, product disassembly, and product recycling … (Van Houten, et al., 1998).  
Moreover the product can now play a major role in maintenance mainly when the product is 
“active” (i.e. Intelligent Product, Holon…) i.e. able to support a part of its knowledge.  
These two paradigms of “Eco-efficiency” and “active Product” confer the maintenance a 
major role, in the future, as a STRATEGIC TOOL for reducing quality defects, increasing 
production capacity and throughput, improving overall plant productivity and profitability … 
and for providing the product to the customer at the quality he wants at the price he wants to 
pay, with the services he expects… for a long time. In this sense, the concept of “life cycle 
maintenance” (Takata , et al., 2004) emerged to stress this new role leading to develop a 
general maintenance value chain to keep the functional level of a product  - preserving all its 
characteristics including environmental impact, and to be in line with the business and profit 
objectives (strategic decision rules) 
This new way of thinking maintenance is fully consistent with the system engineering one 
(INCOSE1 initiative) in which Maintenance is considered as the main process of the “support 
system” contributing to the “system-of-interest” (Figure 11.1). Thus E-maintenance is 
"scientifically and technologically” another thing that a mosaic of models, technologies and 
standards. It has to be considered as a “System” and the development and integration of 
such systems (as systems-of-systems) needs numerous Interoperations with other systems 
and objects. 
The main part of these interoperations materializes the link within the value chain between 
each phase of the product life cycle, leading for each phase, to assign a (sub) objective to be 
fulfilled  (in consistence with the context phases). Each objective and sub-objective is 
supported by Business Processes (services). If all the sub-objectives (local objectives) are 
carried out, the global value chain is running well. This system view highlights that a not 
controlled deterioration of one of the product characteristics in a life cycle phase P can have 
important impact on the use of the product or on its expected service in the life cycle phase 
P+1 (after P).  Consequently, the conventional strategies (Wang, 2002) such as scheduled 
preventive maintenance strategies carried out some time too late in relation to the current 
status of the potential failure are not easily compatible with this maintenance vision. A failure 
can lead to a bad product or a bad service delivered by the product. Therefore 
degradation-based anticipation strategy (the pro-activity in maintenance) becomes essential, 
 
1 http://www.incose.org 
at this stage, to avoid failing situation with negative impact on product condition (zero 
breakdown maintenance).  
Condition Based Maintenance (CBM) is a practice illustrating at first this type of such 
strategy and concerns with making decisions and performing necessary maintenance tasks 
based on the detection and monitoring of selected equipment parameters, the interpretation 
of readings, the reporting of deterioration, and the vital warnings of impending failure. This 
strategy supports dynamics in the decision. 
Therefore CBM is the first step toward a full pro-activity leading to the emergence of E-
maintenance philosophy (Iung and al., 2009) for supporting the moving from “fail and fix” 
maintenance practices to “predict and prevent” strategies (Lee, et al., 2006)… while 
keeping Maintenance as an Enterprise process (holistic approach) - Integration concept 
(i.e. IEC/ISO 62264) for optimizing performances. E-maintenance is a sub-concept of e-
manufacturing and e-business for supporting next generation manufacturing practices 
(NGMS). 
A general definition for E-maintenance should be “maintenance management concept 
whereby assets are monitored and managed over the Internet”2. 
In that way, E-maintenance is integrating the principles already implemented by Tele-
maintenance, which are added to the web-services and collaboration vs. synchronization 
principles (Iung, 2003) to support pro-activity. Collaboration vs. synchronization allows not 
only to share and exchange data and information but also knowledge and (e)-intelligence 















To endow the primary system with 
the capacity to be supported 
To endow the support system with 
the capacity to maintain the primary 
system in operational conditions  
Figure 11.1. Systems-of-Interest and Support System 
 
Indeed the collaboration can be made inside a phase or outside a phase for supporting 
business process integration along the entire product life cycle (Macchi et al, 2006). It implies 
to use new technologies such as Information and Communication Technology (ICT) for 
restoring the flows (e.g. Informational) needed for integration. These new technologies 
support the implementation of e-Maintenance philosophy as an emergent support for 
collaboration and pro-activity. Through the “e” of e-Maintenance, the pertinent Data - 
Information - Knowledge - Intelligence (D/I/K/I acronym) becomes available and usable at the 
right place, at the right time for taking the best (anticipated) maintenance decision. 
Thus the “e” led to consider the e-Maintenance emergence as linked with two main factors  
• The appearance of e-technologies allowing the increase of maintenance efficiency to 
optimize maintenance related workflow (i.e. infotronics technologies). E-Maintenance 
support is globally made-up with Intra-Net, Extra-Net and Inter-Net parts.  These parts 
are built from a lot of different e-technologies such as Web technology, new sensors, 
wireless communications, mobile components (e.g. Personal Digital Assistant - PDA) 
(Arnaiz et al. 2006). 
 
2 http://www.mt-online.com/articles/1201_mimosa.cfm 
• The need to integrate business performance, which imposes to the maintenance area 
the following requirements: openness, integration and collaboration with the others 
SERVICES of the e-enterprise (new way of thinking maintenance). It leads to consider 
the e-Maintenance value chain composed not only with conventional maintenance 
processes (which are not up-graded because reused in the same way for e-
Maintenance) and upgraded conventional maintenance processes (from CMMS to e-
CMMS, from documentation to e-documentation) but also new processes (new 
services) which are emerging from e-Maintenance requirements such as business 
process of prognosis degradation (Muller et al., 2008b) or opportunistic maintenance 
(Levrat et al. 2008a). 
 
Discussion about the emergence of e-maintenance and its fundamental principles can be 
already found in the e-maintenance special issue (Iung and Crespo-Marquez, 2006), in the 
books  “Handbook of Maintenance Management and Engineering” (Ben-Daya et al., 2009), 
“e-maintenance” (Holmberg et al., 2010), in some surveys such as (Muller et al., 2008a), 
(Levrat et al., 2008b), (Iung et al., 2009) ... 
2 E-maintenance services 
 
The e-maintenance vision is necessary supported by a lot of business processes (the 
maintenance services) considered as the key elements of the value chain3 related to the 
creation of the value for the customer. Indeed an e-maintenance business process is a value 
chain providing an e-maintenance asset or service to an internal or external client of the 
enterprise. A business process is generally triggered when it receives an incoming message. 
It then runs until production of an outgoing message or a flow whose destination is the client 
of this business process. An e-maintenance business process enables description of what an 
enterprise does for supporting its e-maintenance strategic decision rule. It is essentially 
described by flow exchanges between the various activities of the enterprise. An activity is a 
step in a business process.  
As the global e-maintenance value chain supports one phase of the product life cycle 
(design, production...) or several phases, the business process can be described by lot 
activities potentially business “distributed”: it is generally of horizontal type.  
The e-maintenance business processes can be qualified as: 
− Operational Processes (set of activities which are addressing the concrete actions 
of the maintenance operators on site). 
− Informational Processes (which are linked to the use and capitalisation of the 
technical data and information needed for developing operational processes). 
− Decisional Processes (which are related to decision-making on action date and 
time). 
 
These e-maintenance business processes (services) must be materialised by: 
− Conventional maintenance processes which are not upgraded because reused in 
the same way for e-maintenance (no difference between their use in maintenance 
or in e-maintenance such “operational actions”). 
− Conventional maintenance process which are upgraded or modified to take profit 
of the advantages linked to the e of e-maintenance. 
− New business processes which are emerging from e-maintenance requirements 
such as Business processes based on mobility concept or on degradation 
monitoring. 
 
Examples of updated conventional maintenance services: 
 
3 The value chain is described by a sequence of transformation activities 
– e-CMMS (full Web) with following functionalities 
❖ Automatic data acquisition, Asset Management 
❖ Integration with ERP, MES 
❖ Workflow 
❖ Use of Mobile Technologies 
❖ 3-Tier Architecture  
❖ ASP Method "Application Service Provider/Providing"  
–  e-documentation  
❖ CMS : Content Management System 
❖ DMS : Document Management System  
– e-learning (i.e. Ganesha) 
– e-test 
– e-operation … 
 
Examples of new e-maintenance services: 
– Pronostic (Muller et al., 2008b) (Jardine et al., 2006) (see chapter 2 & 4), 
– Degradation-based advanced diagnostic (Venkatsubramanian, 2005) (see 
chapter 6), 
– Mobile condition-monitoring, 
– Dynamic decision-making in maintenance (Levrat et al., 2008a) (see chapter 8)... 
 
The chain of the processes (and their activities) is based on a business semantics which 
requires necessarily a semantic interoperability or ontology in e-maintenance. The activities 
can operate on data, information and/or knowledge even on intelligence (D/I/K/I). The 
activities are formalised by traditional or more advanced techniques to be executed. 
Each business process (and activity) carries out e-maintenance operational objectives4 which 
are controllable by performances indicators (performance evaluation), allowing to modify 
these objectives for e-maintenance continuous improvement (Parida, 2006). Indeed 
Business Process description is the first issue before any efficient study of performance 
improvement can be achieved. Performance of an employee, activity or operation … cannot 
be known until its contribution to the business process and customer value chains is 
precisely understood. 
At this stage, the business processes (and their activities) are not constrained by a 
particular organisational approach. All the business processes forms the conceptual Map 
of e-maintenance business processes (linked to the other Enterprise business processes 
needed to support integration for establishing systems-of-systems). 
 
 
3 E-maintenance organization: How the maintenance business processes are 
organized? 
 
E-maintenance organization supports the phase where jointly the Operational Manager and 
the IT Manager establish the relationship between the e-maintenance Business processes 
and their operational mapping within the e-maintenance infrastructure (platform). It consists 
in projecting the business processes (but especially the associated activities) onto one or 
more organisations of e-maintenance and then to assess the organizations according to the 
expected finalities related to the strategic and business levels. 
 
4 An objective is a goal that a company/organization wants to achieve, or is the target set by a business process 
or an operation. An objective allows to highlight the features in a business process  that require improvement. An 
objective can be quantitative (directly measurable) or qualitative 
Defining an organisation consists of assigning activities (and its related procedures5 and 
operations) to the org-units6  that will perform these activities on a specific site (Figure 11.2). 
A site could be internal or external with the company (in relation to the life cycle phase 
supported) and can prejudge a subcontracting of competences. A procedure describes how 
the enterprise is organized to carry out the operations necessary for its functioning. It is 
described by the sequence of operations carried out by the org-units of the enterprise. 
Performance of each of the procedures can be optimized by use of tools enabling evaluation 
of their duration and quantification of the resources required for their execution. 
From a dynamic point of view, the organisational execution of Business Processes (by 
means of procedures vs. operations execution) can be done through an “organisational” 
workflow (An e-maintenance flowchart ) which is characterised at least by: the beginning and 
end of the workflow, the procedures then the operations to be achieved during the workflow 
development, the algorithms required for procedure vs. operation sequencing, the org-unit 
interacting with the operations, the informational flows exchanged with the org-units... Only 
the resource allocation to the operations is not done at this organisational stage because it 
depends of the IT techniques chosen for leading to a technical workflow (i.e. applications, 
databases and other resources used by the procedures operations). 
 
During the development of this organisation and more precisely the procedure and operation 
definitions (and locations), it is necessary to distinguish: 
• The procedures (and/or operations) directly linked to the e-maintenance business 
processes implementation. It will be quite impossible to call them into question unless 
the Enterprise does not change its e-maintenance strategic vision. 
• The procedures (and/or operations) directly linked to organisation choices. Indeed for 
a specific organisation, if some “business” operations of a same e-maintenance 
activity (or procedure) are distributed among different org-units, located on different 
sites, it will require to create new operations in order to re-establish the right 
behaviour of each operation. Even if the operations are distributed, they have to 
operate as a whole for supporting the expected (activity) finality. These new 
operations related to distribution criteria must carry out communication, storage, 
collaboration, negotiation… For another organisation (less distributed), these new 




5 A procedure describes the method of implementing all or part of the business process required to make a 
product or handle a flow. A procedure is represented by a sequence of operations triggered by the receipt of a 
message. An operation is a step in a procedure, executed by an org-unit within the context of an activity.  
6 An org-unit represents a person or group of persons participating in the business processes or information 
system of the enterprise. An org-unit can be internal or external to the enterprise. An org-unit can send and 
receive messages. It is located on a site; it can intervene in a business process or a procedure. It can draw on 

























































IT System  
Figure 11.2.  From business processes to IT 
 
… But what are the organisations the most adapted for supporting e-maintenance? 
In general, the industrial organisation types can be classified in relation to the metric EICM 
"Enterprise Integration Capability Model" (Hollocks et al., 1997) in order to propose 5 levels 
for organisation characterisation (evolution, from level 2 of a conventional hierarchy based on 
coordination, towards level 5 for a flat organisation based on self-organisation supporting 
criteria such as agility, adaptability). For example, the IMS7 (Intelligent Manufacturing 
System) paradigm (Yoshikawa, 1995) is trying to replace the hierarchical structure by an 
heterarchical or intelligent (hierarchical/heterarchical) one. It breaks off with the well-
established Cartesian approach, and advances a new behaviour-based modelling strategy 
stating that the system behaviour emerges through the dynamics of the interactions of basic 
manufacturing agents within the manufacturing environment. 
The new way of thinking maintenance is fully consistent with this IMS view (i.e. knowledge-
based interactions in different life cycle product phases, for different org-units, at different 
locations…) leading to consider that the organisation most adapted for the e-maintenance 
(fulfilling pro-activity) is rather located at the level 4 even 5 than at the classical levels 1-2-3.  
Level 4 materialises a distributed vs. cooperative organisation (from conventional 
maintenance to more distributed vs. cooperative maintenance). 
 
In that way: 
- Collaboration is distinguished from cooperation considering the work as accomplished 
by the division of tasks among actors (human/automated), and as an activity where 
each actor is responsible for a portion of the problem solving…, whereas 
collaboration involves the mutual engagement of actors (human/automated) in a 
coordinated effort to solve the problem together (Roschelle and Teasley, 1995). 
Systems that aim at collaborating with other agents in a joint task, necessarily also 
exploit some cooperation principles as part of their knowledge of how to collaborate 
successfully, although cooperation need not go beyond the level of action 
coordination (Jokinen et al., 2000). 
- Distributed8 in terms such as "distributed system", originally referred to computer 
networks where individual computers were physically distributed within some 
geographical area. This term in e-maintenance area could be referred to autonomous 
actors (the automated ones are running on a computer, a PLC, a sensor, a PDA etc.) 
which interact with each other by message passing (and by developing a cooperation 
vs. collaboration). Alternatively, each actor may have its own capacities with 
 
7 http://www.ims.org 
8 Wikipedia definition 
individual needs, and the purpose of the distributed system is to cooperate-
collaborate the use of shared resources or provide communication services to the 
actors. 
 
4 E-maintenance scenarios and technologies 
 
The design of a new type of organization (such as previously proposed), more flexible, is 
supported by the assumption of the existence numerous companies that can benefit from a 
subset of the technologies readily available today, providing customized plug and play to the 
desired upgrades with respect to each company’s existing maintenance activities. It is also 
understood that there is not a single ‘upgrade’ solution that fits for all concerning the 
maintenance needs. 
 
In a recently finished research project9, one of the first activities performed has been the 
study of the use cases that may be involved concerning the upgrade of current maintenance 
functions related to the manufacturing field, with the aim to facilitate the identification of likely 
enhancements to actual maintenance processes. Scenarios were extracted out of initial use 
cases, as likely representative examples of a wider group of companies having similar 
objectives in the maintenance process, sharing similar technology status, or sharing a need 
with respect to maintenance technologies needed. As a result, different scenarios were 
separated, from large companies with de-centralized production systems, OEM suppliers, 
small companies with few dozens of machining systems and third party consultants. 
 
The table 11.1. was compiled from this end user analysis during the first stages of the 
project, and clearly shows that the initial assumption is true, and it is not possible to find a 
single system for a global upgrade of existing maintenance systems. Existing strategies, 
legacy systems and other issues differ very much, as well as perceived technical problems 
and economical motivations. The table 11.1. tries to generalize scenarios that can go beyond 
a particular use case, thus providing an entry point to the technologies for companies that 
share similarities with one of the scenarios (roles, operational contexts, applications, 
components, preferred upgrades etc).  
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4.1 What are the new technologies for developing these types of 
organizations 
 
Current results achieved at different research projects (here pending references of 
PROMISE, TATEM, DYNAMITE,…) have allowed observing several ‘new’ technologies that 
can be available for maintenance strategies optimization. These technologies range from 
hardware devices (mobile systems, sensorics, wireless communications) to new ICT tools 
that power the e-maintenance concept. In a world where effectiveness demands are always 
increasing, and several cost (micro-technologies, communications…) are decreasing, many 
of the technologies outlined can be considered as cost-effective today for many applications. 
 
However, the application of such technologies is, in many cases, not taken into account as 
there are few ways to assess all costs and benefits that may be linked to the product life-
cycle optimization, or to the plant O&M processes. Also, the impact on the organizational 
aspects is, in many cases, not considered. This is true in all areas, but specially in SMEs 
where it is not possible to perform extensive studies of the cost-effectiveness gain before 
implementing new strategies or technologies (e.g. new sensors, changes to PdM, …)  
 
This section shows a series of technologies that may be worthwhile considering in a broad 
range of maintenance processes.  
 
4.1.1 Smart devices for data acquisition 
Miniaturization of technologies is bringing an increased set of devices that capture 
information in varied ways: Two examples are included below:  
 
Concerning lubricant sensors, at the top of the technological development (diffraction 
gratings, miniaturised systems, micro optical systems, etc.), optical micro-sensors are being 
developed for measuring visible and infrared wavelengths that can be correlated to many 
different fluid properties, providing reliable readings for many parameters that was only 
possible to analyse with laboratory equipment. With appropriate communications with central 
intelligence systems, smart sensors can be able to run unattended, performing self-tuning 
and auto-calibration, etc. The most important advantage is, of course, the achievement of 
much reduced sensor sizes, which could even rival those of vibration sensors. This can allow 
the introduction of laboratory-like detection systems in reduced machinery (engines, 
hydraulics, compressors…) On the other hand, even though sensor prototyping has a cost, it 
is also foreseen a low cost of micro-fabrication, when using silicon-based materials replicated 
on polymers.  
 
Likewise, RFID and smart tags are the basis to the technology which is rapidly emerging as 
the replacement for the barcode. In fact, RFID systems are beginning to making an impact 
on manufacturing and logistics operations and it is believed that advantages may also be 
gained soon in the maintenance field. Smart tags and RFID interoperation with rest of the 
technologies, together with clear applications of this potential have been recently 
investigated (reference?). With tags able to store and communicate identity and historical 
information, it has been possible to understand how users of such technology would enjoy 
immediate access to information including machinery data, sensor identification, audit trails 
of maintenance activities, spare part information and use of maintenance tool. Although cost 
is a major factor limiting the uptake of this technology by companies at the present time, it is 
recognised that this will become less of a factor as micro-manufacturing costs decreases and 
operating efficiencies are squeezed to higher and higher requirement levels. The ability of 
businesses to plan accordingly and, in emergencies, react quickly is one key advantage of 
these new techniques. 
4.1.2 Smart PDAs and ubiquitous computing in process oriented maintenance
  
Another field were miniaturization of technologies is playing an important role is on the 
appearance of multiple sources of computing. First, this makes possible to have the 
computing power at operator’s hand, and second this will be extended with devices that may 
be mimicked with the area surrounding the operator. Given this, ambient Intelligence 
emphasises on greater user-friendliness, more efficient services support, user-
empowerment, and support for human interactions. In this vision, people will be surrounded 
by intelligent and intuitive interfaces embedded in everyday objects around us and an 
environment recognising and responding to the presence of individuals in an invisible way.  
 
Smart PDAs and portable devices are the first examples of a ‘wearable’ computing power. 
Even though they are already interesting for certain maintenance process, they are still today 
being turned into more cost-effective tools thanks to the packing of new functions (RFID, 
GPRS,…) as well as to the reduction in costs. Adding the ease and flexibility of carrying a 
handheld wireless device, mobile computing has the potential to transform the way a range 
of industrial management, monitoring and control tasks are performed (Buse and Wu 2004). 
This potential is still largely unexplored in maintenance management. For instance, 
integrated maintenance management solutions based on combined usage of wireless 
sensing, RFID tags, hand-held devices and central or remote server-side computing and 
data-offices (Legner and Thiesse 2006) are still in their infancy.  
 
As an example of future involvement of these devices, within DYNAMITE, the usage of PDA 
devices plays a key role in bringing Mobile Maintenance Management closer to the daily 
practice at the shop floor. PDAs are used in synergy with intelligent sensing devices and 
smart tags on the lower-end of the data processing architecture, but also with central server's 
databases and data processing and remote access applications at the higher-end of the 
architecture. PDA are expected to become a ubiquitous expert advisor and, at the same 
time, a flexible data collector. Likewise, in TATEM, one of the main issues (process oriented 
maintenance) has been fully supported in appropriate ubiquitous systems, where smart 
PDAs are the main support, that may guide maintenance operator to the execution of any 
kind of tasks even at adverse operation conditions (e.g. at night) or under time constraints. 
4.1.3 Intelligent web services and machine learning systems for diagnosis and 
prognosis 
Another series of technological drivers for the application of new technologies have much to 
do with the actual status of automation systems and ‘computational intelligence’, and the 
tools readily available to help to model a maintenance tasks. 
 
Most existing commercially available products only perform inferential steps. This is because 
learning -any change in diagnostic knowledge- is very difficult to be encoded once a 
business process is placed on a system. However, changes concerning most of the 
monitored machinery may appear everywhere, so ability to modify the inferential steps is a 
must (Arnaiz & Gilabert 2004). In fact, learning abilities is really what makes us consider a 
system as ‘intelligent’. It is not possible to consider a system as ‘intelligent’ when it keeps on 
making the same mistake forever. Given this, learning can come in two different ways: As a 
batch fully data-dependant process, where a model is constructed out of a data system, and 
as a incremental approach, where existing model is slightly modified by new data (or 
expertise).. These adaptive systems are the main focus of research concerning ‘incremental’ 
updating of the knowledge systems, and there exist sound paradigms to incorporate this 
abilities in both diagnostics and prognostics systems (CBR, Bayesian Networks, 
Reinforcement Learning, Neuro-Fuzzy systems) 
 
Web services represent an important development of the use of the Web. Initially the Web 
was used to transport pages of HTML from a files system somewhere on the internet to a 
browser which would render it and display it to a user. On the other hand, there exists 
interoperability protocols such as DCOM/COM+ or CORBA. What is actually novel is the use 
of a plain text format for the exchange of messages as well as a standard Internet protocol 
such as HTTP / TCP for message transport. This guarantees that any machine connected to 
the net will be able to participate in an interoperability (Web Service) Exchange since HTTP 
is usually always open on even the strictest firewall configurations.  
 
Given this, it has been tagged as very interesting to try not to substitute any existing legacy 
system, but to provide added ‘intelligence’ to existing systems (such as .an ERP or CMMS 
systems) much in the same way a new sensor adds new data to the ‘pool’ of information 
managed by maintenance operators. This has been tagged as a ‘plug & play’ concept. 
CMMS should, for instance, request business to process such new data in a way not 
previously thought (e.g. advanced diagnostics)   In particular, DYNAMITE has created a 
framework for the inclusion of these services as web business processes capable of 
performing intelligent actions on demand, from a pool of competing resources (i.e. a web 
service fro diagnosis based on FTA information vs. a service based on expertise for engine 
diagnosis based on compound lubricant and vibration information)  
 
4.2 What standards for interoperability can provide? – OSA-CBM 
The interoperability between technologies usually requires a lot of effort, but there are today 
several standards that may help in the process of the development of appropriate 
architecture and communications. Letting aside the variety of standards for wired and 
wireless communication protocols, it is important to focus on the ‘logical’ architecture of the 
solutions.  
 
In particular, a complete CBM system may be composed of a number of functional blocks or 
capabilities: sensing and data acquisition, data manipulation, condition monitoring, health 
assessment/diagnostics, prognostics, and decision reasoning. In addition, some form of a 
Human System Interface (HSI) is required to provide a means of displaying vital information 
and provide user access to the system. Thus, there is a broad range of system level 
requirements that include: communication and integration with legacy systems, protection of 
proprietary data and algorithms, need for upgradeability, and reduction of engineering design 
time and costs. 
 
With these requirements in mind, OSA-CBM10 (Open System Architecture for Condition 
Based Maintenance) is designed as an open non-proprietary CBM communications 
framework to provide a functional platform flexible enough to suit a broad range of 
applications. The goal of OSA-CBM, well described by Bengtsson (2004), is the development 
of a layered architecture (and data exchange conventions) that enables interoperability of 
CBM components, intended to cross the gap between computer scientists and program 
managers and systems integrators.  
 
It is important to point out that both DYNAMITE and TATEM have made OSA-CBM the core 
architecture to build the solutions. The 7 layers of the architecture have offered a very good 
way to distribute the business process needed, and to decide up to what level a process 
should be on-board an aircraft or off-board, or can be accessed by intelligent sensor systems 
or not, etc. 
 
OSA-CBM standard is maintained by An Operations and Maintenance Information Open 
Systems Alliance (MIMOSA). This is a second standard that, based also in another 
architectural specification (OSA-EAI Open System Architecture for Enterprise Application 
Integration) offers an exhaustive set of data base specifications to develop maintenance 
related solutions. This is a growing standard, being adopted by many companies offering 
connectivity to big solution providers in ERP or CMMS systems, that has also been a central 





5 E-maintenance organization examples 
5.1 Dynamite – Dynamic decisions in maintenance 
The DYNAMITE vision aims at promoting a major change in the focus of condition based 
maintenance, essentially taking full advantage of recent advanced of information 
technologies related to hardware, software and semantic information modelling. Special 
attention is also given to the identification of cost-effectiveness related to the upgraded CBM 
strategies, as well as to the inclusion of innovative technologies within CBM processes. It is 
expected that the combination of the use of new technologies together with a clear indication 
of cost-benefit trade-off will facilitate the upgrade into CBM.  
 
This expectation is thought to be particularly relevant in many cases where non-critical 
machinery exists, and especially for the vast majority of SME companies where the distance 
between planned and condition based maintenance is too wide. However, it is difficult to find 
a single solution that fits for all concerning the maintenance needs, as was shown in Arnaiz 
et al. (2007).  
 
Therefore, a new concept (DYNAWeb) has been developed. This concept is best described 
as the information and communication platform that provides operational interaction between 
‘plug-in’ technologies in the framework of a distributed information scenario, where 
technologies of interest may vary from a maintenance use case to another (Jantunen et al. 
2008).  
 
Figure 11.3 provides a schematic overview of the complete system concept depicted for 
information and communication technologies that are considered within DYNAMITE project. 
This view identifies the existence of three layers (squared blue on the right of the figure 11.3) 
with the location of different actors with respect to the operation processes within the 

























































Figure 11.3. DYNAWeb ICT structure 
The platform is flexible enough to provide intelligent processing ‘on-demand’ and 
ubiquitously, with a three-level configuration of web services, agents and interfaces that 
facilitates interoperability with existing legacy systems. Finally, the platform can grow 
according to the needs of the user (e.g. new information, increased knowledge on the 
process, new measurements, etc). The DynaWeb solution finally tested already integrates 28 
hardware and software components, including smart MEMS sensors with energy harvesting, 
on-line lubrication sensors, smart tags for identification and location of components, 
maintenance actions supporting handheld mobile computers (PDA), wireless communication 
and a strategic and economical decision support system.  
 
5.2 Tatem- Technologies and tools for advanced maintenance in aerospace 
Maintenance activities can account for up to 20% of an airline’s direct operating costs. 
Despite trends towards outsourcing the proportion of operating costs associated with 
maintenance has remained at around this level for the last 30 years. There is, however, 
scope for bringing improvements to the maintenance process. For example, it is estimated 
that line mechanics spend 30% of their time trying to access information to diagnose and 
rectify failures; in a recent survey the incidence of human error in the maintenance task has 
been estimated as contributing to 15% of aircraft accidents.  
 
Looking to the future aircraft fleet sizes there is concern that there will not be enough trained 
maintenance engineers. In addition demands on the maintenance personnel are increasing 
due to the increased variety in the types of aircraft used by an airline, the demand for 
increased aircraft utilisation and the required close monitoring for ETOPS flights. 
 
The objective of the TATEM Integrated Project has been to validate technologies and 
techniques which can be used to transfer unscheduled maintenance to scheduled 
maintenance and provide the means to make the maintenance task more efficient and 
effective. The technologies and techniques to be validated included: 
• Novel onboard sensor technology to gather data from the aircraft systems (avionics, 
utilities, actuation, engines and structures) 
• Signal processing techniques (e.g. fuzzy, logic, neural networks, model-based reasoning) 
which can be used to convert data into information about the health of the systems.  
• Diagnostic methods to identify and locate failures and malfunctions and so reduce the 
number of incidences of no fault found 
• Prognostic methods to provide support for preventative maintenance actions 
• Decision support techniques to generate process-oriented information and guidance 
• Human interface technologies to provide the ground crew with information, data and 
advice at the point of work. 
 
This will have a direct impact on the operation and maintenance efficiency and costs, 
reducing not only the need for scheduled and unscheduled maintenance, but also human 
errors and training costs concerning maintenance activities. 
The project, leaded by Smiths Aerospace, Airbus and EADS, has different strands of 
research, tough there is a special strand aimed at providing Ground Crew support activities. 
This is a key part of the project in order to implement effective procedures for efficient O&M, 
based on the intelligent information coming from newly added on-board sensors and 
intelligent software system. Two of these procedures are: 
• Operational reliability: Reduce the number of unscheduled maintenance events while 
the A/C is in operating by deferring part of the maintenance actions until  night stops, 
hangar checks, arrival to airports with best maintenance facilities, etc 
• Balanced maintenance: Optimize the resources (human and material) avoiding uneven 
workload distributions, high spares needs, etc. 
6 Conclusions 
 
From the industrial and scientific material already available, E-maintenance is justified not 
only in relation to the new technologies used but also to new expected services leading to 
make a first step in maintenance revolution mainly based on mobility capacities. Some E-
maintenance platforms are shown to highlight concrete applications of e-maintenance in 
industry. A next step now is to structure from a academic point of view, the e-maintenance 
community in order to propose it as a new science.  
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ABSTRACT 
FMEA is a useful tool that helps to find possible flaws in a system or element, mainly in the design phase. But it is a mere 
document that has no further ''direct'' use than the observation. Mapping all this knowledge into a Bayesian Network would make 
it possible to use the information in further ways, like software applications for maintenance. A good FMEA has the necessary 
features to build a good Bayesian Network: Bottom-up (or Top-Down) analysis of all the components and subcomponents and 
cause-failure-effect chains. 
In this document we will detail the steps followed to create the Bayesian Network, using the FMEA of a Marine Diesel Engine, as 
well as the use of it in a diagnosis application that uses a set of on-line lube-oil sensors. 
Keywords 
FMEA, Bayesian-Networks, Diagnosis 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A well designed FMEA is a useful and valuable information source, containing both component and system failures, causes and 
effects. This information, however, is a mere document which cannot be used in further “direct” ways. If correctly mapped into a 
Bayesian Network it could be used in other ways, such as software applications. While the FMEA is mainly used to locate design 
flaws before the system is completely deployed, the Bayesian Networks objective is to help locate problems before they occur in 
a working/deployed system. Furthermore, a Bayesian Network can be helpful when it comes to visualize all the cause-effect 
chains involved in the system contained in the FMEA.  
 
This article will show the used methodology to map a FMEA into a Bayesian Network, which will be later used to give a 
diagnosis of the status of the engine, using a series of on-line oil/lube sensors. 
 
2. FMEA 
FMEA (Failure Modes and Effects Analysis) is a procedure in operations management for analysis of potential failure modes 
within a system for classification by severity or determination of the effect of failures on the system. It is widely used in 
manufacturing industries in various phases of the product life cycle and is now increasingly finding use in the service industry.  
 
Failure modes are any errors or defects in a process, design, or item. These failures appear due to one or more causes, which can 
be effects of other failures. The failures modes are rated by 3 parameters: Severity, Occurrence and Detection, with values 
ranking from 1 to 10. 
- Severity: The impact that this failure has in the system or client 1 Little effect … 10 Catastrophic 
- Occurrence: The probability of this failure happening.  1 Very improbable … 10 Sure to happen 
- Detection: The ability to detect this failure    1 Easily detectable … 10 Undetectable 
 
The product of these parameters is the RPN (Risk Priority Number). The RPN merely ranks the failure in the system, giving the 
reader an idea of the “risk” of the failure happening.  
 
RPN = S * O * D 
  
  
3. BAYESIAN NETWORKS 
A Bayesian Network (BN) is a probabilistic graphical model [1][2].It reflects the states of some parts of a world that is being 
modelled and it describes how those states are related though conditional probabilities. All the possible states of the model 
represent all the possible worlds that can exist, that is, all the possible ways that the parts or states can be configured.  
 
The representation is a directed acyclic graph consisting of nodes, which correspond to random variables and arcs, which in turn 
correspond to probabilistic dependencies between the variables. A conditional probability distribution is associated with each 
node and describes the dependency between the node and its parents. BNs are widely used in diagnosis. E.g.: Given symptoms, 
the network can be used to compute the probabilities of the presence of various diseases. 
 
In the network prototype shown in Figure 1, the qualitative relationship indicated by the direction of the link arrows corresponds 
to dependence and independence between events. That is, nodes higher up in the diagram tend to influence those below rather 
than, or, at least, more so than the other way around. On the other hand, the quantitative relationships between nodes are defined 
by conditional probability tables (In case of continuous variables, conditional probability distributions) 
Many practical tasks can be reduced to the problem of classification, including Fault diagnosis. A Bayesian Network helps tackle 
the problem of classification in a way that helps to overcome problems that other methods partially address: 
• Able to mix a-priory knowledge together with data/experimental knowledge. 
• Explanatory abilities 
• Uncertainty and Causality management  
• Learning both parametric and structural issues. 
One important characteristic of this inference model is the adaptation ability. In this way, introducing risk values of 
environmental variables and expected parcel risk value, the Bayesian Network adapts the weights of conditional probability 
tables, approximating to desired solution. 
 
Figure 1: Bayesian Network with 3 nodes 
 
4. BUILDING THE MODEL 
Bobbio and Portinale detailed in [3] a methodology for mapping Fault Trees into Bayesian networks. Using FMEAs to do the 
mapping works in a similar way, using cause-effect chains to propagate belief. 
The methodology used to do the mapping will be bottom-up, starting from the individual components and subsystems, to finish 
with the whole system. Three types of nodes will be used: Failure, Component Failure and Effects. Failure nodes represent a 
general failure in the system. Component Failures represent specific failures happening to a component. Effects are the result of a 
failure (general or component) which don’t further cause more failures in lower levels. They act as “leaf” nodes. A fourth node 
type can be used (Component) to help locate in which component is happening the failure. 
4.1 Mapping Methodology 
The steps to build the networks should be: 
1. Start with the component failures. Add the component failures to the network as nodes.  
2. Add the component failure modes. The component failure modes should have arrows pointing from  each component 
failure node. This identifies the component failure modes as being specific realizations of the component failure and 
corresponds to the FMEA beginning with a component failure and then subdividing it into failure modes.  Pointing the 
component failure modes to the component failure node instead of from it can also be done.  If the failure modes point to 
the failure node then the failure modes are the centers of the network instead of the component failure nodes. Note that 
the component failure node is really not necessary and simply serves to organize the different failure modes.  




4. Add the failure mode causes. Add the causes for each failure mode with arrows pointing from the cause to the failure 
mode. 
5. Merge common nodes. 
a. Common effect. Merge the common effects of different failure modes into one common effect. 
b. Common cause. Merge the common cause of different failure modes into one common cause. 
c. Join cause-effect relations. Join the effect of one failure mode as a cause of another failure mode by pointing an 
arrow from the effect as a cause of the other failure mode. 
d. Join components failure. A failure mode can be the cause of another failure mode 
 
 
For a better understanding of the process, here is a step-by-step example  
 
The next table shows the FMEA extract that will be used in the example. The table contains the cause-effect chains of three 
components of a diesel engine: injector, cylinder liner and piston.  
 
Figures 2 to 6 show the node-adding steps. Figure 7 shows the fusion between the different components causes and effects. 
 
Table 1: Example FMEA (extract) 
Component Failure Failure Mode Cause Effect 
Injector Bad Spray Sticky Needle Bad Lubrication 
 Piston Perforation 
Cylinder Liner Bad Lubrication Bad Spray Overheating 
 Bad Oil Quality Piston Clipping 
Piston Piston Perforated Bad Spray Perforation particles. 
 Piston Clipped Overheating Clipping particles 
 Bad Lubrication 
 
                  
 
 











  Figure 6: Merging common causes and effects   Figure 7: Joining Failure modes and causes 
  
  
4.2 Assigning probabilities 
Assigning probabilities to the network and nodes is the most difficult part of the mapping. The nodes in the Bayesian network 
will be of Boolean nature. The fail happens or not, the effect is visible or not, the component works or not… These nodes should 
be assigned probabilities differently depending on how the failure happens.  
 
The FMEA Occurrence rate should be used for assigning the probabilities of the nodes. The rate is ordinal, not linear (An 
occurrence rate of 8 is more probable than a 4, but doesn’t mean that is as twice as probable) and not standardised, so each FMEA 
may rank the occurrence rates in different ways (occurrence rate of 5 could be a probability from around 0.1 to 0.001, depending 
on the FMEA). Figure 8 shows some of these probabilities and occurrence rates [4] 
 
 
Figure 8: Probabilities and occurrence rates 
 
FMEA do not contain probability information about the cause nodes. Cause nodes are the nodes that don’t have any 
dependencies. In the FMEA in Table 1 the occurrence rate to assign the probability of a bad spray due to a sticky needle could be 
used, but the probability of the needle being sticky is unknown.  These probability values should be set using prior studies, extra 
data or information or an expert’s opinion. 
 
 
Table 2: Piston probability table (Binary OR) 
Piston Perforated True False 
Piston Clipped True False True False 
Faulty 1 1 1 0 




Nodes that are dependant from more than one parent nodes act differently depending of their nature. Most of the failures happen 
when one or more of their causes are present. Noisy OR-gates [16] are used for this, which are a generalization of the binary OR-
gates. If a failure has n possible causes, for each one of the xi causes there is a probability pi, which is the probability of the failure 
being present when the cause xi is present and all the others are absent.  
( ) ( )niii xxxxFailurePonlyxFailurePp ,2,1==  
The probability of any combination of active causes is then calculated by the next equation: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )nn pppxxxFailureP −−−−= 1111, 2121   
( ) ( ) −−= ipXFailureP 11  Where X = all active xi causes 
Table 2 and Table 3 show the difference between using binary Or-gates and Noisy OR-gates, detailing the probability tables for the 
Piston node in   Figure 6 
Table 3: Piston probability table (Noisy OR) 
Piston Perforated True False 
Piston Clipped True False True False 
Faulty 0.98 0.9 0.8 0 
Normal 0.02 0.1 0.2 1 
 
Some failures may need more than one cause simultaneously in order to happen. Noisy AND-gates can be defined using the same 
considerations used with the Or-Gates [3]. In this case each of the individual probabilities pi is defined by the probability of the 
failure being present when all the causes except for xi are present.  
( ) ( )niii xxxxFailurePxbutallFailurePp 21,==  
 The probability of any combination of active causes is then calculated by the next equation: 
( ) nn pppxxxFailureP =  2121,  
( ) = ipXFailureP  Where X = all active xi causes 
Table 4 shows the probability if we considered that a piston needs to be both perforated and clipped to be faulty. 
 
Table 4: Piston probability table (Noisy AND) 
Piston Perforated True False 
Piston Clipped True False True False 
Faulty 0.72 0.9 0.8 0 
Normal 0.28 0.1 0.2 1 
 
Noisy OR-gates work under the assumption that all the possible causes of the failure happening are previously known. This is not 
always possible as there could be unknown causes that have not been noticed or recorded in the FMEA. An additional parameter 
called leak is added to fix this [17]. The leak constitutes a kind of residual “all others” category, representing what is not explicit 
in the FMEA, and makes it possible the failure to happen even if neither of their recorded causes is present.  
To use the Noisy OR-gates and AND-gates, the probability of the failure happening for each of the individual causes needs to be 
known. When the probabilities are unknown, there is no way of knowing which cause has more relevance in the failure 
happening. One solution to this is to use Maximum entropy theory. Maximum entropy (ME) theory argues that in the absence of 














True False True False 
Node 
3 
True False True False True False True False 
True 1 0.66 0.66 0.33 0.66 0.33 0.33 0 
False 0 0.33 0.33 0.66 0.33 0.66 0.66 1 
 
All the probability values can be later edited to specific values, which can be obtained from extra design information, experts, 
reliability tests and field performance evaluations [5]. 
Sometimes, different variables can be considered as different grades of a common variable. E.g. the nodes “No Power outcome” 
and “Power outcome not enough” can be considered different states of the power outcome of the engine. Instead of using two 
Boolean nodes it is possible to use a variable named “Power Outcome” with the states Normal, Poor and None. Using this kind of 
multistate variables can lead to smaller networks, at the expense of more complex probability tables. 
There are also many good references on techniques and guidelines for estimating probabilities which can be very useful for 
developing your own model [6][7][8][9][10][11]. 
5. DIAGNOSIS APPLICATIONS 
Once created the Bayesian Network, it can be used in more than one way. In this paper, two different diagnosis applications will 
be used. One is an independent application specific made to help locate failures in large diesel engines used in marine cargo 
vessels. The other one is the integrated on-line web platform TESSnet, which gives diagnosis and prediction support to a variety 
of sensors. 
A series of parameters of the lubricant oil will be analysed in order to run a diagnosis over the status of the engine, parameters 
such as viscosity, particles and insoluble content, soot... 
Some failures will cause these parameters to appear. Incomplete combustion will increase the soot, piston clipping and 
perforation will increase the number of clipping and perforation particles in the oil, and so on. 
All these oil parameter values will be stored in a database, where they will be used later by both applications. In order to 
accomplish this, a GPS modem connected to the sensor will send the measurements timely, while another GPS modem will 
receive and store the transmitted values into the database. 
Both applications will follow the same steps in order to realize the diagnosis [Figure 9]: 
1. Retrieve sensor data from the database. The application will connect and retrieve the last measurements made by the 
sensor. 
2. Discretize numeric values. The Bayesian Network uses Boolean values, so first of all it is necessary to turn the 
numerical values into Boolean ones. Maximum and Minimum values can be used for this. E.g. If the Soot concentration 
is above 50%, the Soot node status is set to True. 
3. Propagate belief. The Boolean values are assigned to the parameter nodes, then the belief is propagated though the 
network. 
4. Retrieve data from the failure nodes. Once the propagation is completed, the updated belief values of the failure nodes 
are retrieved.  
  
Figure 9: Information flow in application 
In this way the data capture and the diagnosis work asynchronous and independently. Other type of sensors can be used to gain 
additional information (vibrations, temperature...) 
The Bayesian Network has been created with the HUGIN Expert tools [12][Figure 10]. HUGIN Expert provides Bayesian 
Network creation and design software as well as plug-ins to integrate its features with different platforms and programming 
  
  
languages. Other alternative software to implement the Bayesian Network is GeNle 2.0. As opposed to HUGIN, GeNle is freely 
available on the internet without charge and is an excellent tool, easy to use and quite capable [13]. Also BN software Samlam 
can be very useful to built reliability applications [14]. 
 
Figure 10: HUGIN Researcher 
 
5.1 Diesel engine application 
The independent application was specifically created and designed for diagnosing the status of a marine diesel engine [Figure 
11]. When the button is pressed, the last measurement is retrieved from a database, along with his parameter values. These 
parameters are then discretized into Boolean values and assigned to the net. Once the belief is propagated through the network, 
the failure modes and component status are showed, both numerically and in a colour rate (Normal, Warning, and Danger).  
The actual version of the application includes a test interface, which lets the user try all the possible input combinations of the 
network and its influence in all the nodes of the network. Future versions of the application may include a prognostic service, 
using trends developed from a set of previous measurements; and the possibility of configuring both sensor inputs and displayed 
nodes.  
The application has been developed in Java [15], making it possible to run in any platform. 
 
 






The web platform was developed by Fundación Tekniker. TESSnet is a web platform which can be used as Predictive 
Maintenance Management System (PMMS) [Figure 12]. Company and plant information can be accessed from the website, along 
with machine and assembly status, and sensor and measurement information is stored as well. 
Specific parameter values can be viewed, along with trend charts. Using these trends and setting maximum and minimum values 
to the parameters, the platform gives prognostic of the assemblies in terms of the remaining useful life.  Diagnostic is provided 
with a rule based system. E.g. If the parameter X surpasses the warning value, the possible cause is Y.  
 
 
Figure 12: TESSnet  
The Bayesian Network would replace the rule based system. The data retrieval, discretization and propagation steps would be the 
same as in the other application. The results, numerical and discretized, would then be shown in a textbox. 
The main drawback is that each system would require his specific Bayesian Network, as TESSnet contains information about 
different systems like aero-generators or machine tools. However, for similar systems it could be possible to easily create a new 
Bayesian Network, changing some parameters or probabilities, adjusting them to the new system. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
The method explained in this paper tries to provide some help in the task of building Bayesian Network out of a FMEA. The 
FMEA usually have good information about cause-effect chains, but lack of proper probabilistic information, so the resultant 
network will be of fixed structure and adaptive probabilities.  
This paper has also described some mechanism to solve the lack of probability information, developing a Bayesian Network for 
marine diesel engines, which has been used in two applications 
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Chapter 5: E-Maintenance and Decision Making in Maintenance 
 
An E-maintenance architecture for diagnosis automation 
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One of the main aims of the recently finished EU-funded Integrated Project 
DYNAMITE (Dynamic Decisions in Maintenance) has been to bring together a group 
of technologies that can be integrated in a structured way, yet flexible enough to 
allow the selection of a particular subset of the technologies. The main idea behind 
the platform is a series of “plug and play” hardware and software components that 
can be included on demand in any existing use case, without a need to remove any 
legacy system. 
 
One of the key services in this infrastructure is devoted to diagnosis purposes. In this 
case, has been developed a diagnosis service using a Bayesian Network, taking into 
account the information compiled from the Failure Mode and Effects Analysis of a co-
generation unit. 
 
The content of this chapter presents a Web Services platform ready to integrate 
intelligent processing capabilities according to OSA-CBM architecture. This platform 
is part of a flexible communication infrastructure, nicknamed DYNAWeb. The chapter 
also presents a intelligent web services that carries diagnosis tasks using 
probabilistic models based on condition data. Finally, TESSnet will be introduced, a 
system that can be identified as a predictive maintenance management system 
(PMMS), which takes advantages of the web services to improve their operational 
tasks.  
 
2 Web services system in e-maintenance 
 
Web services are a well known technology which has been utilised in industrial 
environments. They offer interoperability between independent software applications 
over Internet by means of SOAP protocol which enables the communication [1]. 
 
The advantages of web services are the central issue in DynaWeb. Different software 
modules are able to communicate among them in order to perform a specific task. In 
this context, to provide the most convenient analysis flow, information processing is 
understood as a distributed and collaborative system, where there are different levels 
of entities that can undertake intelligence tasks. Given this, a system architecture has 
been defined to identify the interactions between actors and the required functions, 
including 4 layers that correspond to the central information processing layers of 
OSA-CBM standard [1][2][3]: 
1. Condition monitoring: It is related to state detection. This layer receives 
measurements from sensors and their signal processing software. These 
measurements have to be compared to expected values, and alert should be 
generated in case of anomaly detection, due to values outside from preset 
limits or changes in the usual trend. 
2. Health assessment: The main function of this layer is to set the current health 
of the asset, in case of an anomaly detected by condition monitoring modules. 
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It generates health records proposing possible faults, based on health history, 
operational status and maintenance tasks history. One of the existing 
diagnosis processes is based on previously developed systems ¡Error! No se 
encuentra el origen de la referencia. using Bayesian Networks to facilitate 
a model that can work with uncertainty and can also be adapted with 
feedback information. 
3. Prognostics: This module takes into account data from all the prior layers. 
The primary focus of the prognostic module is to calculate the future health of 
an asset, with account taken to the future usage profiles. The module reports 
the failure health status of a specified time or the Remaining Useful Life 
(RUL). 
4. Decision support: Is in this context related to scheduling. CMMS 
(Computerized Maintenance Management System) schedules work orders 
based on component predictions. After that it distributes work orders to 
different operators (PDAs). The PDAs need to read the smart tags in order to 
learn about the components [4]. 
One current great challenge is to approach this concept for everyday computing 
resources (e.g. SMEs), as well as for the mobile services. In fact, regarding the 
usage of these web services, there are different elements defined which take part in 
the communication (see Figure 1: Communication architecture among HMI and web 
services, through the usage of an agent storing data in MIMOSA database )[8]: 
1. Human Machine Interfaces (HMI) actor, that is, a software interface for the 
operator sitting at the desk or walking with the PDA and interacting with local 
or central database systems asking web services to process specific 
information. 
2. Agent for communicating with DynaWeb web services. The agent is able to 
collect the needed data from local sources, translating it into the ontology 
language. In this way the agent acts as an interface between HMI and web 
service.  




Figure 1: Communication architecture among HMI and web services, through the 




Another challenge was to adapt this new issue to a traditional approach, where parts 
of the maintenance tasks are performed from a local support work station. In order to 
show this feasibility, TESSNet [7] is an example tool used in this framework to 
perform different tasks by means of DynaWeb web services. It is a predictive 
maintenance management system based on oil, vibration and temperature analysis 
which performs an automated condition monitoring, diagnosis, prognosis and 
decision support. This tool is web-based, collaborative and also offers a distributed 
management system, with user control access and different access rights. The 
platform stores measurements both from on-line and off-line sensors as well as 
laboratory analysis results. The system is connected to the intelligent web services in 
order to perform the advanced functionality according to OSA-CBM layers. In this 
way, the feasibility of this approach is demonstrated, where the functionality is not 
embedded in the platform, but is distributed within a framework. Furthermore, the 
system avoids the systematic application of corrective and preventive maintenance 
tasks, making this in a predictive way, with the main objective of performing a 






3 Diagnosis automation from FMEA   
 
A well designed FMEA (Failure Modes and Effects Analysis) is a useful and valuable 
information source, containing both component and system failures, causes and 
effects. This information, however, is a document which cannot be used in further 
“direct” ways. If correctly mapped into a Bayesian Network it could be valuable 
information for a software application. While the FMEA is mainly used to locate 
design flaws before the system is completely deployed, the Bayesian Networks 
objective is to help locate problems before they occur in a working/deployed system. 
Furthermore, a Bayesian Network can be helpful when it comes to visualize all the 
cause-effect chains involved in the system contained in the FMEA.  
 
FMEA is a procedure in operations management for analysis of potential failure 
modes within a system for classification by severity or determination of the effect of 
failures on the system. It is widely used in manufacturing industries in various phases 
of the product life cycle and is now increasingly finding use in the service industry. 
Failure modes can be any error or defect in a process, design, or item. These failures 
appear due to one or more causes, which can be effects of other failures. The 
failures modes are rated by 3 parameters: Severity, Occurrence and Detection, with 
values ranking from 1 to 10. 
 
- Severity: The impact that this failure has in the system or client 
1 Little effect … 10 Catastrophic 
- Occurrence: The probability of this failure happening. 
 1 Very improbable … 10 Sure to happen 
- Detection: The ability to detect this failure 
 1 Easily detectable … 10 Undetectable 
 
The product of these parameters is the RPN (Risk Priority Number). The RPN merely 
ranks the failure in the system, giving the reader an idea of the “risk” of the failure 
happening. RPN = S * O * D 
 
 
On the other hand, a Bayesian network (BN) is a probabilistic graphical model [5][6]. 
It reflects the states of some parts of a world that is being modelled and it describes 
how those states are related though conditional probabilities. All the possible states 
of the model represent all the possible worlds that can exist, that is, all the possible 
ways that the parts or states can be configured.  
 
The representation is a directed acyclic graph consisting of nodes, which correspond 
to random variables and arcs, which in turn correspond to probabilistic dependencies 
between the variables. A conditional probability distribution is associated with each 
node and describes the dependency between the node and its parents. BNs are 
widely used in diagnosis. E.g.: Given symptoms, the network can be used to 








Figure 2: Bayesian network with 3 nodes 
In the network prototype shown in Figure 2, the qualitative relationship indicated by 
the direction of the link arrows corresponds to dependence and independence 
between events. That is the, nodes higher up in the diagram tend to influence those 
below rather than, or, at least, more so than the other way around. On the other 
hand, the quantitative relationships between nodes are defined by conditional 
probability tables (In case of continuous variables, conditional probability 
distributions) 
 
Many practical tasks can be reduced to the problem of classification, including Fault 
diagnosis. A Bayesian network helps tackle the problem of classification in a way that 
helps to overcome problems that other methods partially address: 
 
• Able to mix a-priory knowledge together with data/experimental knowledge. 
• Explanatory abilities. 
• Uncertainty management – Causality management. 
• Learning both parametric and structural issues. 
 
One important characteristic of this inference model is the adaptation ability. In this 
way, introducing risk values of environmental variables and expected parcel risk 
value, the Bayesian Network adapts the weights of conditional probability tables, 
approximating to desired solution. 
 
The methodology used to do the mapping from FMEA will be bottom-up, starting from 
the individual components and subsystems, to finish with the whole system. Three 
types of nodes will be used: Failure, Component Failure and Effects. Failure nodes 
represent a general failure in the system. Component Failures represent specific 
failures happening to a component. Effects are the result of a failure (general or 
component) which do not further cause more failures in lower levels. They act as 
“leaf” nodes. A fourth node type can be used (Component) to help locate in which 
component is happening the failure. 
3.1 Structure building 
 
The steps to build the networks should be these: 
1. Start with the components: Add the individual component nodes to the 
network. 
2. Add the components failure modes: Add each component’s failures 
3. Add the failures effects: Add each component-failure’s effects 
a. Join common effects: Two or more different failures may cause a 
common effect.  
4. Add the causes: Add the causes of the failures. 
a. Join common causes: A cause may have effect in more than one 
failure.  
5. Establish Cause-effect relationships: A component failure may be the cause 
of another component failure. 
 
The Figures from Figure 3 to Figure 7 show the network building steps for the FMEA 









Ideally, the used nodes will be of Boolean nature. (The fail happens or not, the effect 
is visible or not, the component works or not…). Some failures, however, could be 
considered states of similar nature.  E.g. “Battery has low energy” and “Battery has 
no energy” are 2 independent failure nodes. They could be grouped in a single node 
called “Battery energy” with 3 states (Normal, Low and No). This will lead to smaller 
networks, but the probabilities table will be harder to build assign in the next step. 
 
 
                   


















Component Failure Cause Effect 
Injector Bad Spray Sticky Needle Bad Lubrication 
Piston Perforation 
    
Cylinder Liner Bad Lubrication Bad Spray Overheating 
Bad Oil Quality Piston Clipping 
    
Piston Piston Perforated Bad Spray Perforation 
particles 
Piston Clipped Overheating Clipping particles 
Bad Lubrication 
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    Figure 7: Joining common nodes 
Assigning probabilities to the network and nodes is the most difficult part of the 
mapping. The FMEA Occurrence rate should be used to this, but it is not that simple. 
The FMEA Occurrence rate is ordinal, not linear (An occurrence rate of 8 is more 
probable than a 4, but doesn’t mean that is as twice as probable) and not 
standardised, so each FMEA may rank the occurrence rates in different ways 
(occurrence rate of 5 could be a probability from around 0.1 to 0.001, depending on 
the FMEA). Figure 8 shows four recommended relationships between Occurrence 















Figure 8: Occurrence rankings and probabilities 
 
The nodes that have dependencies from other nodes should act like logical gates, 
normally as ‘OR’ gates. The node is activated if any of his parent nodes are activated, 
as shown in Table 3. 
Table 2: Probabilities for nodes acting as OR gates 
Node 1 True False 
Node 2 True False True False 
Node 3 True False True False True False True False 
True 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
False 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 1 
 
When a failure has more than one cause it is difficult to know which cause has more 
relevance in the failure happening. E.g.: An engine piston may get clipped to his liner 
due to a bad lubrication and/or because the temperature has expanded the piston. 
Which is the probability of the piston clipping with both causes happening? Which is 
the probability if only one of them is happening? Which if neither is happening? One 
solution is to use Maximum entropy theory. Maximum entropy (ME) theory argues 
that in the absence of other information, all s failure states of a variable X should be 
assigned equal probabilities of (1/s), as shown in Table 3 [9]. 
 
These probabilities can be later edited to specific values, that can be obtained from 
extra design information, experts, reliability tests or/and field performance 
evaluations [9].  
 
Table 3: Probabilities according to Maximum Entropy Theory 
Node 1 True False 
Node 2 True False True False 
Node 3 True False True False True False True False 
True 1 0.66 0.66 0.33 0.66 0.33 0.33 0 





4 TESSnet, a Predictive Maintenance Management System 
 
The Bayesian Network described has been developed using Hugin Research tool [9]. 
This software has a graphic interface on windows operating system so that Bayesian 
networks can be designed and it is possible to see probabilities propagation when 
node instances are set. An important feature is that Bayesian networks can be 
embedded into custom applications through an API. Afterwards the Bayesian 
Networks has been embedded in a web service to be included in DynaWeb. 
DynaWeb concept is a platform that designs an operational interaction between 
technologies in the framework of a distributed information scenario, where 
technologies of interest may vary from a company to another. In this way, every 
company can select only the modules to use according to their needs, since the 
approach of this platform is to provide ‘plug&play’ technologies. 
 
TESSnet is the tool used in this framework to perform different tasks by means of 
Dynaweb’s web services. It is predictive maintenance software based on oil, vibration 
and temperature analysis which performs an automated condition monitoring, 
diagnosis, prognosis and decision support. This tool is web-based, collaborative and 
a central management system, with user control access and different types of grants. 
 
The platform stores measurements both from on-line and off-line sensors as well as 
laboratory analysis results. They are stored using a hierarchy of components: 
Company, Plant, Machine, Assembly, Sensor and Measurement. 
 
 
Figure 9. Vibration measurement in TESSnet 
 
The intelligent system has been developed with .NET platform as a web application, 
using VB.NET programming language, and the database has been implemented with 
SQL server 2000.The advanced functionality of this platform is next described 
according to OSA-CBM Layers. 
Condition monitoring 
One of the web services of DYNAWeb used b TESSnet is devoted to perform 
condition monitoring tasks. The condition monitor receives data from the sensor 
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modules, the signal processing modules and other condition monitors. Its primary 
focus is to compare data with expected values. The condition monitor should also be 
able to generate alerts based on preset operational limits.  
 
The CM web service can analyse scalar data in four different forms: 
1. Scalar values directly surpassing a direct static alert. Alert are defined by 
fixed limits. 
2. Scalar values that surpass a static alert 'relative' to the original component 
status. Depending in deviation, an alert is issued associated to a specific 
severity. 
3. Scalar that surpasses dynamic alerts, based on the trend of last sample 
values. 
4. Scalar that surpasses a given alert when combined with another 
parameter. 
 
The CM service will request alert values. In case of not provided, it can also request 
information concerning the specifics of the component (such as component type) and 
then look up for information concerning these specifics. In the end, the web service 




The diagnosis or Health Assessment receives data from different condition monitors 
or from heath assessment modules. The primary focus of the health assessment web 
service is to prescribe if the health in the monitored component, sub-system or 
system has degraded. The health assessment layer should be able to generate 
diagnosis records and propose fault possibilities. The diagnosis should be based 
upon trends in the health history, operational status and loading and maintenance 
history. 
 
The aim of this web service is to identify the type of problem related to an electro 
mechanical component. It can cope with many different symptoms and faults, which 
include unbalance, misalignment, gear and bearing related problems, etc. It also 
includes processing of information specifics of multi-speed machines (as in 
manufacturing systems). The web service can receive the following set of alarm 





The prognosis plans the health state of equipment into the future. TESSnet is able to 
estimates the remaining useful life (RUL) based on linear and exponential regression 
of measured values and the according alarm limit.  
 
Furthermore, this information is very useful to set the right maintenance order list in 
scheduling task. The algorithm for the task arrangement takes into account the RUL 
of the machine, setting prior in time the maintenance tasks related to a machine with 
less RUL. It avoids the systematic application of corrective and preventive 
maintenance tasks, making this in a predictive way, with the main objective of 
performing a balanced maintenance with operational reliability. 
 
This new type of maintenance pretends to achieve maximum resource optimization 
and operational availability minimizing cost with intelligent “decision support” based 





This chapter has presented a flexible architecture concept named DynaWeb to 
provide flexible data and information management, where core concepts such as e-
maintenance and OSA-CBM architecture are followed. The platform TESSnet 
interacts with intelligent web services implemented in DynaWeb. Taking advantages 
of this flexible architecture, a key diagnosis service has been also developed, 
explaining the process to create a Bayesian Network from the information available 
of a FMEA. 
 
On the other hand, TESSnet platform has been introduced, a predictive maintenance 
management system, able to perform different types of tasks: Condition monitoring, 
Health assessment and Prognostics assessments. The main purpose is to achieve a 
flexible architecture concept to provide flexible data and information management, 
where core concepts such as e-maintenance and OSA-CBM architecture are 
followed. These services are accessible also as plug-ins through XML 
communication and MIMOSA data format, in order to achieve a more flexible and 
dynamic system, where any existing maintenance management system can query 
the services. So, these intelligent web services could be used in other applications in 
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Maintenance activities become more complex as more information is gathered, and higher 
performance and reliability levels are required, even in non-critical machinery, such as eleva-
tors and machine-tools. Given this, automated systems for maintenance decision support are 
increasingly needed. However, in order to effectively assess the status of any component, 
these systems must manage the uncertainty that bear the information and models. Also, sys-
tems should be able to cope with new component configurations and operating conditions. 
 
This paper presents a research that focuses on the extraction of generic diagnostic models 
for fault detection. Thus, the stress is on the development of intelligent algorithms to execute 
inference methods concerning diagnosis task within condition monitoring. The search of an 
appropriate matching of current domain knowledge into generic knowledge models will be 
presented, where probabilistic expert systems, constructed with Bayesian Networks (BN), 
are selected as appropriate tools, where conditional dependencies between causes and 
events help to model the information contained in the domain. Also, it will be shown how BN 
can be adapted, and thus ‘learn’ new knowledge to cope with changes that apply to the diag-
nostic task, such as changes in customized machinery and sensor systems, new operation & 





This paper introduces the work carried out under a larger project (MINICON) that intends to 
develop a cost-effective integrated sensor processing units (SPUs) for inclusion of on-line 
condition monitoring systems on all range of industrial and civil machinery. This includes two 
goals: The consecution of a cost-effective hardware monitoring unit (or sensor processing 
unit-SPU) and the availability of automated systems to perform decision support on fault di-
agnosis and troubleshooting.  
 
After a first sampling task on high-speed milling machines, a complete evaluation of the ac-
tual status of diagnostic systems has been made. As a result, Bayesian networks appear as 
a tool for the future for automated software systems handling the two most critical issues in 
diagnosis applications: Learning and uncertainty management. Here model development will 
be mostly based on the existence (or likely elicitation) of adequate domain knowledge, where 
examples play during model construction a complementary role on prototype validation, and 
where experience, or heuristic knowledge, is the primary source of information.  
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This paper summarises the work performed to construct a first model for uncertainty man-
agement [1]. It also includes a study of the different alternatives existing for learning (para-
metric vs. non-parametric, complete vs. incomplete, batch learning vs. adaptation) and the 
development of prototype systems that indicates how to handle adaptation in actual Bayesi-
an network systems [2]. 
 
2. Revision of adaptation and uncertainty issues 
 
Condition monitoring systems are a special sub-group of predictive maintenance methods 
that require great quantities of information in order to provide adequate response to different 
fault detection sub-problems: Identification of abnormalities, Diagnosis, Assessment of fault 
severity, Prediction on degradation, Prognosis, Troubleshooting. All these tasks are 
‘knowledge-intensive’, as there is an evident need of expertise to be able to handle them. 
Also, the answer of previous problems requires the inclusion of information from many differ-
ent sources (vibrations, temperature, oil, wear debris,…), sources that not very long ago 
were analyzed on isolation from each other.  
 
Given this, it is highly desirable to have software intelligent enough as to perform above 
tasks. This can be of real benefit for novel users, as well as a valuable tool for experienced 
users in quickly analyzing large volumes of data [3]. However, knowledge in the area is still 
scattered, with well-known techniques (vibrations) and machinery (electrical motor), and oth-
er less well known (wear debris, oil analysis, machine-tools). In conclusion, we may define 
the domain knowledge as ‘ill-structured’ [4]. That is, there are different degrees of incom-
pleteness and uncertainty in the causal relation that links the different input symptoms  (Vi-
brations, Lubricants, Wear Debris) and fault characteristics (Location and type of failure, se-
verity, remaining lifetime, …). There is also incompleteness of current knowledge, which is 
often difficult to complete because field information grows continually, mostly related to 
maintenance methods and historical records.  
 
Finally, most existing software products only perform inferential steps. This is because learn-
ing -any change in diagnostic knowledge- is very difficult to be encoded, if possible at all. 
However, changes concerning most of the monitored machinery may appear everywhere, so 
ability to modify the diagnostic inferential steps is a must. In fact, learning abilities is really 
what makes us consider a system as ‘intelligent’. It is not possible to consider a system as 
‘intelligent’ when it keeps on making the same mistake over and over!.  
 
The nature of knowledge to be learned  
 
Given this into account, a real need of adaptation of condition-monitoring systems can be 
foreseen, given new working data that can be accessible through Internet, no matter where is 
data originated from. Once we suppose there exist knowledge for inference process of moni-
toring and diagnosis, we can investigate what learning features can be useful in these pro-
cesses, in an ordered way [5].  
 
We can first write down the different information chunks that can be available during the pro-
cess. In this study, we could conclude on the existence of two main knowledge sources: 
• Theoretical knowledge: Machinery design, mechanistic behavior in materials and 
components (bearings, gears...) for problems such as contamination and wear. We 
can include here heuristics (problem solving methods acquired through repeated ex-
perience by technical assistance, machinery users and third party consultants) 
• Experimental knowledge: Data analysis gathered, diagnosis and troubleshooting ac-
tions performed. 
 
Once we have a knowledge database, we can distinguish three basic motivations for learning 
and knowledge change: 
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• Correction of system errors 
• Enhancement of knowledge base 
• Improvement of knowledge base in terms of efficiency  
 
Given this, there are different motivations for change on condition fault detection inference 
knowledge, where we can classify different learning activities as follows: 
 
 Change foreseen Data type Knowledge source Changes Need 
A 
New knowledge due to 
new systems to maintain. 
Theoretical 
Manufacturer/ Third 











maintenance tasks  
Theoretical 
/Experimental 










All Parametric Medium 




Uncertainty appears in diagnosis problems at different levels, that can be classified as infor-
mation and/or model flaws [6]. In a problem space as failure diagnosis by analysis of vibra-
tions, we can see that, when talking about failure modes, the borderline between dissimilar 
problems is often fuzzy. For instance, it is difficult to determine if there is just misalignment or 
there is also unbalance. In many cases, even though it has a crystal clear difference, several 
issues complicate this: 
• Machinery symptoms are likely to be a mix of different problems (Unbalance and misa-
lignment appear very often, though one of them is at a minimal level) 
• Information (e.g. spectra) could be unclear (frequency resolution is limited and, depend-
ing on the number of the components in analysis, and the spectral range, some meas-
urements can be bond to more than one problem. 
• In many cases, the range of the devices installed can limit information, such as the ability 
to measure the HFD and Spike energy measurements. 
• Models also have inexactitudes, due to high human-dependency when assessing severi-
ty of spectra peaks. Concerning machine-tools, for instance, there is hardly no infor-
mation about peak limits surpassed. 
  
As a result, a given spectral patterns can be attached to several problems, with no certainty 
of exclusive interpretation (in almost all cases) and, therefore, uncertainty should be treated 
in order to solve diagnostic problems adequately.  
 
3. Overview of bayesian networks 
 
If we stress on the two problems described (uncertainty management and adaptation) we 
could find a knowledge modelling methodology that suits our aims: Bayesian Networks.  
 
A Bayesian network is a model. It reflects the states of some part of a world that is being 
modelled and it describes how those states are related though conditional probabilities. All 
the possible states of the model represent all the possible worlds that can exist, that is, all 
the possible ways that the parts or states can be configured. A car engine can be running 
normally or giving trouble. It's tires can be inflated or flat. In medical diagnosis, the body can 
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be sick or healthy,… In a causal system, some states will tend to occur more frequently when 
other states are present (If it is cloudy, the chances of rain are higher).  
 
Bayesian networks are proving very useful because they are adaptable. It is possible to start 
with limited knowledge about a domain, and grow them as you know more about it. Further-
more, you can use as at any time the data available for inference, and the net will do as good 
a job as is possible with the available information. As a consequence, graphical probabilistic 
models, and more specifically Bayesian networks, are becoming popular. 
 
 
Figure 1. Excerpt of a machinery diagnosis graph model. 
 
 
In the network prototype shown above, the qualitative relationship indicated by the direction 
of the link arrows corresponds to dependence and independence between events. That is 
the, nodes higher up in the diagram tend to influence those below rather than, or, at least, 
more so than the other way around. On the other hand, the quantitative relationships be-
tween nodes are defined by conditional probability tables (In case of continuous variables, 
conditional probability distributions) 
 
In this case, we can also see that high vibration readings on spectral sub-harmonic frequen-
cies can appear because of shaft defects rather than because of coupling defects. Also, we 
may conclude that the shaft defects can be most likely due to flaws in the assembly process 
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than in other parts of the life-cycle product (such as design or operation). The causal links 
are complemented by adequate probability distributions, such as the table that appears be-
low 
 
Failure cause A priori  
 
Freq Probability Meas. Probability Amplitude incr.  
 1X 2X >2X Radial Axial Speed Load 
Unbalance 40 99   90 10 90  
Bent shaft 10 90 10  20 80 90  
Angular mis. 30 70 20 10 20 80  90 
Parallel mis. 30 20 70 10 80 20  90 
Mechanical loos. 5  80 20 90 10   
(Other causes)   20 30 50 50 50 25 25 
Table 2. Excerpt from original chart of failure probabilities. 
 
where it can be extracted that a-priori probabilities of having Unbalance are of 40%, and 
conditional probabilities of unbalance having evidence of high amplitude peaks at fundamen-
tal frequency (1X) are of 99% 
 
That is. P(+U) = .4  and P(+U|+1X) = .99 
 
 
Basic aspects of Bayesian Networks 
 
Many practical tasks can be reduced to the problem of classification. Fault diagnostics is one 
of these examples. A Bayesian network helps tackle the problem of classification in a way 
that helps to overcome problems that other methods partially address: 
 
• Able to mix a-priory knowledge together with data/experimental knowledge  
• Explanatory abilities  
• Uncertainty management – Causality management 
• Learning both parametric and structural issues. 
 
Bayesian networks are a combination of two different mathematical areas: graph theory and 
probability theory [7, 8]. They can be defined as the representation of a joint probability dis-
tribution defined on a finite set of random variables, that can be discrete or continuous.  
 
The representation is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) consisting of nodes, which correspond 
to random variables and arcs, which correspond to probabilistic dependencies between the 
variables. A conditional probability distribution is associated with each node and describes 
the dependency between the node and its parents. 
 
The following diagram illustrates an example of  a Bayesian Network. 






Figure 2. Graphical representation of a simple probability model 
 
Here we can see a directed acyclic graph since each arc is directed and there are no loops. 
It contains 5 nodes (discrete random variables) that corresponds to different status that can 
occur in our system: Unbalance(U), Misalignment(M), Amplitude increase in vibrations as 
speed increase (IS), High amplitude peaks at fundamental frequency (1X) and High ampli-
tude peaks at 2nd. harmonic (2X). This graphical representation serves to represent the de-
pendence and independence assumptions, that leads to develop a joint probability distribu-
tion. For instance we can say that 2X is conditionally dependent of M, but is conditionally 
independent of U given M.  
That is   P(2X| U, M) = P(2X| M) 
 
We can also say that 1X and 2X are conditionally independent given Shaft Failure  
 
That is   P( 1X |  M, 2X ) = P( 1X | M ) 
 
Given this, we can see that the joint probability distribution is, in this case, reduced by factor-
ization of the terms included into 
 
P( U, M, IS, 1X, 2X) = P(U) · P (M) · P(1X| U, M) · P(2X| M) · P(IS| U)  = 
P(+U) · P (+M) · P(+1X| +U, +M) · P(+2X| +M) · P(+IS| +U) + 
P(+U) · P (+M) · P(+1X| +U, +M) · P(+2X| +M) · P(+IS| -U) + 
P(+U) · P (+M) · P(+1X| +U, +M) · P(+2X| +M) · P(-IS| +U) + 
.... 
P(-U) · P (-M) · P(-1X| -U, -M) · P(-2X|-M) · P(-IS| -U). 
 
Bayesian Networks as Probability Expert Systems 
 
By probability theory, we know that we can infer many probabilities P(2X | M) = P(M) · P(M | 
2X) / P(2X) by the use of Bayes theorem and conditional probabilities. This is used to infer 
the probability of Misalignment (M) having evidence on appearance of a peak of amplitude in 
2nd harmonic (2X), but it also can work in the opposite direction, making it useful –for in-
stance- to reinforce other causes (such as Unbalance) if we already know that there is no 
Misalignment in the system. By the appropriate inference mechanisms, the management of 
the partial conditional distributions allows the calculation of probabilities for any node in the 
network given any evidence.   
 
It turns out that the use of above descriptions of conditional probabilities and probability dis-
tributions where in use long before Bayesian Networks appeared. For instance, Prospector 
(Duda, 1980) was one of the first expert systems (or KBS) to use Bayes theorem for uncer-
tainty management. However, probabilistic approaches were, at first, difficult to follow due to 
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the difficulty in the definition/representation of joint probability distribution of several varia-
bles.  
 
The solution came a decade ago through the development of net graphical probabilistic 
models (GPM), whose two main exponents were Hidden Markov Models and Bayesian Mod-
els [7], whose main characteristic was the association of graph models to conditional proba-
bility factors and the inclusion of appropriate algorithms to handle this distributions. In doing 
this, Bayesian networks develop an inferential process -probabilistic inference- that can be 
compared to that of old expert systems [8]: 
• The knowledge base is made of facts in both cases, but instead of rules, probabilistic 
expert systems include conditional probability distributions 
• The inference engine is now directed by the probability theory, that ‘fires’ the condi-
tional probabilities by different algorithms that will normally provide approximate infer-
ences.  
• We can also see a parallelism between internal representations. If Rete algorithm 
was a breakthrough in terms of efficiency, the same can be said about junction trees, 
that paved the way for use of these systems.  
• There is also parallelisms between explanation and learning mechanisms, only avail-
able as meta-rules in expert systems, and now much more powerful thanks to algo-
rithms that interacts with conditional probabilities  
 
What is more, the modeling of Bayesian Networks is completely suited to the new trends 
existing in knowledge engineering: The change from knowledge acquisition (represented by 
expert systems) to knowledge modeling. Both Bayesian Networks and knowledge modelling 
methodologies share the need of a proper knowledge representation through problem model-
ling within available templates and have arisen in last 10 years. In both cases, Knowledge 
Based systems can be seen as antecedents. Concerning this, Bayesian networks can be 
seen [9] as special knowledge representation systems fit for the representation of causal 
semantics.  
 
4. Learning Bayesian networks 
 
Learning a graphical model has become a very active research topic and many algorithms 
have been developed for it. Introductory and advanced information on probabilistic network 
learning can be found in [7]. Here, we can distinguish between many approaches: learning 
from adaptation or batch learning, where we can also divide between learning the whole 
structure of the network to form the model graph, or to just learn the information regarding 
the conditional distributions. There is also a big concern about learning from continuous vari-
ables, as well as to consider incomplete data problems - missing values and hidden (or la-
tent) variables-. Two approaches are examined here for learning. The first one refers to ad-
aptation. The second one refers to batch learning.  
Adaptation. Fractional updating & Fading 
 
Adaptation is the process of refining the (conditional) probabilities specified for a Bayesian 
network by taking into consideration the real experiment outcomes. This is probably the most 
interesting type of learning mechanism that can be used in machinery diagnosis, as the most 
important input (in learning terms) should be expected from local usage of the automated 
tools, as long as they start to be applied in maintenance and diagnosis systems. For exam-
ple, every time a machine is diagnosed, the information about their symptoms and problems 
can be used to adapt the network's probabilities.  
 
The simplest example is that referring to fractional updating tables, were an statistical task is 
meant to modify the estimates of the parameters gradually with the cases used. We can con-
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sider the CPT of Looseness, that is, the prior probability of having looseness in a given ma-






It is clear that this relationship may not reflect particular cases in different environments. For 
instance, a given company may present a particular highly rate of abnormalities related to 
this problem (Let say that 20% of problems corresponds to Looseness).  
 
We can add a new feature on this Conditional Probability table, called ‘experience’, repre-
sented by a number that indicates the value that we assign to experience in the ‘a-priori’ de-
sign. Now, we can also include feedback from application of the system. For example, we 
can assume that our belief in the correctness of the current conditional distribution for loose-
ness is low, thus we can set the initial experience count to a small number, say 10. Now, if 
we get feedback of 5 new cases (suppose that in all of them with found evidence on loose-
ness) and go again to the CPT of looseness, we will see an experience value of 15. These 
additional 5 counts pertain all to state "true". Therefore, the adapted probability distribution of 
Looseness becomes  
 
P(Looseness) = N(true)/(N(true)+N(false))  = 5.5/15 = 0.3666,  
 
where N(True) indicates the number of true events recorded so far, which accounts for 5  in 
the last 5 observations, plus 0.5 in the first 10 observations (only a 0.05%), whereas 
N(“false”) accounts for the 95% of the original observations (That is, 9,5). This gives the fol-






To summarize, an adaptation step consists of entering evidence, propagating, and updating 
(adapting) the conditional probability tables and the experience tables. Of course, we can 
also add experience to conditional distributions (For instance, what is the real appearance of 
2nd harmonic peaks (2X) or greater if looseness appears). 
 
The previous adaptation procedure gives equal weight to recent experiences and older ones. 
Sometimes, however, old observations do not count as much as more recent ones. Thus we 
have to unlearn or forget some of them. This is the same as saying that new observations 
(evidence) are more important than older, and hence should have more weight. Also, frac-
tional updating has a problem of overestimation of counts importance, so that counts can 
make  parameters in CPT too resistant to change. 
 
Such situations can be overcame by fading tables, which accounts for the rate at which pre-
vious observations are forgotten. Thus, with an intermediate fading value of 0,5 and 12 single 
new true case of looseness: 
N(True) = fading_factor * N(previous_true) +1 = 0.5 * (0.05 *10)+ 1 = 1.25 
N(False) = fading_factor * N(previous_false) +1 = 0.5 * (0.95 * 10) =  4.75 
N(True) + N(False) = 1.25 + 4.75 (That is: Experience is now counting only 6, instead of ini-
tial 10, or instead of 11, if no fading exists) 
 
Given, this, the updating with just 1 new positive observation of looseness is P(true) = 1,25/6 
= 0.21 (aprox). A very significant change with just one observation. 
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Batch learning 
 
Batch learning can be referred as automatic model induction from samples, and actually has 
a significance closer to data mining supervised classification techniques. However, it is also 
possible to retrain/rebuild a network from scratch with available information that can serve to 
improve automatically. This is useful if new options enter into the system, such as new ma-
chinery types or new monitoring techniques are to be considered. This needs a much greater 
sample/cases size than in previous approach, but still limited -when compared to ANN, for 
instance- since it is no need of splitting the sample size between training and testing. When 
sample set exists, it is possible to use several approaches to learn quantitative and even 
qualitative aspects of a Bayesian network.  
 
The qualitative methods are referred to as structural learning or model selection, whereas the 
quantitative ones are parameter learning or parameter estimation algorithms. This is a very 
hot topic still under research [10, 11]. Parameter estimation uses algorithms such as EM (Es-
timation-Maximization) to look for the best parameter distribution given a a-priori graph con-
figuration. Methods for structural learning includes Naïve Bayes approaches, search & scor-
ing based methods (K2) and dependency analysis (PC, NPC). Some of these methods (EM) 




This paper has presented an outline of Bayesian Network basics, with partial examples of an 
application for diagnosis of mechanical faults. We have pointed out the convenience of 
Bayesian Networks as algorithms for automated diagnosis in uncertainty management sce-
narios. A complete diagnostic system has been developed using MSBNx tool[12], and em-
bedded into a general condition monitoring system developed in Tekniker [13]. The testing of 
the inferential system has been made with data extracted from machine-tool high-speed 
spindle heads.  
 
This paper also presents an outline of available learning algorithms within Bayesian Net-
works. The complete deployment and testing of learning capabilities is being made with 
HUGIN tool [14], which includes the necessary algorithms to implement the learning system. 
Learning can be considered as the true characteristic that makes a system to look like an 
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Fundación Tekniker, Avda Otaola 20, Eibar, 20600, Spain. 
This paper addresses the need of developing sustainable strategies by taking advantage of e-platforms bringing 
advanced maintenance management solutions. Even tough most maintenance systems are cost oriented, it is also 
clear that new factors are gaining weight when considering strategies and operation, like safety or environmental 
issues. On the other hand, Condition-based maintenance policies may facilitate the incorporation of sustainable-
related policies in an effective and efficient way. Condition monitoring may extend the control focus to all areas 
where maintenance performance losses occur and therefore support the development of sustainable maintenance 
strategies related to direct economical cost but also to indirect costs such as energy efficiency or material waste. 
The paper also shows an e-platform based on current maintenance technologies already developed, together with 
strategies to select the most cost-efficient path in the search for a maintenance „excellence‟ strategy. The 
consequence is the possibility to bring forward and to integrate the latest e-maintenance technologies into 
efficient EMS (Energy management Systems) that can benefit of the joint management of maintenance and 
energy efficiency aspects within manufacturing industries. In particular, the approach relates to energy efficiency 
as a principled way to advance in sustainability, through specific energy-efficiency indicators and operating 
systems (i.e. integration of sensors and decision-making algorithms) that stresses the importance of energy-
efficient optimization in manufacturing. 
Key Words: Condition Based Maintenance, e-Maintenance, Sustainability, Energy Efficiency. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The manufacturing Industry within Europe is driven by economic incentives, particularly in the context of the recent world 
recession, to implement significant energy efficient improvements in its processes and the equipment it uses (electric motors, 
compressors, etc.). European and national legislation impacts on the energy consumption and in that connection industry must 
also take the necessary measures to fulfil the gap on energy consumption limitations imposed by European and National 
legislation and on greenhouse gas emissions imposed by the National Allocation Plans as foreseen in the Emissions Trading 
Directive. In addition, companies are under pressure to respond to rising energy costs and the need to protect the environment. 
Growth in energy consumption has a direct impact on the deterioration of the environment and on climate change. Air quality 
is a major environmental concern for the EU. The Commission is currently elaborating the EU Clean Air Programme (CAFE), 
where the harmful effects of ozone and especially particulates are revealed for human health and ecosystems. 
Given this, it is important to focus on the need of developing sustainable and energy efficient manufacturing strategies 
through the research, development a demonstration of novel methodologies and technologies allowing the improvement of 
environmental, economic and social policies. In this sense, maintenance is crucial to manufacturing operations. In many firms 
the facilities and the production equipment represent the majority of invested capital, and deterioration of these facilities and 
equipment increases production costs, reduces product quality and has a significant impact on energy consumption. Over 
recent years, the importance of maintenance, and therefore maintenance management within European manufacturing 
organisations has grown [1,2]. 
On the other hand, European manufacturers have introduced a variety of innovative technologies, new business processes 
and enlightened management techniques to encourage greater efficiency in the industrial use of energy. However, equipment 
maintenance has been overlooked and falls short with regard to the development of innovate and new technologies to monitor 
energy efficiency, emissions, and other environmental issues. In this respect, the most important barrier to increase energy 
efficiency is a lack of information (on costs and availability of new technology; on costs of own energy consumption decrease; 
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on financial impact on the rate of return from investment.) as well as lack of training and awareness of technicians on the 
effectiveness of proper maintenance using the latest technologies.  
2 LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT 
Over the past decade, plant maintenance has evolved to be one of the most important areas within manufacturing 
organisations, large or small. The success and sustainability of any energy intensive industry is measured by their ability to 
perform well with regard to certain criteria such as cost, quality, delivery, dependability, innovation and flexibility.  In order to 
achieve and maintain these criterions these organisations are undertaking efforts to improve quality and productivity and 
reduce manufacturing costs by examining the activities of the maintenance function. Effective maintenance is critical because 
the goal is to extend equipment life, improve equipment availability and retain equipment in a clean, reliable, safe, and energy 
efficient condition. Customers demand ever-increasing reliability, with faster lead and delivery times. 
Existing strategies seek for optimized operational solutions involving maintenance and operational costs, energy efficiency 
and CO2 emissions. On the other hand, the European Union set itself ambitious targets by the year 2020 (to reduce the output 
of greenhouse gases by 20%, to improve energy efficiency by 20% and to increase the percentage of renewable energy by 
20%). 
Even though many tools for the assessment of environmental impacts are available, such as Life Cycle Assessment, 
Material Flow Analysis (MFA), and Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA), Life cycle assessment is the most widely used 
technique and allows organisations to identify the strong correlation between energy efficient maintenance and productivity. 
Using LCA when making purchasing and maintenance decisions ensures that all benefits are taken into account. 
In adequate conditions, the LCA methodology enables to assist an effective integration of the environmental considerations 
in the decision-making process. The Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) and Life Cycle Cost (LCC) concepts are directly related to 
the sustainability of the manufacturing and maintenance processes [3]. The objective of use LCA and LCC is twofold. On one 
hand, LCA model is able to analyse the complex interaction between the product and manufacturing process and the 
environment, considering the energy efficiency, from cradle to grave, while the LCC can analyse the total “lifetime” cost to 
purchase, install, operate, maintain, and dispose of the products. 
Using LCA would result in a more realistic, integrated, and accurate view of the potential optimisation of a production line. 
In addition it would be very useful in assisting the whole product development by identifying more sustainable options in 
process selection, design and optimisation, and in particular the energy efficiency and CO2 emissions. Therefore, LCA as 
analytical tool allows the assessment and simulation of the environmental impacts that different operational decisions, as well 
as monitoring technologies [4], have on the whole life cycle of the manufacturing plant.  
The EU-founded collective research project PROLIMA (Environmental Product Lifecycle Management for Building 
Competitive Machine Tools) was developed focusing on the sustainability of the European producers of machine tools, which 
try to increase the competitiveness based on quality, value for money and low environmental impact. PROLIMA Sustainable 
Machine Tool Design Methodology (SMTD
M
) aims to provide a global methodology for sustainable design, manufacturing, 
operation and maintenance considering the economical, environmental and social issues. 
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Figure 1. PROLIMA concept 
 
PROLIMA‟s core is their Decision Support System (DSS) which integrates the information of the Life Cycle Cost (LCC) 
tool and the Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) tool, together with Social aspects (safety, ergonomics, aesthetics, usability, …) and 
functional aspects (productivity, precision, cost per piece, etc). Requirements models can be customized to each kind of 
product according the characteristics of the manufacturer and the customer. As an example, Machine Tool Sustainability Index 
(MTSI) was developed for machine tool sector. According to these models, designers can evaluate the Sustainability Index of 
different configurations from early design stages, when most of critical decisions are made and main costs are committed. 
Using an appropriate methodology supported by useful tools give the pragmatic guidance to choose the best ecodesign 
considering manifold points of view over the product life span. 
3 SUSTAINABLE E-MAINTENANCE PLATFORM 
The integration of novel joint LCA/LCC/RAMS analysis tools can be used for simulation and evaluation purposes for the 
new advanced maintenance techniques and technologies. The recently finished EU-funded Integrated Project DYNAMITE 
(Dynamic Decisions in Maintenance) has been to bring together a group of technologies that can be integrated in a structured 
way, yet flexible enough to allow the selection of a particular subset of the technologies. The main idea behind the platform is 
a series of “plug and play” hardware and software components that can be included on demand in any existing use case, 
without a need to remove any legacy system. The growth of wireless communication technology, mobile technology and web 
technology have allowed maintenance strategies to be developed using accurate information collect using sophisticated 
technologies [5,6]. Technological developments in e-maintenance systems, radio-frequency identification (RFID) and personal 
digital assistant (PDA) have proven to satisfy the increasing demand for improved machinery reliability, efficiency and safety 
[7]. Maintenance task selection are now developed by applying a blend of leading-edge communications and sensor technology 
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including Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) and Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) to enhance diagnostic and prognostic 
capabilities [8][9][10].  
The figure below provides a schematic overview of the complete system concept depicted for information and 
communication technologies that summarises the e-platform concept. This view identifies the existence of three layers 
(squared on the right of the figure) with the location of several actors (maintenance and operation operators) with respect to the 
company, and also stating the interoperability of these actors with different technologies. 
Figure 2. An example of ICT structure (Dynamite project) 
The first level corresponds to the machine and identifies sensors and smart tags as associated to this level of interoperation. 
It is also expected that sensors hold temporal information concerning current condition values, with little or no historical 
information attached. The second level corresponds to the production shop floor and identifies two main actors: The personal 
digital assistant (PDA) and the Computer and Maintenance Operational support (CMOpS). It is argued that these can both hold 
temporal information concerning operator activities and input values, and that CMOpS will hold historical records on selected 
condition information. The third level corresponds to headquarters and management staff, where both tactical and strategic 
decisions are made. CMMS as well as maintenance expert agents are located at this level, together with information 
concerning scheduled operations and maintenance strategies [11].  
In this sense, it is important to insist on the distributed nature of the platform, which facilitate the inclusion of new modules 
(i.e. metering devices for energy-efficiency indicators, novel and existing algorithms for EMS decision-support). This 
maintenance operating platform should be also combined innovative energy data Smart Metering systems have been 
developed. This innovative approach to energy metering allows for two-way communication between the utility (supplier or 
DSO -Distribution System Operator-) and the meter. “Smart meters are modern, innovative electronic devices capable of a 
wide range of useful information, enabling the introduction of new energy services. Smart Metering systems consist of several 
different technical components which include the following functions:  
 Accurate measurement of electricity, gas, water or heat usage  
 A data transmission infrastructure  
























































 A consumer-oriented invoice system  
 Local display of energy usage data  
In spite of their applicability, Smart Metering systems have not been widely used within any sector across Europe. This 
lack of usage may be due to the unavailability of low level Energy Management Systems (EMS), capable of monitoring the 
energy consumption, as SCADA-like systems. Current target aims to integrate these Smart systems within the e-platform, 
providing an efficient Operational Management System, including current EMS functionality within a more complete 
manufacturing management system that will 
 Store and analyse data collected by maintenance engineers and equipment operators  (Dynamite technologies) 
 Store energy consumption data and use real time technologies to constantly update cost of energy. This is based 
upon sub-metering equipment installed on key items 
 Provide maintenance tasks via “intelligent software” to maintenance engineers/equipment operators via portable 
devices.   
 Use wireless technologies to update maintenance tasks planned/unplanned and provide energy consumption data  
 Provide management with true cost of maintenance including energy cost and cost of spare parts, etc. 
This software will help industry to monitor, manage and optimize their energy usage for maximum efficiency and cost 
savings. In addition the software would include reporting and analysis tools that evaluate the energy use patterns of all 
processes and pinpoint areas for improvement. Finally it would be able to coordinate electricity costs to provide a true cost. 
And with LCA/LCC analysis tools we will evaluate the best strategy for the sustainable and cost-effective manufacturing plant. 
4 CONCLUSIONS 
The need of developing sustainable strategies by taking advantage of e-platforms bringing advanced maintenance 
management solutions has been addressed. New factors as safety or environment issues are gaining weigth in maintenance 
systems. Condition monitoring may extend the control focus to all areas where maintenance performance losses occur and 
therefore support the development of sustainable maintenance strategies related to direct economical cost but also to indirect 
costs such as energy efficiency or material waste. The paper also shows an e-platform based on current maintenance 
technologies already developed, together with strategies to select the most cost-efficient path in the search for a maintenance 
„excellence‟ strategy. The consequence is the possibility to bring forward and to integrate the latest e-maintenance technologies 
into efficient EMS (Energy management Systems) that can benefit of the joint management of maintenance and energy 
efficiency aspects within manufacturing industries. This approach relates to energy efficiency as a principled way to advance 
in sustainability, through specific energy-efficiency indicators and operating systems (i.e. integration of sensors and decision-
making algorithms) that stresses the importance of energy-efficient optimization in manufacturing. 
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Abstract: The goal of this paper is to define a data model for configuration management and 
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1. THE CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT 
Configuration management (CM) is the process to identify 
the physical and functional characteristics of a configuration 
item (CI) during all life cycle (software, firmware or 
hardware), controlling all characteristic changes, recording 
and processing changes reports, and controlling the 
implementation status. 
The configuration management consists of 4 basic functions 
(Buckley 93) (Bounds 93): 
1. Configuration identification: Physical and functional 
characteristic identification of a CI in any phase of 
whole life cycle. It includes a formal CI selection 
and documents conservation of the CI base where all 
the system is identified and defined. 
2. Configuration control: Systematic request, 
justification, evaluation, coordination, approval, or 
disapproval of proposed modifications and the 
implementation of changes in the configuration of 
each CI, as well as in the documentation where is 
identified the configuration of each CI 
3. Configuration status accounting: Recording and 
reporting the implementation of all modifications of 
the configuration and identification documents. 
4. Configuration audit: Asses the compliance of the CI 
with the configuration identification 
The core purpose of CM is to allow for better decision 
making, on products, projects and programs, in order to 
control changes through the creation and maintenance of 
documentation and products with the ability to reference this 
data at any time. 
In this context, Configuration management leads to a more 
effective maintenance. For example, it is possible to have a 
better traceability of equipment, having in mind all the 
changes that the equipment has; improve maintenance 
logistics knowing the actual configuration of an asset; or 
comparing between two machines configuration to select the 
best one for the company. 
The CM is mainly supported by the data model employed. 
There are several standards for configuration management o 
maintenance performance, but not any previous work has 
been carried out trying to integrate a configuration 
management data model in the field of maintenance. For this 
reason we have considered the need to define a data model in 
a broad way, taking into account aspects related to 
maintenance performance, logistics, costs, condition and 
reliability, join to configuration identification and control. 
2. STANDARDS REVIEW 
Having in mind this definition, current standards, norms and 
guides, applications or products of different sectors, patents, 
and benchmark companies and universities have been studied 
to define a data model for configuration management as a 
support for operation and maintenance. 
A set of different standards covering full life cycle spectrum 
were reviewed and used. The standards and guidelines 
considered are listed in Table 1.  
2.1  ISO 10303 Standard for Exchange of Product model 
data (STEP) 
STEP is a standard which deals with product structure, 
geometry and part-related information (Rachuri 2006). It is 
quite complex and composed by many parts. It has been 
approved as an international set of standards since 1994. The 
 
 
     
 
main drawback of STEP is that manufacturers and software 
developers perceive it as an expensive solution, despite it has 
been proven to save efficiencies in time, material and staff. 
Table 1. Summary of standards related to CM and 
maintenance 
Standard Description Data model 
ISO 10303 Data standard 
for a product 
model 
Guides for product data, 
geometry, part-related 
information 




Guides for product, 
physical and functional 
system architecture 













a general way 





the activities of 
Operation & 
Maintenance 
XML schemas and a 
data base for supporting 
maintenance, condition 







XML schemas and a 
database supporting 
information types as 
descriptive, procedural, 
maintenance schedules, 
fault isolation and 
crew/operators  
PAS 55 British standard 
for asset 
management 
Guides for resources 
managemet, cost-benefit 
analyisis, risks and life 
cycle. 
IEC 60300 Dependability 
management 
and life cycle 
costing 
Guides for 
Dependability and Life 
Cycle Costing 
2.2 GEIA 927 Common data schema for complex systems 
The Government Electronics & Information Technology 
Association (GEIA) is an ANSI standard which supports its 
electronic and IT membership. It became a standard in 2006 
and is in continuous improvement. Their main target is to 
provide a unified schema that integrates the best available 
schemas for data representation for modern complex systems 
during their whole life cycle, including next phases: system 
engineering, feasibility assessment, requirement definition, 
domain engineering, system realization, system operation, 
system support, system maintenance and the 
decommissioning of the system (Colson 2006). 
2.3 ANSI/EIA-836 Configuration management data exchange 
and interoperability. 
GEIA launched in 2000 a standardization project in 
partnership with the Department of Defense of U.S.A. and 
several industry participants, whose target was to develop a 
new CM data exchange and interoperability standard (EIA 
2010).  The standard ANSI/EIA-836 was proposed, which 
includes a CM data element dictionary and reference schema, 
and a set of XML schemas and templates (eXtensible Markup 
Language) for CM business objects. The usage of XML 
enables easy interoperability or data exchange among 
different systems. 
2.4 ANSI/EIA-649National consensus standard for 
configuration management. 
The target of standard ANSI/EIA-649 is to provide CM 
principles that are applicable o a broad range of different 
industries. This standard describes the functions and 
principles of CM in a neutral terminology for use with any 
product line. The standard describes next functions: CM 
planning, configuration identification, configuration change 
management, configuration status accounting, and 
configuration verification (EIA 2011). 
2.5 MIMOSA standards 
MIMOSA standards (Machinery Information Management 
Open Systems Alliance) allow the collaboration in the asset 
life cycle management, in commercial and military 
applications. We could affirm that they enables an e-
maintenance infrastructure, that is, a network which 
integrates and synchronize different applications in 
maintenance and reliability for compiling and distributing 
asset information, what you need, when you need.  One of 
main benefits of these open standards is that allow access to 
several information types.  
OSA-CBM standard (Open System Architecture for 
Condition-Based Maintenance) is an architecture for 
monitoring and diagnosing assets. It integrates all CBM 
process, from data acquisition to decision support. OSA-
CBM defines 6 functional blocks for CBM systems (Data 
Acquisition, Data Manipulation, Condition Monitoring, 
Health Assessment, Prognostics and Decision Making) and 
the interfaces among these blocks. 
OSA-CBM is based on OSA-EAI specifications, using CRIS 
as core infrastructure (Common Relational Information 
Schema). CRIS model represents a static data view produced 
by a CBM system. It allow communication among diagnosis, 
health and prognostics, maintenance model, work orders, 
providing the required framework for storing reliability 
information, CRIS is adapted to XML. 
 
 
     
 
Due to the existence of lot asset management systems, the 
integration process can be very difficult since they have their 
own interfaces for data exchange. For this reason, OSA-EAI 
standard (Open System Architecture for Enterprise 
Application Integration) was developed by MIMOSA in 
order to provide a standard for interoperability in asset 
management (Mathew 2009). OSA-EAI is a open standard 
for data exchange in different key areas inside the asset 
management, like identifications, task managements, setting 
diagnosis and prediction, vibration and acoustic data, 
lubrication, fluids  and gases, thermography and reliability 
information. The interfaces among these areas are defined 
through XML schemas. Comparing to OSA-CBM, OSA-EAI 
provides the data architecture for storing data, that is, a 
database. 
2.6 ASD/AIA-S1000D 
S1000D is an international specification for technical 
publications, developed by the European Association of 
Aerospace Industries (AECMA).  The employment of this 
standard should handle a wide range of information types 
such as descriptive, procedural, maintenance, schedules, fault 
isolation, and crew/operators. It used international standards 
as Standard Generalized Markup Language, XML and 
Computer Graphics Metafile for the production and use of 
electronic information. 
S1000D has been defined in a modular approach, defining 
data module as a “self contained unit of data” and having 2 
main sections: one containing required data by the user 
(content section) and the other one containing metadata 
needed for controlling the module and configuration 
(identification and status section). Any shared information is 
stored once in a database and a used many times in different 
context by means if an identification code for the module. 
2.7 PAS 55 
The Publicly Available Specification (PAS) was published in 
2004 in response to growing demand of industry of an asset 
management standard (Bsi 2008). It provides a definition of 
28 specifications to implement and audit an integrated and 
optimized system taking into account the whole life cycle of 
physical assets. 
Asset Management is defined as “systematic and coordinated 
activities and practices through which an organization 
optimally and sustainably manages its assets and asset 
systems, their associated performance, risks and expenditures 
over their life cycles for the purpose of achieving its 
organizational strategic plan”. 
A management system is the way that practices of a company 
are specified and controlled with the aim of enabling 
organizational plans, based normally in the quality cycle 
(Plan, Do, Check and Act). 
BSI PAS 55:2008 establishes how, in an audible way, 
corporate management plans are obtained, aligning policies, 
strategies, objectives and finally plans with specific actions 
for people with the required competencies, responsibilities 
and authority. This way the asset management system is a 
mechanism to assure that total planning during whole life 
cycle, risk management, cost/benefit, customer approach, 
sustainability, etc. principles are implemented in day-to-day 
work. 
2.7 IEC 60300 
The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) is a 
worldwide organization for standardization. The object of 
IEC is to promote international co-operation on all questions 
concerning standardization in the electrical and electronic 
fields (IEC 2004).  
IEC 60300 Deals with dependability performance issues 
including availability performance, reliability performance, 
maintainability performance, and maintenance support 
performance. In particular, IEC 60300-3 Section 3 is an 
application guide for life cycle costing. It explains the 
purpose and value of LCC and outlines the general 
approaches involved. Moreover, it identifies typical LCC 
elements to facilitate project and program planning.  
3. DATA MODEL  
Once all standards were reviewed, the next step was to study 
how they could be combined to obtain an easier way of 
working with them. In this way, the solution is a data model 
based on the standards and structured in 9 layers according to 
different views of the asset: 
• Configuration identification: Physical or functional 
identification of the hardware or software in whole 
life cycle. 
• Record of asset changes: Modification recording of 
the asset configuration 
• Location: Asset location related information 
• Maintenance performance: Sequence of steps to 
complete a maintenance task. 
• Maintenance Logistic: Tools, materials and staff to 
complete maintenance tasks and their location. 
• Maintenance policy: Asset applied maintenance 
policy or strategy. Corrective, preventive, predictive 
and related information. 
• Costs: Maintenance, reparation and spare parts costs 
related information. 
• Condition: Asset health condition, health prediction, 
sensing, measurements and inspections. 
• Reliability: Historic data of completed maintenance 
tasks, design reliability data, and failures.  
Before defining the content of every layer, has been selected 
the standard associated to them, as detailed in Table 2. 
 
 
     
 
Table 2. Data layers and related standards 
Data layer Norms /Standards 









Location MIMOSA OSA-EAI 
Maintenance performance ASD/AIA-S1000D 
 MIMOSA OSA-EAI 
Maintenance Logistic ASD/AIA-S1000D 
MIMOSA OSA-EAI 




Costs PAS 55 
IEC 60300 




MIMOSA OSA-EAI is assigned in most of data layers, 
making it the most suitable standard in a wide perspective. In 
this sense, could be coherent to select OSA-EAI as our 
standard for configuration management and maintenance data 
model. But this selection has several inconveniences. First, it 
is focused more in the communication between different 
applications than integration different types of data in a 
unique data model. For this reason, this database is composed 
by hundreds of tables, making it difficult to use and keeps up 
to date. Moreover, OSA-EAI does support neither 
configuration management nor life cycle costs.  
Taking into account that, OSA-EAI can be used as a starting 
point in our data model, but requiring a simplification to be 
more operative, and an integration of other standards 
covering their gaps. 
Therefore, our first data model is composed by the 
conjunction of 3 standards: 
• MIMOSA OSA-EAI: selected standard for 
configuration identification, asset location, 
maintenance performance, logistic and policy, 
condition and reliability. 
• EIA-836: Selected standard for recording the asset 
changes. This standard also provides a database 
definition, making easier their integration with 
OSA-EAI. 
• IEC 60300: standard providing a cost model based 
on Life Cycle Costing  
4. APPLYING THE DATA MODEL AND RESTRICTIONS 
FOUND 
Applying this schema in a bus fleet company, data model 
features are reviewed, and some none easily and universally 
solvable restrictions appear for the different data models. 
When our data model has been applied in the use case, the 
main objective was to have an easier information 
management and treatment, instead of having a “perfect” 
model. Starting from these restrictions, and with a practical 
view of the tests, the data model has been adjusted, in order 
to obtain a new conceptual model, more agile for future 
system users, and as a consequence it will be less costly to 
maintain.  
On the one hand, 3 layers, maintenance performance, policies 
and logistics have been integrated in a unique layer due to the 
relative simplicity of logistics and policies layers. On the 
other hand, several object definitions has been removed from 
our data model for not proving any relevant information, and 
others has been classes are grouped or converted into other 
object associated parameters. In Table 3 is detailed the 
changes performed in the new 7 layers. 
Table 3. Changes performed to data model 
Data layer Changes performed 
Configuration  Class elimination  of  Database in 
OSA-EAI 
Historic of redesigns Structure simplification of  EIA-
836B:. Class conversion to 
properties: Date, Authorized by, 
Description, Modification 
description, conducted tests. 
Location OSA-EAI  standard: Modifications 
in the definition of the position class 




OSA-EAI distinguishes between 
events of Assets and Segments. 
Structure simplification, without the 
duplicity. Class “Audit” elimination 
Costs No restrictions 
Condition OSA-EAI condition structure 
assigned to Segment. Modifications 
in the structure, more flexible for 
Assets and Segments 
Reliability OSA-EAI has duplicity in the 
structure for Assets and Segments. 
Structure simplification and 
removal. 
 
4. FINAL DATA MODEL 
Finally, a conceptual data model is defined with the required 
changes to avoid the described restrictions for future system 
users.  In Table 4 is summarised the new conceptual data 





     
 
Table 4. Final data model 
Data layer Description Objects 






whole  life 
cycle 
















Location Asset location 
related 
information 














































































The usage of this data model enables several functionalities, 
compared to a usual CMMS: 
• Efficient management of configuration, without 
duplicities. 
• Traceability of changes performed in the asset. 
• Asset changing the asset which belongs to (e.g. 
dismantling). 
• Asset location, that is, current site where the asset is 
located. 
• Configuration linked to work orders. 
• Asset costs during their life cycle. 
• Costs at Maintenance operation level. 
• Set up of parameters defining the preventive period. 
• Configuration management along with reliability 




Taking into account the basic functions of the configuration 
management (identification, control, status and audit), the 
research was focused on the identification phase with a big 
effort in the standard review. 
There are different standards which solved configuration 
management issues, but it is important to prioritize the 
usefulness of these guidelines for maintenance and logistics 
of the transport sector. Configuration standards were 
reviewed and classified.  
It is essential to have a good definition of the data model, 
with several information layers for configuration 
management, thus it is possible to work in a scalable and 
coordinated manner. 9 information layers were defined 
dealing with “Assets” as the central core of the information. 
Information layers are related to operation and maintenance 
planning, as well as to cost analysis.  
A real configuration and maintenance management use case 
was employed to establish deficiencies and then evaluate the 
applicability of our data model based in the standards. In 
general terms there are too many classes in all layers. 
Conceptually the data model is correct, but class excess 
 
 
     
 
requires a complex and expensive conservation of 
information management. 
The definition of this data model will enable a more effective 
maintenance through a better traceability of equipment, also 
improving maintenance logistics, knowing the actual 
configuration of an asset, or enabling comparisons between 
several machines configuration. 
Next steps will be continuing working in the conceptual data 
model, in addition to the physic aspect of the data acquisition 
in line with the model.  
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The landscape of maintenance and asset management has been reshaped as key technology enablers are making 
a significant impact on every day applications. The growing maturing of web-based and semantic maintenance, 
the ubiquity of mobile and situated computing and the lowered costs and increased capabilities of wireless sens-
ing and identification technologies are among the enabling technologies having the most significant impact. 
They are recognised as the key constituents of e-Maintenance, the technological framework that empowers or-
ganisations to streamline their asset management services and data delivery across the maintenance operations 
chain. This paper takes a look at these key contributing technologies, alongside their adoption prospects and cur-
rent hurdles preventing the wider penetration of e-Maintenance in industry.  
1. INTRODUCTION 
During recent years, e-maintenance has become more and more popular. The rapid penetration of web-based, mobile and 
wireless technologies in enterprise operations, alongside shrinking costs and increasing capacity of hardware, is changing the 
landscape of maintenance practice. At the same time the manufacturers of machinery are strategically moving towards devel-
oping service business for taking care of their products throughout the entire life cycle of the equipment [1, 2]. In order to be 
able to do this the manufacturers need tools for taking care of the machinery in a profitable and reliable way and this is where 
e-maintenance comes to the picture. E-maintenance can be considered a technology where information is provided where it is 
needed and maintenance is a task that is about information when done in an effective way. In modern maintenance scenarios 
the actions are carried out at optimal timing before breakage and are based on need not on calendar. In recent years quite a lot 
of research has taken place covering various aspects of e-maintenance. The EU FP6 funded Dynamite project (Dynamic Deci-
sions in Maintenance, IP017498) developed and tested a set of methodologies and tools to support the e-maintenance process-
es. The results of Dynamite are summarized in the recently published book on E-Maintenance [2].  The technological devel-
opments included smart tags, sensors, signal analysis, smart decision support, portable computing devices, maintenance web-
services, common database schemas, diagnosis, prognosis, as well as financial cost-efficiency assessment. It has been argued 
that such technological advancements are likely to provide a boost to modern industries in their pursuit of upgrading their 
overall efficiency in managing their assets [3, 4]. 
This paper tries to take this issue a little further and thus in the following paragraphs the future development of some of the 
key areas of e-maintenance are discussed and such aspects as identification technologies, wireless sensors, mobile devices, 
Internet, distributed computing, use of Internet and data, and diagnosis & prognosis technologies.  
2. WIRELESS SENSING AND IDENTIFICATION 
Industry employs condition monitoring systems which are now rapidly adopt technology innovations. The most significant 
upgrades in the technical infrastructure of condition monitoring systems are related to their increased computational capacity 
and the increased versatility offered by the incorporation of different wireless protocols, as advanced mini and micro-scale 
components and RF are integrated within sensor boards. This empowers the sensing end of the condition monitoring system to 
offer increased computational and connectivity support, making it easier to integrate supporting logic and tools, such as novel-
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ty detection, diagnostics & prognostics, as well as enhancements in computerised maintenance management systems and re-
mote services.  
Wireless sensor networks offer easy and customizable deployment of several sophisticated agents of small form-factor, 
making them suitable for wireless condition monitoring with sensor-embedded intelligence [5, 6]. These monitoring units can 
act as agents, capable of hosting automated computational and data storing operations that scale from filtering and pre-
processing, to novelty detection and diagnostics. This has brought about a growing wave of in the manufacturing area, wherein 
more scalable installations of wireless condition monitoring systems begin to co-exist alongside their wired counterparts [7]. 
Based on wireless condition monitoring components and systems, maintenance service providers are now not limited to em-
ploying static monitoring infrastructures and solutions. Condition monitoring data and services can now become ubiquitously 
available to technical staff, via mobile and handheld devices, or remotely via the web, coupling to services residing directly in 
the sensing infrastructure. Increasingly, wireless condition monitoring is making headways to industrial practice, primarily in 
the area of (SHM) [8] and equipment or process monitoring [9].  
The flexibility offered by wireless condition monitoring allows a multitude of customisable readings to be taking from 
measurement points, while simultaneously executing data-processing routines and algorithms at the sensor node level, or col-
lectively, by a cluster of sensing nodes. The capacity to host such data-processing services at the sensor node or the wireless 
sensor network level has a direct impact on the nature of the monitored asset itself, embedding an increasing level of self-
aware operation [10].  
Alongside wireless sensing, asset identification is enabled by the usage of auto-identification technology, such as RFID and 
image tags. RFID usage upgrades the asset capability to store limited information locally, facilitating on-site information data 
storage and retrieval. Among the initial beneficiaries of RFID adoption was supply chain management [11]. With increased 
interoperability offered and strengthened by the adoption of electronic product control (EPC) standards, RFIDs have emerged 
as a natural link between the physical and the IT world, supporting the concept of the self-serving asset[12]. Integrating asset 
identification with wireless sensing offers a strong drive to contextualise maintenance data and services delivery, e.g. sensor 
readings are linked to a specific asset, which in turn operates under certain conditions and work load [13].  
An emerging trend is related to merging sensing with asset identification, such as in Intel’s WISP platform [14], a feature 
particularly relevant to e-maintenance. Furthermore, WISP supports energy efficiency, by adopting self-powering technolo-
gies, typically energy harvesting. A further push for the wider applicability of asset identification technology may be offered 
by tag-printing technology, similar to that of inkjet printing [15], while the potential to integrate in the same production process 
both sensors as well as RFID tags is promising. If the technology push is successful and commercially viable, enterprises will 
be able to produce their own tags to adapt to their ever changing asset management needs, with only limited additional re-
sources and no re-integration costs.  
3. MOBILE DEVICES AND DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING 
With the increasing usage of wireless technologies and smart phones, data related to CM and equipment maintenance can 
become ubiquitously available to personnel, through handheld devices, or on the internet by simply linking to relevant mainte-
nance services, provided by remote servers or by the asset monitoring facilities. This new perspective has created a potential 
new market niche [16]. In fact, Cloud Computing is emerged as a commercial reality, related to both the applications delivered 
as services over the Internet and the hardware and systems software in the datacenters that provide those services [17]. 
Maintenance service providers can offer highly efficient and customizable software solutions. Increased interconnection al-
lows seamless operation, exchanging data between middle and upper level software, such as CMMS or ERP, and various wire-
less sensing and input modules. This is the essence of what has been referred to as Mobile Maintenance Management [18]. In 
this sense, it is possible to use handheld devices, such as PDAs, as well as miniaturized sensor solutions within a more flexible 
and decentralized CM and maintenance management integrated environment [4, 19]. This environment involves the use of 
mobile devices to perform typical maintenance management tasks such as work order management, communication with the 
service centre, asset maintenance tactical planning, reporting work, availability and location, retrieving maintenance history or 
documentation etc. Although most of these services are offered by existing systems such as ERP or CMMS, the industrial user 
would much rather work with a simple device offering a limited but clear set of interaction interfaces to retrieve or entry 
maintenance data. Thus, the user is empowered to become a dynamic mobile actor, operating in a dynamic environment, carry-
ing the capacity to perform maintenance tasks with the support of ubiquitously available maintenance-supporting IT tools [20, 
21]  
With maintenance personnel becoming involved as mobile actors in the asset management process, it has also become im-
portant to seek to tailor the offered services to the exact needs of each actor. These needs depend on the role and function of 
the personnel, but also on the specific circumstances of the maintenance service request. For example, upon receiving a specif-
ic maintenance task order, industrial staff would need to locate the asset on the shop floor, have access to its maintenance his-
tory, retrieve information about spare parts availability, or indeed perform a condition assessment audit with the help of the 
PDA and sensing modules. Tailoring the available services and information availability to the specific demands is a feature 
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that has been sought at a premium and is often referred to as context-aware or situated computing. The notion of context has 
been linked with computing for many years, largely associated with computational linguistics. Since the mid 90’s, there has 
been increasing attention to the role that context might have in adaptive computing. Specifically, the interest focused on how 
computer applications can be adapted to match the requirements or needs of different situations and users. With the prevalence 
of service-oriented computing, adaptation capacity has become synonymous to adapting the offered services and content. Con-
sequently a context-aware maintenance support system is expected to tailor each service to the apparent usage context. This is 
often perceived by users as a capacity to provide ‘intelligent content’ or ‘intelligent services’, often presented through ‘intelli-
gent interfaces’. Yet it is only following the deeper penetration of mobile and wireless technology into maintenance and engi-
neering asset management practice that contextualized computing emerges as a significant element in modern and future 
maintenance management practice.  
The use of augmented and virtual reality is also posing significant issues related to context, as the perceived experience in 
such applications critically depend on the successful user immersion in a contextually relevant situation. The mobile mainte-
nance actor may employ different devices for different services, at different locations and at different times. The actors are 
using the mobile devices in different maintenance task contexts. A typical example is a mobile actor employing a PDA in rela-
tion to a CM task. The PDA can be employed in tandem with an identification scheme, such as a localization technique or 
radio frequency ID (RFID) tag, to identify the monitored asset and obtain a better understanding of the task in hand. The PDA 
can be employed to support diagnosis and prognosis. This implies higher demands in data availability and CPU power, not yet 
readily available in industrial PDAs. Part of the processing can be undertaken by smart sensor solutions, delegating some of the 
CM tasks to the lowest possible processing level, the machine level. The developed solution must strike the right balance be-
tween local processing and information exchange between devices, implying trade-offs between energy efficiency, processing 
capacity and the quality of the maintenance decision support process. In the future, additional support may become available 
through more extensive use of virtual and augmented reality solutions, which can help to ‘immerse’ the mobile actor in almost-
real life scenarios and 3D machinery models, providing more practical on-site. However, these solutions are still in their infan-
cy and not widely available in current industry. 
4. INTERNET AND DATA 
The internet is considered as a disruptive technology because of its impact in the world and business, enabling a distributed 
communication and data storage, in synergy with other communication technologies. For maintenance purposes the internet 
has been crucial in the maintenance concept, along with web services, which are becoming a fundamental technology for per-
forming e-maintenance. Web services allow the central processes in e-maintenance through the existence of distributed ser-
vices to perform information analysis, management, order execution, even data capture. Computers attached to the internet are 
able to interchange messages through web services, since the HTTP port used by web services is always open, even in the most 
restrictive firewall configurations. Furthermore, the semantic web is a world-wide project which intends to create a universal 
medium for information exchange by giving meaning (semantics) to the content of documents on the web, so that they are 
understandable by machines. The semantic web provides the required data in real time, supported by web services, in a future 
e-maintenance scenario [22, 23]. Nevertheless, the adoption of this new architecture is a slow process for different reasons. 
Usually companies have a lot of information in paper format, and it is not always easy to make changes in the company cul-
ture. Also the adoption of a standard for data format is required, that would support products through their life cycle and the 
integration of different technologies. The communication among distributed components needs a protocol, but the complexity 
makes the management of data a key issue, that should be managed in a centralised way.  
The MIMOSA organisation has been dedicated to developing and encouraging the adoption of open information standards 
for Operations and Maintenance in manufacturing, fleet, and facility environments for some decades. MIMOSA provides the 
standard OSA-CBM (Open Systems Architecture for Condition Based Maintenance), for information acquisition processes, 
developed to support interoperability through different CBM components. The standard OSA-EAI (Open Systems Architecture 
for Enterprise Application Integration), also provided by MIMOSA and complementary to OSA-CBM, was created to solve 
the problem of integrating different applications. OSA-EAI is essentially a large database composed of hundreds of tables. The 
MIMOSA definition covers different issues related to measurements, condition monitoring, diagnosis, prognosis and manage-
ment of maintenance work orders. However, the main drawback is the adoption of OSA-EAI in companies, which may be a 
difficult step if relational data-bases are not familiar. OSA-EAI is well documented and is quite easy to download and install, 
but it is not an easy step to start using a database in a logical way. Actually the installation requires higher level effort in dis-
cussing how OSA-EAI should be used in order it to be an effective tool. But one must ask if this is a hopeless route, since it is 
necessary to understand 100,000 items in a standard simply for definition of concepts. Another problem is to keep the database 
up to date. The semantic data ultimately has a low level definition, which offers many degrees of freedom. In order to provide 
interoperability among components and software, more effort is needed to provide a useful and easy way to interchange data. 
Another very important set of standards is not related to specific task modelling, but instead to facilitate data integration among 
different tasks.  
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5. DIAGNOSIS AND PROGNOSIS 
The multi-signal analysis and management is a challenge, that is, how to manage the data so that it is available for analysis 
and data from several sources can be integrated and also saved for later use for supporting the diagnosis and prognosis task.  
Usually data is stored in hardware specific format even though MIMOSA aims for a common definition of data format, since 
several hardware solutions can support different analysis tools. 
 The transformation of maintenance strategy, and the escalation in the number of sensors and condition monitoring, will 
lead to pronounced need for automatic diagnosis, which also means that a massive leap forward has to be taken. The status of 
automatic diagnosis is still low in industry. For example, few consistent solutions are used in condition monitoring of rotating 
machinery, even though a lot of research has taken place in this field. It would seem that in many cases the researchers have 
not had a wide enough view of the problem they have tried to solve. There are several studies about classification using e.g. 
neural networks and consequently a great number of solutions have been developed which work in the laboratory with the type 
of data they have been trained with, but not in the field (see e.g. [24]). It would certainly seem that many researchers are naive 
if they assume that an ingenious classifier can solve the problem outright. The right kind of sensing of a physical phenomenon, 
and appropriate signal analysis, are essential – poor quality data will offer little chance of reliable classification. Many corpora-
tions are moving towards the provision of services for the machinery they produce, and much data will become accessible to 
support the condition monitoring task.  Improved understanding of wear models for machines will especially help in the com-
puterisation of diagnosis. It is predictable that more process data will be accessible; simulations will be available and they 
make available supplementary information to support diagnosis and prognosis. When the improvement of signal analysis tech-
niques is taken into account, the automatic diagnosis of the condition of machinery components can be anticipated to take a big 
step forward, and become more available for many kinds of components. 
 Additionally the prognosis of failure development of components suffering from wear as a function of loading will become 
possible on a level that supports the introduction of CBM. Due to the difficulty of diagnosis and prognosis of rotating machin-
ery, data mining and classification techniques as such do not really give a lot of support, but they will be very beneficial in 
handling spare parts, and reserving resources, based on more statistical than physical modelling. The ordering of spare parts 
and their administration will become semi-automatic. It is natural to start from the less costly parts that are used in numbers 
and then in time go to the more expensive and rare parts, where a human inspection process will probably be used for quite a 
long time in the future. Modern e-maintenance solutions could already carry out all the ordering and work force supervision 
automatically, but the potential for errors, e.g. sending out the wrong orders for parts and works is restricting this development. 
However, this process will naturally go further as more experience is gained from semi-automatic solutions.  
 
Figure 1. Correlation between OSA-CBM and ISO activity level (ISO 13374) 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
During the last decade we have seen the progress of e-maintenance techniques. The key elements are the widespread use of 
Internet and quick progress of sensors and processing power. The use of e-maintenance at the moment still is at low level com-
pared to the enormous potential  but particularly inspired by the modifications of strategy of manufacturing industries towards 
the competence of providing services throughout the life time of the equipment they have manufactured will present a great 
increase in this technology. This step forward will be reinforced and supported by the hardware development but the most vital 
factor is the obtainability and usability of new data that can support diagnosis and prognosis and aid to raise them to a level 
that is of real assistance for the maintenance technicians. The advance of new signal analysis techniques joint with simulation 
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models can be the aspect that truly means a breakthrough in prognosis of the life time of components of machinery and conse-
quently real proactive CBM will be empowered. Many of the technologies are offered already now and their introduction could 
be straightforwardly vindicated economically but obviously it will take some time prior all the offered opportunities will be 
taken into use but naturally the accomplishment stories of those in the forefront will boost the adaption of new technologies in 
greater numbers. 
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Abstract: The main objective of maintenance is to increase equipment lifetime while keeping the 
efficiency and reliability of the systems in operation. However, the definition of the preventive maintenance 
tasks is not an easy problem to solve, since in many cases tasks performed on assets can be redundant, not 
required and it is then difficult to define cost-effective maintenance plans. Therefore, a more accurate 
definition of plans is needed to reduce maintenance costs, where different optimization algorithms can be 
used. Taking a single one-stage approach could serve to find an optimal solution depending of the use case, 
but a unique algorithm does not find reliable results in a generic way. This paper presents an algorithm to 
solve this combinatorial optimization problem, using a multi-stage approach with 4 different algorithms. 
The experimentation shows that this novel approach obtains better results than the use of the individual 
optimization algorithms. 
Keywords: Preventive maintenance, optimization algorithms, planning 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Maintenance research and development is gaining importance 
worldwide because of the irruption of technologies that enable 
advanced maintenance solutions (e.g. predictive maintenance). 
Another factor is the increasing relevance of maintenance 
activities as a factor to enlarge product life-cycle and to reduce 
wastes and energy expenditures due to recovery and 
manufacturing activities (Takata et al 2004) 
Maintenance management involves different concepts and 
activities (Garg & Deshmukh 2006): Part of the literature deals 
with (a) development and selection of optimum maintenance 
strategies (Bevilacqua 2000) (Christer 1999) (Gilabert 2015) 
(Koren 2002) (Scarf 1997); other major areas of research 
describe (b) the modelling and programming of the machine 
maintenance (Duffuaa 1999) and (c) the theory of reliability, 
replacement and the determination of frequency of inspection 
(Jardine 2001). Finally, other researchers concentrate on (d) 
simulations to measure a maintenance system (Banks 2005) 
(Barros 2003).  
In this paper our objective is to focus on a problem related to 
maintenance strategies that is scarcely tackled so far in 
literature: It is related to the development of standardized 
maintenance plans related to PM tasks, in complex 
maintenance scenarios with different fleet characteristics as 
well as maintenance resources. These scenarios appear in areas 
such as fleet transport systems (buses, trains), infrastructures, 
or elevators. Here, Preventive Maintenance (PM) tasks should 
be identified and developed to manage the failure. PMs are 
value-added tasks conducted using the least labour, downtime 
and materials to complete the tasks. Therefore, fleet 
maintenance requires standardized job plans. And the 
definition of plans concerning the PM tasks to be done by 
maintenance crew is a crucial problem prior to resource 
planning.  
The development of these plans is not trivial. Product 
maintenance specifications can include up to one hundred 
different actions, to be executed with different frequencies, 
and with some differences depending of product versions. On 
the other hand, not all maintenance crew is able to execute all 
actions (some of them may be better reserved to senior 
specialists) and there may be even different contracts 
regarding the frequency of inspections depending on the SLA 
(service level of agreement contracted) or the country 
legislation, to name only some examples.  
These characteristics fits as a challenge for automated 
decision-making trough expert optimization models. Decision 
making tools help users to improve the ability of solving 
problems and the capabilities of production systems (Hastak 
1994) (Medina-Oliva 2015) (Molenaar 2001). Techniques and 
applications used are very diverse, such as artificial 
intelligence and expert systems, database queries, or genetic 
algorithms (McIntyre 1998) (Ripen 2005). The traditional 
definition of decision making systems is as follows: a 
computer or computer environment to assist people in making 
decisions (Molenaar 2001). These systems do not usually give 
a direct solution of the problem but help the user to add value 
to the system output when deciding. 
Optimization is also linked to decision-making, minimizing 
the maintenance costs or the ecological impact (Jiang et al 
2018). In this case, the standardization of maintenance plans 
cannot be solved usually by accurate optimization algorithms, 
 
 
     
 
which are those that guarantee finding an optimal solution. 
What disables the application of accurate optimization 
algorithms to these problems is the computation time. This fact 
has a consequence in the scientific community: it is the born 
of meta-heuristics techniques. Despite not finding the optimal 
solution, these techniques ensure that there is a good solution 
with the advantage that this search could be carried out in a 
reasonable execution time. Therefore, depending on the needs, 
there can be multiple optimization criteria simultaneously. It is 
possible to have different optimization systems or include 
commitments for calculations with partially connected criteria. 
2. THE PROBLEM OF MAINTENANCE PLANS 
Usually the maintenance companies define maintenance plans 
as a set of multiple tasks of short duration. For instance, in case 
of a car could be (a) check tire pressure, (b) change oil and 
filters and several other tasks with a pre-defined duration and 
frequency. The definition and realization of these tasks depend 
directly on the configuration of the assets, while the 
corresponding legislations must be applied. Therefore, 
theoretically it would be best to define a different maintenance 
plan for each specific asset. Reality tells us that this is 
unfeasible, since the operators in charge of carrying out 
maintenance tasks cannot have a specific plan for each asset 
they work on, being more efficient to define a single plan (or 
a reduced set of plans) so that the operator performs them 
efficiently. 
For this reason, maintenance plans must be standardized for all 
assets in a system, even if this implies the execution of tasks 
that are not strictly necessary on certain assets. Some 
maintenance factors or policies have an influence and must be 
considered when making the definition of the plans. These 
considerations suppose a problem of combinatorial 
optimization. The optimization problem must take into 
account the following factors, considering that it applies to a 
set of assets of a similar nature: 
- Each asset has a set of tasks to execute depending on its 
configuration. 
- Each task has a minimum frequency of realization, defined 
in times/year. This frequency depends on different 
legislations, safety criteria or customer requests. 
- The asset belongs to a client, that depending on the contract 
can have certain additional tasks (e.g. cleaning) or tasks that 
are made more frequently. 
- The tasks to be executed on an asset are grouped in different 
plans, due to their different frequency requirements. 
- The maintenance of an asset requires N plans carried out in V 
visits and by a certain operator skill. Obtaining the number of 
visits associated with each plan is another optimization 
problem. 
- Some tasks can be done by several operator profiles: its own 
required profile or an upper one. 
- It should be possible to establish a maximum plan duration. 
- A balance parameter can be set, defined as the maximum 
difference of minutes between plans. The maintenance 
company is not interested in having very unbalanced plans, 
because a later planning of the fleet will be much more 
complex. 
The optimization methods addressed to tackle this problem 
that appears in literature are varied: Some of the optimization 
criteria are related to smoothing the preventive maintenance 
work load of the crew (Ben-Daya 2009), other related to short-
term (Dedopoulos 1995) and long term (Garg 2006) 
scheduling of planned maintenance work. Multi-stage 
optimization has been also used in maintenance for 
determining periodic inspections (Phan & Zhu 2015). Instead, 
this paper is centred in optimizing the group of tasks to be done 
by the maintenance crew in a fleet, taking into account that 
having too much different task plans could be difficult to be 
managed by the staff. 
3. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
The algorithm defined to solve the proposed problem, consists 
of solving 2 optimization problems: 
P1: Input data only provides the total number of plans and 
visits related to the asset, so it is needed to find the best 
combination between plans and visits. For instance, the 
requirements could be 2 plans in 6 visits, and the algorithm 
must give as a result that Plan 1 should be done in 2 visits and 
Plan 2 in 4 visits (or maybe other combination as 1-5 or 3-3). 
P2: To find the best standardization of tasks in the plans/visits 
to perform, according to the input requirements. 
Figure 1 depicts the algorithm architecture used in the multi-
stage optimization. 
 
Fig. 1. Multi-stage optimization algorithm architecture. 
 
 
     
 
In the following subsections each step of the algorithm is 
briefly explained. 
3.1 Input Requirements 
During the first step the input information must be provided to 
perform the optimization. In detail: 
- Main asset configuration. The concept of a plan 
standardization is not to provide the specific 
configuration, but it should be defined in an upper level 
(e.g. in case of cars, they could be gas or diesel, involving 
different maintenance tasks). 
- Country legislation. 
- Client contract type. 
- Operator profiles. For instance, Basic and Expert. 
- For each operator profile, number of plans and total visits. 
- Maximum duration of plan in minutes. 
- Maximum difference among plan durations in minutes 
(B). 
3.2 Baseline data 
According to the previous input requirement, the baseline data 
is obtained. This data consists on a set of tasks and their 
compulsory visits for each task. The Optimal Time is defined 
as the sum of these task durations multiplied by their visits. 
This Optimal Time will be used for validation purposes. 




where m is the total number of tasks, ti is the duration of the 
task and vi the minimum number of visits of ti. 
3.3 Plans & Visits 
As introduced before, obtaining the number of visits associated 
with each plan is another optimization problem. The 
maintenance of an asset requires N plans carried out in V visits 
and by a certain operator skill. This is calculated by another 
instance of the multi-stage optimization algorithm, detailed in 
the next point. However, this execution is performed in a small 
number of iterations (< 10).  
The target of this step consists in selecting the most 
appropriate plans/visits relation so that the search is more 
limited, and the search algorithm starts from a defined 
configuration. The step in this process starts with the 
calculation of all possible combinations of visits and plans by 
operator profiles. For example, for an expert profile, 3 plans 
and 6 visits (Expert-3-6), the number of visits of each plan 
could be: 1-1-4; 1-2-3; 2-2-2. For each possible combination, 
the multi-stage algorithm with 10 iterations is executed. The 
best result obtained (E.g. 1-2-3), is the configuration used in 
the next step. 
3.4 Multi-stage Optimization 
In this step, the tasks are distributed in the maintenance plans, 
which have previously been assigned a certain number of 
visits. This process is done in 4 different algorithms, obtaining 
as a result the best plan provided after the execution of: (1) 
Rules procedure minimizing time, (2) Rules procedure 
balancing plans, (3) Greedy algorithm minimizing time, (4) 
Greedy algorithm balancing plans. The evaluation criterion is 
defined as the difference between the Total Time and the 
Optimal Time calculated in the previous step. At the same 
time, 2 different objectives are managed: 
- The minimization of the total time required to perform the 
plan on the asset, that is, the sum of all tasks in visits, in every 
plan.  






where n is the number of plans, m the number of tasks related 
to plan i, tj the duration of task j, and v the number of visits of 
plan i. 
- The minimization among the differences in duration of plans 
(maximum balance) 
min ((max𝑖 ∑ 𝑡𝑗𝑣𝑖
𝑗=𝑚
𝑗=1




3.4.1 Rules Procedures 
This first procedure follows this sequence: 
- Tasks are ordered from largest to smallest duration. 
- Sequentially, each task is assigned to a plan, using this 
algorithm: 
o Selection of possible candidate plans: do not 
include the task previously and meet the operator 
profile requirement. 
o Select the plan where the number of times 
matches the number of visits of the task, or in its 
absence the smallest absolute difference. 
o In case of a tie, the plan with the minor number 
of visits is selected. 
 
 
     
 
The second procedure follows a similar sequence, except in 
case of tie in last step:  the plan with the minor duration is 
selected in this case. This change produces a more balanced 
result. 
3.4.2 Greedy algorithms 
The greedy algorithms are based on covering the complete 
space of possible solutions to the problem. We have selected 
the backtracking algorithm. This technique is the direct 
application of the search method known as first in depth. The 
algorithm consists on: (1) Select an option among the possible 
ones. (2) For each selection, consider every possible option 
recursively, in a loop (search in depth). (3) Return the best 
solution found of all evaluated solutions. 
In our case, the first greedy algorithm performs this sequence: 
(1) If a task can be carried out by several profiles, all the 
possibilities are considered. (2) Combinatorial search of 
assignment of all possible tasks to each visit is done. That is, a 
visit could be considered as an empty box where the different 
combination of tasks are inserted.  
The second greedy algorithm is similar except it works with 
sorted visits: in each search iteration, the visits are sorted by 
their absolute difference between the number of visits of the 
task and the number of visits of plan, prioritizing a maximum 
balance among the plans  
3.4.3 Final Balance 
The Final Balance consists of 2 procedures which works with 
the found solution, trying to improve it. The final balance 
follows this sequence: (1) A greedy algorithm that tries to 
remove the tasks of the plans that exceed the maximum 
allowed or the longest in case of not having it. It moves them 
to the plans of shorter   duration. (2) If the flattening criterion 
(B) is not yet met, another greedy algorithm adds unrealized 
tasks to the plans of shorted duration. This Final Balance is 
applied in the execution of the 4 algorithms implemented. 
4. EXPERIMENTATION 
For validation purposes the experimentation has been 
conducted using truck forklift fleet job standardization. There 
are two types of forklifts in the fleet: electrical and diesel. 
Maintenance crew is divided into expert and basic technicians. 
The execution of greedy algorithms has been limited to 1000 
iterations, and the execution time is less than 2 minutes. A 
short execution time is required. 
The first experiment (1x) considers a region where there is a 
lot of diversity in  maintenance plans. Therefore, the 
maintenance company needs to standardize the plans to solve 
the problem of diversity. In this case 6 visits are executed 
annually by one expert technician. The optimization has been 
performed setting 3 plans at 5 minutes of maximum difference 
in duration (B=5). The Optimal Time (OT) is 82.57 m. Table 
1 provides results when the greedy algorithm is isolated from 
previous rules procedures. 
Table 1.  Greedy algorithm isolated in 1x 
Skill Plan Visits Duration(m) 
Expert #1 1 19.28 
Expert #2 2 16.92 
Expert #3 3 15.15 
Annual total time: 98.57 m. 
Difference OT:  + 16 m. 
However, when using the multi-stage algorithm, the annual 
total time for maintenance is almost 2 minutes shorter. 
Table 2.  Multi-stage algorithm result in 1E 
Skill Plan Visits Duration(m) 
Expert #1 1 19.21 
Expert #2 2 17.93 
Expert #3 3 14.21 
Annual total time: 97.7 m. 
Difference OT:  + 14.13 m. 
The usage of this multi-stage algorithm improves the results 
comparing the usage of just a greedy algorithm, and even the 
computational time is improved. Actually, the standardization 
of plans using the final result in Table 2, supposes an increase 
of 7% in annual total time maintenance, and therefore a similar 
increase in maintenance costs, but the company consider this 
as an indirect cost required that allows to save money in 
learning, reduce human mistakes caused by having too much 
different plans and simplify maintenance planning for 
maintenance crew load balancing. 
The second experiment (2x) starts from a situation where an 
expert technician executes all tasks in 2 plans during 12 visits. 
In an annual maintenance, the first plan is executed every 6 
months and the second one the rest of months. OT is 261.88 
minutes. The initial results are shown in Table 3.  
Table 3.  (2x) Expert-2-12 
Skill Plan Visits Duration(m) 
Expert #1 10 18.65 
Expert #2 2 42.7 
Annual total time: 271.91 m. 
Difference OT:  + 10.03 m. 
The target is to save money using two technician profiles 
(expert and basic). In this case the expert technician executes 
2 plans in 2 visits, and the basic one executes 1 plan in 10 
visits. Table 4 shows how the expert skill improves the time 
while keeping the basic tasks duration, related to previous 
situation in Table 3. 
Table 4.  (2x) Expert-2-12; Basic-1-10 
Skill Plan Visits Duration(m) 
Expert #1 1 42.7 
Expert #2 1 32.68 
Basic #3 10 18.65 
 
 
     
 
Annual total time: 261.88 m. 
Difference OT:  0 m. 
Even after setting a maximum difference among plan durations 
of 2 minutes by profile (B=2), the algorithm provides the 
results in Table 5. 
Table 5. (2x) Expert-2-12; Basic-1-10; B=2 
Skill Plan Visits Duration(m) 
Expert #1 1 38.85 
Expert #2 1 38.53 
Basic #3 10 18.65 
Annual total time: 261.88 m. 
Difference OT:  0 m. 
This result means an improvement of 10 minutes by truck. 
Assuming a truck fleet of 100 units and considering that basic 
technician cost/hour is 40% less than using the expert operator, 
the savings are close to 32% in this case.  
5.  CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
This paper presents an algorithm to solve the combinatorial 
optimization problem in standardization of maintenance plans, 
using a multi-stage approach with 4 different algorithms. The 
usage of this algorithm allows to reduce costs or to enable an 
easier later planning. Taking one single algorithm could find 
an optimal solution depending of the used case, but a unique 
algorithm does not find reliable results in a generic way. This 
algorithm is completely scalable in number of tasks, plans, 
visits and operator profiles. However, after this work we 
considered that it is possible to take advantage of the 
combination of algorithms in other ways, that is, using a 
hierarchical approach. Next step will consider an Estimation 
of Distribution Algorithm (EDA) on the top, that will be fed 
by the optimal results found by 4 different kind of optimization 
algorithm: Rule-based, greedy, evolutionary and simulated 
annealing. Therefore, we go ahead in two ways, extending 
both the algorithms typologies and the way to combine them. 
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Abstract 
The main objective of maintenance is to increase equipment life while keeping the safety and reliability of the 
system. When planning maintenance, it is necessary to take into account a set of factors such as the risk of 
equipment and the logistics of spare parts. The objective has been to define a new on-line risk analysis 
methodology that considers the dynamic factors for its calculation, so that it can later be used in the 
maintenance activities to be carried out in the wind turbines. In addition, the integration of the logistics and 
maintenance perspective motivates the need to organize a decision-making framework that we present in 6 
sequential steps. In general, maintenance and replacement policies are treated separately or sequentially in 
the industry. However, since the stock level of spare parts often depends on maintenance policies, it is best 
to treat these problems simultaneously. In this article we propose a genetic algorithm to solve this problem. 
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1 RISK BASED MAINTENANCE 
The risk calculation, for operation and safety, is usually a 
static calculation in the design phase. In the current 
context this is no longer sufficient, and the objective has 
been to define a new online risk analysis methodology 
that takes into account the dynamic factors for its 
calculation, so that it can subsequently be used in the 
maintenance activities to be carried out in wind turbines. 
The main objective of the maintenance processes is to 
make use of the knowledge of failures and accidents to 
achieve the highest possible safety at the lowest cost. 
Also the challenge of the maintenance engineer is to 
implement a maintenance policy that maximizes the 
availability and efficiency of the equipment, controlling 
the deterioration, ensuring a safe operation for people 
and environmentally, as well as minimizing the total cost 
of the operation [1]. There is also a close relationship 
between maintenance and product quality, since the 
quality of the product depends on the condition of the 
equipment. 
Therefore, it is necessary to carry out maintenance 
planning, minimizing the frequency and consequences of 
failures. The risk-based maintenance methodology 
(RBM) is designed to study all failure modes, determining 
the risk associated with each of them and developing a 
maintenance policy that minimizes the occurrence of 
high-risk failure modes. In this paper we propose our own 
risk calculation methodology based on RMB, that is 
dynamic over time, in order to prioritize maintenance 
actions based on the current risk. 
In the literature review, different approaches based on 
risk-based methodologies have been carried out. Vesely 
[8] used probabilistic risk (PRA) as a tool for 
maintenance prioritization. 
Vaurio [9] presented a procedure to optimize the intervals 
of testing and maintenance of systems and components 
related to safety. The method is based on minimizing the 
total cost of the plant under the restriction that the total 
frequency of accidents (risk) remains below an 
established criterion. 
Backlund and Hannu [10] discussed maintenance 
decisions based on the results of the risk analysis. 
Effective use of resources can be achieved using risk-
based maintenance decisions to determine where and 
when to perform maintenance. A comparative study was 
discussed based on three independent risk analyses 
performed at a specific hydroelectric plant. 
The risk-centred approach used in these studies helps 
make decisions regarding the prioritization of equipment 
for maintenance and in determining an appropriate 
maintenance interval. 
Risk-based maintenance (RBM) consists of 2 phases [2]: 
1. Risk assessment. 
2. Risk-based maintenance planning. 
The main objective of this methodology is to reduce the 
general risk that may arise from unexpected failures in the 
facilities [3]. Inspection and maintenance activities are 
prioritized based on the quantified risk caused by the 
failure of the components, so that the total risk can be 
minimized using risk-based maintenance. High-risk 
components are inspected and maintained normally with 
greater frequency and thoroughness and are better 
maintained, in order to achieve tolerable risk criteria [4]. 
Risk assessment is the critical and most important phase, 
since maintenance decisions will be made with the risk 
assessed as a centre. 
All risk analysis methodology must have an estimate of 
failure frequency, an estimate of the consequences and 
an estimate of the risk. In the case of the RBM strategy, it 
is necessary to better define an adequate maintenance 
policy. This can increase the reliability of the equipment 
and lead to safe and faultless operations. Although RBM 
is widely recognized as an important tool for accident 
analysis, it is not fully utilized. The RBM process is often 
used on a static basis considering only major incidents 
and accidents. Too often ignores minor incidents or near 
accidents. In addition, it has not been used in decision 
making dynamically. 
The risk assessment can be quantitative or qualitative.  
The quantitative risk assessment is carried out by 
estimating the frequency and its consequences. 
Quantitative risk assessment is only appropriate when it is 
reasonable and feasible of calculate. 
The qualitative risk assessment is applicable when the 
risks are small and well known, and the site is not in the 
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neighbourhood of a possible incompatible development. 
A simple description of the types of serious faults, their 
consequences and their probability and a review of 
compliance with the standards are sufficient. The results 
are represented as a risk matrix where the probability 
and the consequences represent the axes. 
When there is data available, the criticality number (CN 
for its acronym in English) is calculated as follows: 
 
Criticality Number (Cm) = βαλt 
where β = Probability of failure effect, α = failure mode 
ratio, λ = component failure rate, t = operating time 
 
In the Failure Mode, Effects and Criticality Analysis 
(FMECA), CN is not used, but the Risk priority number 
(RPN) is used, defined as follows: 
Risk priority Number = Severity x Occurrence x Detection 
 
 
Figure 1: Steps for the design of an FMECA 
 
The severity indicates the consequences of a failure, the 
occurrence indicates the probability of the failure to 
occur, and the detection is how easy to detect. In this 
way a ranking is made with the failures from higher to 
lower RPN. The range of RPN varies between 1 and 
1000, as a value that indicates the need to perform 
maintenance. 
Sinha [10] proposes a modification of the methodology 
for calculating the value of RPN in FMECA and applies it 
to an offshore wind farm. If there is no numerical 
information available, it proposes a qualitative approach. 
  
2 METHODOLOGY FOR DYNAMIC RISK 
CALCULATION 
Normally the risk is defined as the multiplication between 
the cost of the failure by its probability. 
 
Risk = Failure Cost x Failure Probability 
 
Depending on the application where the costs are 
calculated, a structure of different costs is usually used, 
although in the literature they usually categorize it into 
economic, environmental and security costs. The 
economic costs can be categorized in very complex 
ways, although fundamentally they are divided into repair, 
loss and penalty costs. 
 
 
Figure 2: Cost categories that influence the risk 
 
When we talk about a dynamic calculation of risk, we 
must bear in mind that values may vary when calculating 
the risk. Basically, we can specify 2 aspects: 
1. The probability of failure can be dynamic over time. 
As the fault database increases, the probability of 
each failure mode evolves. 
2. The impact according to current operation, that is, the 
economic cost of the loss. Depending on the current 
activity of the asset being considered, the losses are 
higher or lower. 
In this work and most of the bibliography focuses mainly 
on the first point. For example, Bhandari [6] presents the 
Dynamic Risk-based Maintenance (DRBM) methodology 
that uses Bayesian theory to update the probability of the 
occurrence of events. This methodology can produce 
more consistent and accurate maintenance inspection 
intervals. It can also incorporate the conditional 
dependencies of the subcomponents that could be lost 
during the application of conventional methods. The 
evaluation of this dynamic risk is carried out in 2 stages: 
analysis of accidents and updating of the probability. A 
Bayesian network is used in these steps, updating the 
probability of failure, and then the risk. The probability is 
updated when new information is available. 
 
Figure 3: Methodology for dynamic risk calculation 
 
In this paper we propose a method for the dynamic 
calculation of risk, which is reflected in Figure 3. 
Next, we describe the different steps of the methodology: 
1. Design the FMECA of our system, in the traditional 
way (Figure 1). 
2. Calculate the value of Risk Priority Number (RPN) for 
each cause of failure, according to Sinha's 
calculation method [7], which uses a method with a 
smaller range of values. 
3. We select the main failures of our system (3 most 
critical failures). 
4. We designed a Bayesian network for each selected 
primary fault. 
5. When a high-risk failure in the system is present, the 
corresponding Bayesian network must be 
instantiated, with the causes detected in such a way 
that the adaptive method of the network is applied. 
6. When calculating the risks of failure modes, we 
must: 
a. If it is a low risk failure, we must use the 
previously calculated static RPN value, 
normalize it and multiply it by the cost of the 
failure. 
b. If it is a high failure risk, we instantiate the 
Bayesian network to obtain the inferred risk 
(value between 0 and 1) and multiply it by 
the cost of the failure. 
 
The learning of a graphic model has become a very 
active research topic and many algorithms have been 
developed for this. Introductory and advanced 
information on probabilistic network learning can be 
found in [5]. Here, we can distinguish between three 
approaches: 
• Learn the structure: this type of learning tries to 
make the whole structure of Bayesian networks 
through a fusion of data and expert knowledge. 
Methods for structural learning include Naïve Bayes 
approaches, search and scoring methods (K2) and 
dependency analysis (PC, NPC). 
• Learn batch probabilities: learn the information 
regarding conditional distributions. The parameter 
estimation uses algorithms such as EM (Estimation-
Maximization) to find the best parameter distribution 
given an a-priori graph configuration. This approach 
and the previous one need a much larger case 
database. 
• Learn the probabilities sequentially: this approach is 
used when we have a certain structure, but we want 
the probabilities to be adapted to a particular 
context. It is also called "adaptation". 
 
In our case, we must structure the network in the way 
defined by Bhandari, and we can see in Figure 4. 
 
 
Figure 4: Network structure used by Bhandari [9] 
 
 
This network is structured as follows: 
• Root Nodes (RN). 
• Intermediate nodes (IN) 
• Top or pivot (PN) nodes, the failure mode that 
we are defining to obtain the risk. 
• Consecutive nodes (C) 
• Final risk (Risk), related to the consequence 
nodes and the pivot node. 
The consequences can be estimated in 4 categories: 
• Human damage. 
• Economic losses. 
• Environmental losses. 
• Performance losses. 
In this way, the risk calculation according to the category 
can be prioritized. The pivot node is connected to each 
consequence. This node calculates the final risk from the 
failures of individual components. In the next step, the risk 
level is estimated with the Bayesian network considering 
the probabilities of failure and the relevant consequences. 
The calculated risk level reflects the level of risk in the 
system. The risk can be categorized as low, medium and 
high. 
 
3 LOGISTICS AND SPARE PARTS MANAGEMENT 
The integration of the logistics and maintenance 
perspective motivates the need to organize the proposed 
decision-making framework in 6 sequential steps. These 
specific problems are evidence of the main questions that 
generally arise during the decision-making process to 
define the correct management policy for spare parts. 
 
Figure 5: The steps in decision making for selecting spare 
part policy 
3.1 Part coding 
A specific code system will be used for spare parts, which 
is quite different from that adopted in a list of product 
materials; the code should provide a quick understanding 
of the technical characteristics of the item, the equipment 
tree it refers to, the supplier involved and the physical 
location in the inventory . 
3.2 Part Classification 
An adequate classification of the spare parts is needed 
because in a production plant, composed of different 
equipment, there is a great variety of technical spare 
parts used directly or indirectly for maintenance and 
repair purposes. In addition, its intrinsic technical and 
economic characteristics (criticality, specificity, value, 
type of suppliers, etc.) can be very different. As a result, 
an adequate classification system must provide 
fundamental information to establish the correct repair 
policy. For the classification of the parties and for the 
prioritization a classic methodology to carry out the 
process is usually called the ABC Classification.  
3.3 Part demand forecast  
For the calculation of the demand will work especially 
with those classified in the group A according to ABC 
classification. Special forecasting techniques are 
required for the spare parts. In fact, a common 
characteristic of the articles in group A of spare parts is 
their relatively low level of consumption. A component 
installed in a machine usually requires a replacement, 
due to breakdown or preventive maintenance, rather 
sporadically, with intervals of up to several years. In 
addition, the consumption rate of a spare part depends to 
a large extent on the number of equipment in which the 
piece is installed, as well as on its intrinsic level of 
reliability. All these reasons explain why specific 
forecasting techniques, different from those traditionally 
used for production materials, should be applied for 
maintenance. 
If the demand is considered to be a Poisson model, the 
needs are separated equally for each spare part during 
the estimated period. Following the approach of the 
spare part, the requirements of each spare part are 
considered separately. So the demand for spare parts is 
equal to the corrective replacements made during the life 
cycle. 
For critical equipment type B, over time the goal is to be 
using the same strategies as those of type A, although 
they are not so critical, so they should be calculating the 
demands of these teams progressively. For the C, it can 
be more or less strict given its uncritical nature. 
3.4 Stock management policy 
The goal of any control system is to determine when and 
how many parts to order. This decision must be made 
depending on the stock situation, the anticipated demand 
and the different cost factors. So spare parts can be 
categorized in the stock as orders in hand, pending 
orders and delayed orders.  
 
• We must take into account the following factors in 
the demand model is a Poisson distribution: When 
there is a demand there are two possibilities. That 
the spare part is present in the inventory and sent to 
the maintainers for corrective replacement. And that 
the spare part is not and that demands an order with 
delay from the park. So the maintainers will have to 
wait until the spare arrives the total waiting time. 
• When the spare reaches the warehouse there will 
also be two possibilities. One, that the spare is a late 
order so it will be sent to the maintenance team 
immediately. Or, that the spare will remain in the 
inventory until the order or base stock level arrives. 
This approach is used both in the park warehouse and in 
the plant. Depending on whether the delay occurs in any 
of the two inventories, a stochastic or deterministic 
waiting time can be used for the acquisition of the spare 
part. 
3.5 Computation of parameters and inventory costs 
Once you have the previous calculations, the inventory 
parameters are calculated. The first thing is to calculate 
the time in stock and the time in delay. The objective is to 
calculate the sum of both times. 
At this stage, storage and order costs are also simulated. 
So you can have the base cost of stock of each spare 
part. For the cost of storage, the time in stock of the spare 
is taken into account during the simulated time. And the 
cost of delay is considered similarly. 
3.6 Policy test and validation 
As a final phase, the testing and validation of the results 
achieved by applying the aforementioned steps to reality 
must be achieved and refinement applied where 
necessary. 
 
4 JOINT OPTIMIZATION OF LOGISTICS AND 
MAINTENANCE 
In general, maintenance and replacement policies are 
treated separately or sequentially in the industry. 
However, since the stock level of spare parts often 
depends on maintenance policies, it is better to treat 
these problems simultaneously. 
It must be taken into account that the availability of spare 
parts and their quick access are key to the success of 
maintenance management systems. Therefore, a logical 
approach to solve the problem of the availability of spare 
parts lies in preserving the large size of the inventories of 
spare parts for immediate disposal when necessary. 
However, a cost-effective solution to this problem requires 
a trade-off between overstocking and a shortage of spare 
parts. For these reasons, designing spare parts optimally 
represents a critical and important task for production 
managers. 
Van Horenbeek [11] makes a classification using different 
criteria when classifying the different systems that 
optimize together logistics and maintenance, defining 
them in 7 sets of criteria. 
In the literature, the most commonly used approaches to 
develop a possible stock supply decision model are 
simulation and mathematical programming. Mathematical 
programming refers to the development of mathematical 
models based on linear programming, dynamic 
programming, objective programming, etc. The multi-level 
technique (Multi-echelon) for Sherbrooke's recoverable 
elements control model [12] is the first mathematical 
programming application in the problem of inventory 
management of spare parts. 
Another approach that is commonly used to solve the 
spare parts management problem in the industrial world is 
simulation. The main advantage of simulation over 
mathematical modelling is its ability to describe non-linear 
multivariate relationships, which can hardly be put into an 
explicit analytical form. However, simulation modelling is 
not an optimization technique. If the objective is to 
develop optimal spare parts inventory policies using 
simulation, then it is necessary to integrate the simulation 
model with an optimization technique. In simulation 
optimization, one or more discrete event simulation 
models replace the analytical objective function and 
constraints. The decision variables are the conditions in 
which the simulation is executed, and the performance 
measure becomes one (or a function of several) of the 
responses generated by a simulation model. The 
classical methods used with the simulation are the 
surface response methodology, the design of experiments 
and the stochastic approach. 
In recent years, metaheuristics such as genetic 
algorithms (GA), simulated cooling and taboo search 
have been widely used together with simulation to 
improve the efficiency of the search procedure. Among 
these guided search methods, the optimization of 
simulation through GA is a fairly active research area. 
There are successful GA-based simulation optimization 
applications in scheduling, installation layout, assembly 
line planning, supply chain management, kanban 
systems, maintenance policy selection and spare parts 
inventory management. 
The proposed procedure has been implemented in three 
phases. The first phase involves the development of a 
discrete event simulation model, which represents the 
behaviour of the system with its maintenance and 
aspects related to the inventory. The development of a 
GA to optimize the control parameters of the spare parts 
inventory management policy is carried out in the second 
stage. The last stage involves the integration of GA with 
the discrete event simulation model integrated in the 
optimization cycle. 
Starting from the base that the mean time between 
failures (MTBF), the average repair time (MTTR) and the 
PM durations follow the Weibull distribution and the 
delivery times follow the triangular distribution. 
Therefore, when modelling all stochastic input data, we 
refer to this data. In addition, we assume that: 
• A PM action is performed when the machine is 
stopped. So, there are no interruptions due to PM. 
• There are enough maintenance personnel to carry 
out the required maintenance activities. 
Our objective will also be to obtain a list of materials that 
currently remain in the warehouse (or that are missing) 
with their direct influence on the cost. 
 
5 CONCLUSIONS 
The maintenance processes try to make use of the 
knowledge of failures and accidents to achieve the 
highest possible safety at the lowest cost. This means 
maximizing the availability and efficiency of the 
equipment, controlling the degradation, making a safe 
operation environmentally and for the people, as well as 
minimizing the total cost of the operation. 
The risk-based maintenance methodology (RBM) is 
designed to study all failure modes, determining the risk 
associated with each of them, developing a maintenance 
policy that minimizes the occurrence of high-risk failure 
modes. In this paper a proposal for a risk calculation 
methodology has been made, that takes into account the 
dynamic factors over time, in order to prioritize later 
maintenance actions based on the current risk. 
A methodology for decision making in logistics and 
maintenance in sequence form with 6 steps has been 
presented, which solve the main questions that generally 
arise during the process to define the correct 
management policy for spare parts.  
Finally we consider that the best algorithm to perform the 
joint optimization of logistics and maintenance is a 
combination of genetic algorithm that is supported by a 
Monte Carlo simulation. The proposed algorithm must be 
implemented in three phases: a discrete event simulation 
model that represents the behaviour of the system with 
its maintenance; a GA to optimize the control parameters 
of the inventory management policy; GA integration with 
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Abstract. This paper presents an algorithm to solve the combinatorial optimiza-
tion problem in the definition of preventive maintenance plans. This problem is 
not easy to solve, since tasks performed on assets can be redundant or not re-
quired. The objective is a more accurate definition of plans to reduce maintenance 
costs, where different optimization algorithms can be used. Taking a single opti-
mization algorithm approach could serve to find an optimal solution depending 
of the use case, but it does not find reliable results in a generic way. The new 
hybrid approach with 4 different algorithms shows that better results are obtained 
than the use of the individual optimization algorithms. 
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1 Introduction 
In general, data analysis techniques allow us to improve the way we manage our busi-
ness. Specifically, through the application of descriptive analytics we can understand 
in more detail the current state of the business, and predictive analytics estimates what 
we do not know. Finally, there is a third level of analytics as a natural extension to these 
processes, prescriptive analytics, which leads to complete integration with the business. 
The prescriptive analytics considers not only the business data, also how the deci-
sions affect the costs and benefits accounts, and what restrictions and considerations 
should be considered in the actions that are going to be carried out. This automatically 
generates realistic action policies that have a direct impact on benefits. 
In many cases, the decision process is not systematic. The decision to be made is 
framed in a context defined by a series of restrictions. These restrictions set the condi-
tions for a decision to be valid, but there are many valid decisions in the same context. 
Usually when making these decisions, there is implicit a way of assessing the quality 
of one decision over another, an objective function that allows to distinguish between 




Fig. 1. Prescriptive analytics techniques and benefits. 
 
On the other hand, maintenance research and development is gaining importance world-
wide because of the irruption of technologies that enable advanced maintenance solu-
tions, including prescriptive analytics techniques. Maintenance management involves 
different concepts and activities (Garg & Deshmukh 2006): Part of the literature deals 
with (a) development and selection of optimum maintenance strategies (Bevilacqua 
2000) (Christer 1999) (Gilabert 2015) (Koren 2002) (Scarf 1997); other major areas of 
research describe (b) the modelling and programming of the machine maintenance 
(Duffuaa 1999) and (c) the theory of reliability, replacement and the determination of 
frequency of inspection (Jardine 2001). Finally, other researchers concentrate on (d) 
simulations to measure a maintenance system (Banks 2005) (Barros 2003).  
In this paper our objective is to focus on a problem related to maintenance strategies 
that is scarcely tackled so far in literature: It is related to the development of standard-
ized maintenance plans related to PM tasks, in complex maintenance scenarios with 
different fleet characteristics as well as maintenance resources. These scenarios appear 
in areas such as fleet transport systems (buses, trains), infrastructures, or elevators. 
Here, Preventive Maintenance (PM) tasks should be identified and developed to man-
age the failure. PMs are value-added tasks conducted using the least labor, downtime 
and materials to complete the tasks. Therefore, fleet maintenance requires standardized 
job plans. And the definition of plans concerning the PM tasks to be done by mainte-
nance crew is a crucial problem prior to resource planning. The development of these 
plans is not trivial. Product maintenance specifications can include up to one hundred 
different actions, to be executed with different frequencies, and with some differences 
depending of product versions. On the other hand, not all maintenance crew is able to 
execute all actions (some of them may be better reserved to senior specialists) and there 
may be even different contracts regarding the frequency of inspections depending on 
the SLA (service level of agreement contracted) or the country legislation, to name only 
some examples.  
These characteristics fits as a challenge for automated decision-making trough ex-
pert optimization models. Decision making tools help users to improve the ability of 
solving problems and the capabilities of production systems (Medina-Oliva 2015) (Mo-
lenaar 2001). Optimization is also linked to decision-making, minimizing the mainte-
nance costs or the ecological impact (Jiang et al 2018). In this case, the standardization 
of maintenance plans cannot be solved usually by accurate optimization algorithms, 
which are those that guarantee finding an optimal solution. What disables the applica-
tion of accurate optimization algorithms to these problems is the computation time. This 
fact has a consequence in the scientific community: it is the born of meta-heuristics 
techniques. Despite not finding the optimal solution, these techniques ensure that there 
is a good solution with the advantage that this search could be carried out in a reasona-
ble execution time. Therefore, depending on the needs, there can be multiple optimiza-
tion criteria simultaneously. It is possible to have different optimization systems or in-
clude commitments for calculations with partially connected criteria. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follow. Section 2 introducing the problem of 
standardization of maintenance plans. Section 2 shows the proposed hybrid architecture 
and the specific algorithm inside. Section 4 presents the experimentation of the solution. 
Finally, the conclusions are given by integrating also future research directions. 
2 Standardization of maintenance plans 
The optimization methods addressed to tackle this problem that appears in literature are 
varied: Some of the optimization criteria are related to smoothing the preventive 
maintenance work load of the crew (Ben-Daya 2009), other related to short-term 
(Dedopoulos 1995) and long term (Garg 2006) scheduling of planned maintenance 
work. Hybrid optimization has been also used in maintenance for determining periodic 
inspections (Phan & Zhu 2015). Instead, this paper is centered in optimizing the group 
of tasks to be done by the maintenance crew in a fleet, taking into account that having 
too much different task plans could be difficult to be managed by the staff. 
A maintenance plans is defined as a set of multiple tasks of short duration. For in-
stance, in case of a car could be (a) check tire pressure, (b) change oil and filters, and 
many other tasks with a defined duration and frequency. The definition and realization 
of these tasks depend on the configuration of the assets, applying also the corresponding 
legislations. Theoretically the optimal solution would consist on defining a different 
maintenance plan for each specific asset. In any case, that solution is not feasible, since 
the operators in charge of performing maintenance tasks cannot have a specific plan for 
each asset. A more efficient solution is to define a single plan (or a reduced set of plans) 
because the worker can perform the tasks efficiently. For this reason, maintenance plans 
must be standardized for all assets in a system, even if this implies the execution of 
tasks that are not strictly necessary on certain assets.  
Several maintenance factors or policies have an influence and must be considered 
when making the definition of the plans. These considerations suppose a problem of 
combinatorial optimization. The optimization problem must take into account the fol-
lowing factors, considering that it applies to a set of assets of a similar nature: 
• Asset configuration: Each asset has a set of tasks to execute depending on its con-
figuration. 
• Tasks and frequency: Each task has a minimum frequency which depends on differ-
ent legislations, safety criteria or customer requests. 
• Client contract: The asset belongs to a client, that depending on the contract can have 
certain additional tasks (e.g. cleaning) or tasks that are made more frequently. 
• Plans: The tasks to be executed on an asset are grouped in different plans, due to 
their different frequency requirements. 
• Visits: The maintenance of an asset requires N plans carried out in V visits and by a 
certain operator skill. Obtaining the number of visits associated with each plan is 
another optimization problem. 
• Worker profiles: the worker preform some tasks depending on their skills. 
• Maximum plan duration. 
• Balance parameter:  the maximum difference of minutes between plans.  
 
3 The hybrid algorithm 
The hybrid algorithm tries to solve two different optimization problems. On the one 
hand, searching the best combination between plans and visits. Input data only provides 
the total number of plans and visits related to the asset. For instance, the requirements 
could be 2 plans in 6 visits, and the algorithm must give as a result that Plan 1 should 
be done in 2 visits and Plan 2 in 4 visits (or maybe other combination as 1-5 or 3-3). 
On the other hand, the hybrid algorithm searches the best standardization of tasks in the 
plans/visits to perform, according to the input requirements. 
Figure 2 depicts the algorithm architecture used in the hybrid optimization. During 
the optimization, the tasks are distributed in the maintenance plans, which have previ-
ously been assigned a certain number of visits. This process is done in 4 different algo-
rithms, obtaining as a result the best plan provided after the execution of:  
 
1. Rules procedure minimizing time. 
2. Rules procedure balancing plans. 
3. Greedy algorithm minimizing time. 
4. Greedy algorithm balancing plans. 
 
The main reason of using a hybrid approach is due to 2 different objectives are managed 
at the same time: 
- The minimization of the total time required to perform the plan on the asset, that 
is, the sum of all tasks in visits, in every plan.  
 




𝑖=1  (1) 
 
where n is the number of plans, m the number of tasks related to plan i, tj the duration 
of task j, and v the number of visits of plan i. 
- The minimization among the differences in duration of plans (maximum balance) 
 
min ((max𝑖 ∑ 𝑡𝑗𝑣𝑖
𝑗=𝑚
𝑗=1 ) − (min𝑖 ∑ 𝑡𝑗𝑣𝑖
𝑗=𝑚





Fig. 2. Hybrid optimization algorithm architecture. 
 
 
Next main parts of the algorithm are described in detail. 
3.1 Baseline data 
During the first step the input information must be provided to perform the optimiza-
tion. In detail: 
• Main asset configuration. The concept of a plan standardization is not to provide the 
specific configuration, but it should be defined in an upper level (e.g. in case of cars, 
they could be gas or diesel, involving different maintenance tasks). 
• Country legislation. Usually countries specify different frequency inspections re-
lated to maintenance tasks. 
• Client contract type, the levels of SLA. For instance: Low cost, Normal and VIP. 
• Worker profiles, in relation with their skills. For instance, Technician and Specialist. 
• For each worker profile, number of maintenance plans and total visits by year. 
• Maximum duration of a maintenance plan, in minutes. 
• Maximum difference among plan durations in minutes (B), in order to provide bal-
anced plans. 
According to the previous inputs, the baseline data is obtained. This data consists on a 
set of tasks and their compulsory visits for each task. The Optimal Time is defined as 
the sum of these task durations multiplied by their visits.  
𝑂𝑇 = ∑ 𝑡𝑖
𝑖=𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑣𝑖   (3) 
 
where m is the total number of tasks, ti is the duration of the task and vi the minimum 
number of visits of ti. This Optimal Time will be used for validation purposes. The 
evaluation criterion is defined as the difference between the Total Time and the Optimal 
Time. 
3.2 Plans Vs Visits 
As introduced before, obtaining the number of visits associated with each plan is an-
other optimization problem. The maintenance of an asset requires N plans carried out 
in V visits and by a certain operator skill. This is calculated by another instance of the 
hybrid optimization algorithm. However, this execution is performed in a small number 
of iterations (< 10). 
The target of Plans & Visits process consists in selecting the most appropriate 
plans/visits relation so that the search is more limited, and the search algorithm starts 
from a defined configuration. The step in this process starts with the calculation of all 
possible combinations of visits and plans by operator profiles. For example, for an ex-
pert profile, 3 plans and 6 visits (Expert-3-6), the number of visits of each plan could 
be: 1-1-4; 1-2-3; 2-2-2. For each possible combination, the hybrid algorithm with 10 
iterations is executed. The best result obtained (E.g. 1-2-3), is the configuration used in 
the next step. 
3.3 Rules Procedures 
This first procedure follows this sequence: 
• Tasks are ordered from largest to smallest duration. 
• Sequentially, each task is assigned to a plan, using this algorithm: 
─ Selection of possible candidate plans: do not include the task previously and meet 
the operator profile requirement. 
─ Select the plan where the number of times matches the number of visits of the 
task, or in its absence the smallest absolute difference. 
─ In case of a tie, the plan with the minor number of visits is selected. 
The second procedure follows a similar sequence, except in case of tie in last step:  the 
plan with the minor duration is selected in this case. This change produces a more bal-
anced result. 
3.4 Greedy algorithms.  
The greedy algorithms are based on covering the complete space of possible solutions 
to the problem. We have selected the backtracking algorithm. This technique is the 
direct application of the search method known as first in depth. The algorithm consists 
on:  
1. Select an option among the possible ones.  
2. For each selection, consider every possible option recursively, in a loop (search in 
depth).  
3. Return the best solution found of all evaluated solutions. 
In our case, the first greedy algorithm performs this sequence:  
1. If a task can be carried out by several profiles, all the possibilities are considered.  
2. Combinatorial search of assignment of all possible tasks to each visit is done. That 
is, a visit could be considered as an empty box where the different combination of 
tasks is inserted.  
The second greedy algorithm is similar except it works with sorted visits: in each search 
iteration, the visits are sorted by their absolute difference between the number of visits 
of the task and the number of visits of plan, prioritizing a maximum balance among the 
plans  
3.5 Final Balance.  
The Final Balance consists of 2 procedures which works with the found solution, trying 
to improve it. The final balance follows this sequence:  
1. A greedy algorithm that tries to remove the tasks of the plans that exceed the maxi-
mum allowed or the longest in case of not having it. It moves them to the plans of 
shorter   duration.  
2. If the flattening criterion (B) is not yet met, another greedy algorithm adds unrealized 
tasks to the plans of shorted duration. This Final Balance is applied in the execution 
of the 4 algorithms implemented. 
4 Use case 
The hybrid algorithm has been validated using truck forklift fleet job standardization. 
In this use case are considered two of forklifts in a fleet: electrical and diesel. Also the 
maintenance crew is categorized into specialists and technicians. Due to a user require-
ment, a short execution time is needed, and the execution of greedy instances has been 
limited to 1000 iterations, enabling an execution time minor than 2 minutes. Moreover, 
two different experiment have been done.  
In the first experiment, the country evaluated has a lot of diversity in maintenance 
plans, and the maintenance company needs to standardize the plans to solve the problem 
of diversity. The frequency of maintenance is set to 2 months, by one specialist. The 
optimization has been executed setting 3 plans at 3 minutes of maximum difference in 
duration (B=3). The Optimal Time (OT) is 82.57 m. Table 1 provides results when the 
greedy algorithm is isolated from previous rules procedures. 
 
Table 1.   Greedy algorithm isolated in Specialist-2-6 
Skill Plan Visits Duration(m) 
Specialist #1 1 19.14 
Specialist #2 2 18.46 
Specialist #3 3 18.07 
Annual total time: 110.27 m. 
Difference OT:  + 27.70 m. 
 
However, when using the hybrid algorithm, the annual total time for maintenance is 
almost 2 minutes shorter. 
 
Table 2.   Hybrid algorithm result in Specialist-2-6 
Skill Plan Visits Duration(m) 
Specialist #1 1 18.10 
Specialist #2 2 18.71 
Specialist #3 3 17.60 
Annual total time: 108.32 m. 
Difference OT:  + 25.75 m. 
 
The usage of this hybrid optimization algorithm improves the results comparing the 
usage of just a greedy algorithm, and even the computational time is improved. Actu-
ally, the standardization of plans using the final result in Table 2, supposes an increase 
of 7% in annual total time maintenance, and therefore a similar increase in maintenance 
costs, but the company consider this as an indirect cost required that allows to save 
money in learning, reduce human mistakes caused by having too much different plans 
and simplify maintenance planning for maintenance crew load balancing. 
In the second experiment considers the situation where specialist executes the 
maintenance every month during a year, setting only 2 different plans. In an annual 
maintenance, the first plan is executed every 6 months and the second one the rest of 
months. OT is 261.88 minutes. The initial results are shown in Table 3.  
Table 3.   Specialist-2-12 
Skill Plan Visits Duration(m) 
Specialist #1 10 18.65 
Specialist #2 2 42.7 
Annual total time: 271.91 m. 
Difference OT:  + 10.03 m. 
 
In this case the objective is to save money using two types of workers (specialist and 
technician). In this case the specialist executes 2 plans every 6 months, and the techni-
cian executes 1 plan in 10 visits, setting a maximum difference among plan durations 
of 1 minute by profile (B=1). Table 4 shows how the expert skill improves the time 
while keeping the basic tasks duration, related to previous situation in Table 3. 
Table 4. Specialist -2-12; Technician -1-10; B=1 
Skill Plan Visits Duration(m) 
Specialist #1 1 38.85 
Specialist #2 1 38.53 
Technician #3 10 18.65 
Annual total time: 261.88 m. 
Difference OT:  0 m. 
 
This result means an improvement of 10 minutes by truck. Assuming a truck fleet of 
100 units and considering that technician cost/hour is 40% less than using the specialist 
worker, the savings are close to 32% in this case.  
5  Conclusions  
In an optimization problem, a hybrid approach improves the results obtained in com-
parison with the use of one single algorithm. This paper presents a new algorithm to 
solve the combinatorial optimization problem in standardization of maintenance plans, 
using a hybrid approach with 4 different algorithms. The usage of this algorithm allows 
to reduce costs or to enable an easier later planning. This algorithm is completely scal-
able in number of tasks, plans, visits and operator profiles. The hybrid combinations 
have been implemented in a multi-stage process.  However, after this work we consid-
ered that it is possible to take advantage of the combination of algorithms in other ways, 
for instance, using a hierarchical approach. Next step will consider an Estimation of 
Distribution Algorithm (EDA) on the top, that will be fed by the optimal results found 
by 4 different kind of optimization algorithm: Rule-based, greedy, evolutionary and 
simulated annealing. The future objective will be to improve this algorithm expanding 
both the optimization typologies and the way to combine their results. 
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